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As I missed out on international art events this season because New York is so far

away, all I could think of was how unlucky their curators are. You work on Venice

or Documenta for a year or two or four. You start out researching when there’s a

somewhat liberal president in the US and some island off the coast of Europe still

considers itself part of the union. Though the war in Syria, the refugee crisis, and

economic instability in the EU were already present, there’s still a feeling that this

past year has served too many blows. And those largescale exhibitions, years in

the making, all opened to a great unknown.

On Instagram, almost all the photos I see from Venice are of the same works, and

I wonder how and if they respond to the current situation, whether there is a way

for art not to seem detached. In New York, few of the exhibitions currently on

view in commercial galleries and museums focus directly on contemporary

politics. At Metro Pictures, Robert Longo’s show, “The Destroyer Cycle,” does just

that. It’s comprised of largescale charcoalandgraphite drawings of riot cops in

full gear, prisoners being led to a CIA black site, and a triptych of migrants in a

raft in rough waters. It’s an aestheticized, grand, spectacular view of politics; as

such, it is grim (the blackandwhite tones of the charcoal, yes, as well as the

subjects) but it says little. Longo replicates imagery from the news, from

television, or in the case of the triptych Untitled (Raft at Sea) (2016–17), from the

cover of a Doctors Without Borders publication, without taking a position beyond

inserting an artist’s hand. The look to art history, from the obvious reference to

Théodore Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa (1818–1819) to a graphiteandcharcoal

onpaper replica of Titian’s Venus with a Mirror (Untitled [after Titian, Venus

with a Mirror, 1555], 2017) only makes these works seem further detached and

aestheticized, timeless representation rather than a current preoccupation.

A much more engaged stand can be seen in “A Split During Laughter at the

Rally,” Juliana Huxtable’s exhibition at Reena Spaulings. The eponymous video

on view includes scenes from a small demonstration in a gentrifying Brooklyn

neighborhood, where a number of 20somethings carry homemade signs and

chant the nowclassics “No Trump, no KKK, no fascist USA” and “this is what

democracy looks like,” then stop at the local coffee shop to discuss these chants.

Their wellintentioned naivety is interspersed with interviews with people

claiming the rhythms demonstrators sing are appropriated from African

American culture, and a narration by Huxtable, complete with her trademark

blue lipstick. It’s a layered text—the script gathers from comments on YouTube

videos, rightwing radio shows, and scenes from the recent demonstrations—that

exposes the fringe the artist is interested in—conspiracy theorists and online

trolls—as well as how that fringe mirrors the feebleness of the sense of political

agency in contemporary society.

Maybe politics can be found in more nuanced ways, or by handing over the

responsibility of seeing the political potential of art to the viewer. Seeing a couple

of quick images of a Trump building (not the one on 5th Ave, just one of the other

developments, still with a big TRUMP on the façade, still in the requisite garish

tones), in Sara Cwynar’s film (16mm transposed to video) Rose Gold (2017) at her

exhibition “Rose Gold” at Foxy Production, recalled to me the infamous image of

Trump and Nigel Farage in front of the bejeweled elevator in Trump Tower.

“They invented this color, rose gold, and I’m mesmerized,” the voiceover goes, “a

new object of desire.” The film, though similar in form to so many other recent

video artworks in its use of a voiceover steadily reading a script while the images

shift in quick jumpcuts, uses this standard presentation to offer up considered,

sometimes hilarious, and always fascinating research on economies of desire.

1 Robert Longo, Untitled (Raft at Sea), 2016–2017.

2 View of Juliana Huxtable’s “A Split During Laughter at the
Rally,” Reena Spaulings Fine Art, New York, 2017.

3 Juliana Huxtable, A Split During Laughter at the Rally, 2017.
Digital video, 21:41 minutes.

4 Sara Cwynar, Rose Gold, 2017.
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Focusing on one color—rose gold, as invented by Apple—in this work, Cwynar

brings together reflections on production, consumption, and marketing, but also

the history of color and consumer products and the development of photography.

The racial bias of film stock, historically optimized for white skin, is challenged

here in the bright photographs of the artist’s friend Tracy, which quote old photo

studio images and the way our image of history is dominated by photographic

tropes.

The photographs of Tracy, a beautiful, young woman of Asian heritage, are both

oldfashioned portraits and a challenge of the idea of imaging the female body.

Compare that with Longo’s vacant replica of a Titian Venus and remember how

far we have come, and yet how much longer we have to go, in releasing the female

body from its history of representation. Another artist doing just that is Mira

Dancy, who is showing her largescale paintings of women that do not conform to

any arthistorical convention of female portraiture at her “Call NOW” exhibition

at Chapter NY and in an adjacent exhibition (through Chapter) at 83 Pitt Street.

In the latter, Dancy uses the storefront space to introduce a text opening to the

street, but what seems most fitting to the location is Dancy’s use of neon, creating

intimate portraits by appropriating a form associated with sleaze. Her huge

canvases in shades of pink, purple, and black do the exact opposite: neither

intimate nor confrontational, they’re a rejection of the representation of women

as any kind of empty, standard ideal.

At the New Museum, “Antibodies,” a Carol Rama retrospective, highlights the

artist’s preoccupation with the body—her own body and sexuality, and the way

the female body is monitored and viewed by men. Rama, whose life is a classic

tale of a female artist marginalized by a majoritymale art world, died in Turin in

2015, leaving behind a huge body of work shown in a museum survey here for the

first time. This exhibition excels in a careful, neverprodding discussion of

Rama’s biography and its link to her work, but also to larger societal shifts. It ties

Rama’s use of tires and rubber in her work to a time when Turin was becoming a

carmanufacturing center; it discusses how personal mad cow disease felt to the

artist, whose mentally ill mother was institutionalized and whose father

committed suicide when she was twelve. The exhibition is a hallmark of

curatorial context: in marking how the personal is always tied to the social, it

makes the political relatable.

Down the street, on the orange awning of P!, Céline Condorelli had the word

“after” printed in mirror writing. Her exhibition “Epilogue” will be the last in the

galleryprojectspaceexperiment begun by curator and designer Prem

Krishnamurthy in 2012. Choosing Condorelli, whose work has long engaged with

the architecture and context of the exhibition space, is fitting. Her exhibition is a

celebration of the space’s architecture and history rather than a mourning of its

end. Condorelli builds a bench made of one of P!’s walls and borrows a 1930

drawing by Herbert Bayer, Extended Field of Vision, which has become iconic in

exhibition design. The artist’s work is consistent with what P! stood for: an

interest in bringing together art and display in a process that isn’t seamless, that

is up for discussion. Condorelli’s show not only does justice to the commitment at

P! to redefine what a gallery could be, it also might give it a brief second life: the

artist’s upcoming at Stanley Picker Gallery at Kingston University in London will

be a continuation of the project at P!.

Back in Chelsea is David Zwirner’s first exhibition of works by Felix Gonzalez

Torres, whose estate is now corepresented by Zwirner and Andrea Rosen. It’s a

beautiful display of some of the late artist’s most famous works: light strings are

installed in the staircase and gauzy curtains on the row of windows on the second

floor; two of the “candy spill” works are on view, including “Untitled” (Portrait of

Ross in L.A.) (1991), in which 175 pounds of candy is heaped in a corner, free to

take, the diminishing pieces mirroring the artist’s HIVpositive partner’s weight

loss as his illness took over. In the groundfloor gallery are “Untitled” (Perfect

Lovers) (1987–90), in which two identical wall clocks are hung side by side,

synchronized but bound to fall out of synch with passing time, and a billboard

work “Untitled” (1995), with a gray, grainy image of a bird flying far in the sky.

5 Sara Cwynar, Tracy (Gold Circle), 2017.

6 View of Mira Dancy’s “Call NOW,” Chapter NY, New York,
2017.

7 (Left) Mira Dancy, Blue Mirror, 2017. (Right) Mira Dancy,
Free, 2017.

8 View of Carol Rama’s “Antibodies,” New Museum, New York,
2017.
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A few days ago I saw the new AIDS memorial on West 12th street, designed by

architects Studio a+i and including a text piece by Jenny Holzer, who had

excerpts from Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself” engraved onto granite pavement

underneath the 18foottall memorial. The 1892 version of the poem begins

“I celebrate myself, and sing myself, / And what I assume you shall assume, / For

every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.” Holzer chose this poem

because it was “a beauty from a man in full and glad possession of his body,”(1)

and reading it in the street in front of what used to be St. Vincent’s Hospital, the

first in the city to have an AIDS ward, and is now being developed into luxury

condominiums, is chillingly effective. It’s a tall order to look to art as a way of

making sense of our lives today, a big request of artists to do what few of us can.

But it could give us language and images through which to consider, discuss, and

maybe reimagine our political predicament. And maybe it can also give us hope.

Ambiguous hope, but something nonetheless. At the GonzalezTorres show, there

are two stacks of white paper (“Untitled,” 1989/1990) placed side by side. The

one reads, “Nowhere better than this place”; the other, “somewhere better than

this place.”

(1) Gareth Harris, “Jenny Holzer creates Walt Whitman poetry piece for New

York Aids memorial,” The Art Newspaper (December 9, 2016):

http://theartnewspaper.com/news/jennyholzercreateswaltwhitmanpoetry

piecefornewyorkaidsmemorial/

Orit Gat is a writer based in London and New York whose work on contemporary art and digital
culture has appeared in a variety of publications. 

9 Carol Rama, Appassionata [Passionate], 1939.

10 View of Céline Condorelli’s “Epilogue,” P!, New York, 2017.

11 Céline Condorelli, After (detail), 2017.
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American
Moderns

New York

Céline Condorelli
P! 
334 Broome Street 
April 23–May 21
“Epilogue,” the architectartist Céline Condorelli’s current
exhibition about exhibitions marks the swan song of P!, Prem
Krishnamurthy’s “momandpop Kunsthalle,” which has, in its
fleeting five years, staged more than forty shows and offsite
projects, many of them prodding the fraught marriage of form
and the social. A happy pairing, then, as Condorelli’s work has
long been invested in ransacking the political implications of
historical models of display while proposing new ones. Here,
the artist, in the spirit of the gallery, is reflexive: The exhibition
takes as fodder the institutional memory of the space while it
considers the ways in which display—already a practice of
hiding and revealing—is historicized. Condorelli finds the
conceit of the afterimage useful. In the print It’s All True, 2017,
P!’s storefront is obscured with a palimpsest of its past shows; After Image (Bayer), 2017, is composed of a
series of graphic vinyl forms adhered to the front window, which fractures and flattens our view into or out of
the gallery.

Condorelli takes on an interlocutor in Bauhaus polymath Herbert Bayer, a seminal if controversial figure in the
history of exhibition design. (Though Bayer’s sympathies were ultimately unclear, he designed propaganda
for the Nazi party.) She includes his 1930 drawing/collage Extended Field of Vision, where an eye in a suit
(think of art collective/rock band the Residents) stands before a field of variously hinged planes, their vectors
demonstrating the reach of his vision—Bayer was already attuned to the extreme demands the media puts
on our attention. The work is installed on a brick substrate that was exposed by the artist when she excised a
piece of the gallery’s plaster wall. She repurposed the removed part to make an upholstered bench
(Alteration to Existing Conditions [II], 2017), a support for conversation. Indeed, though the gallery’s legacy
will be compressed into digital impressions, it will likewise be fleshed out anew in discursive space.

— Annie Godfrey Larmon

View of “Céline Condorelli: Epilogue,” 2017.
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New York

Céline Condorelli
Broome Street 
23–May 21
“Epilogue,” the architectartist Céline Condorelli’s current
exhibition about exhibitions marks the swan song of P!, Prem
Krishnamurthy’s “momandpop Kunsthalle,” which has, in its
fleetingfive years, staged more than forty shows and offsite
projects, many of them prodding the fraught marriage of form
andsocial. A happy pairing, then, as Condorelli’s work has
longbeen invested in ransacking the political implications of
historical models of display while proposing new ones. Here,
theartist, in the spirit of the gallery, is reflexive: The exhibition
takes fod der the institutional memory of the space while it
considers the ways in which display—already a practice of
hidingand revealing—is historicized. Condorelli finds the
conceitof the afterimage useful. In the print It’s All True, 2017,
P!’sstorefront is obscured with a palimpsest of its past shows; After Image (Bayer) , 2017, is composed of a
series graphic vinyl forms adhered to the front window, which fractures and flattens our view into or out of
thegallery.

Condorelli takes on an interlocutor in Bauhaus polymath Herbert Bayer, a seminal if controversial figure in the
historyof exhibition design. (Though Bayer’s sympathies were ultimately unclear, he designed propaganda
for party.) She includes his 1930 drawing/collage Extended Field of Vision, where an eye in a suit
(think collective/rock band the Residents) stands before a field of variously hinged planes, their vectors
demonstrating the reach of his vision—Bayer was already attuned to the extreme demands the media puts
onattention. The work is installed on a brick substrate that was exposed by the artist when she excised a
piecethe gallery’s plaster wall. She repurposed the removed part to make an upholstered bench
(Alteration to Existing Conditions [II], 2017), a support for conversation. Indeed, though the gallery’s legacy
willcompressed int o digital impressions, it will likewise be fleshed out anew in discursive space.

— Annie Godfrey Larmon

View of “Céline Condorelli: Epilogue,” 2017.
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Frieze.com
“critic’s Guide: New York”
by evan moffitt 
2 may 2017

in turn, the postwar United States. Their work spanned various media: Conner and Herms with sculptural
assemblage, Brown and DeFeo with painting, Berman with collage and Jerry Burchard with photography. This
compact exhibition at Susan Inglett Gallery, organized by Dr. Anastasia Aukeman – author of the recent
Welcome to Painterland: Bruce Conner and the Rat Bastard Protective Association – is only the collective’s
second show since 1958.

Céline Condorelli, ‘Epilogue’, 2017, exterior view, P!, New York, pictured: After Image (Bayer) and after (both 2017). Courtesy: the artist

and P!, New York

Céline Condorelli 
P! <https://frieze.com/event/celine-condorelli>  
23 April –  21 May

This site-speci�c presentation by Céline Condorelli is the very last exhibition at P!, a bite-sized gallery o�
Bowery run by curator and designer Prem Krishnamurthy. Given her longstanding engagement with
architecture and other exhibition ‘support structures’, Condorelli is a �tting capstone for the �ve-year project;
for ‘Epilogue’, she’s applied vinyl prints to P!’s storefront windows, and cut sections from the interior walls,
using the wood for upholstered gallery benches. The show’s inspiration, Bauhaus artist and designer Herbert
Bayer’s ‘Extended Field of Vision’ (1930), rests in a rectangular excision, like a devotional altar in a wall niche.
The diagram – which shows a male �gure with an eyeball for a head peering up at a battery of �oating wall
panels – came to inspire an era of exhibition design that often put creativity and showmanship before viewers’
interpretive agency. If Condorelli’s interventions extend our �eld of vision, they leave us free to focus where
(and when) we like.

<http://loewecraftprize.com/en/?
utm_source=Frieze&utm_medium=MEDIA&utm_content=WEB&utm_campaign=Craftprize>
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EPILOGUE

P! Gallery hosts its �nal exhibition with artworks by Celine Condorelli
By WILLIAM MENKING • May 9, 2017

Art  Design  East

P! Gallery hosts its final exhibition with drawings by Celine Condorelli. (Courtesy P! Gallery)

P! Gallery on Broome Street, just off Bowery, has been a hugely important center for displaying graphic arts and
design since it opened �ve years ago. Started by graphic designer Prem Krishnamurthy of Project Projects, it has
staged over 40 shows since it opened, but now the gallery is closing. Its �nal exhibit, created by U.K.-based artist

The Architect’s Newspaper
“P! Gallery hosts its final exhibition with 
artworks by Céline Condorelli”
by William Menking 
9 May 2017
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Celine Condorelli, is appropriately titled Epilogue and focuses on her research into issues of display and
“cumulative labor and support structures.”

The starting point or inspiration for the exhibit is graphic designer Herbert Bayer’s 1930s technical exhibit
drawing Extended Field of Vision (borrowed from a private collection for Epilogue) that features his o�-used
device of “an exaggerated eye atop a male visitor’s body that observes planes of display in every direction.” The
exhibit’s press release notes Bayer’s several “blind spots within existing histories” (i.e. his ambiguous position
during the rise of National Socialism) and his later reticence to acknowledge this compromise. Its an important
quali�er to the designer’s successful later career but the exhibit does not engage these political issues. Instead, the
exhibit puts forward and re�ects on Condorelli’s artistic practice that focuses on exhibition display and design. A
second—but equally important—subtext for the show is P!’s �ve-year-long project of exhibits on design.

(Courtesy P! Gallery)

It begins in the gallery’s Broome street picture window, which features a multi-layered window covering that
colorfully frames the views between the street and the exhibition in the gallery. A series of Condorelli’s exhibit-
inspired drawings line the gallery walls and a section cut-out of the gallery’s wall is repurposed into an
upholstered seating unit for visitors to ”rest, converse, and observe.” A sculptural corrugated plastic room
divider/curtain directs the public into the small gallery space to confront the exhibit and to celebrate the
unfortunate closing of the gallery. The installation moves deliberately between historic references of exhibit
design and the soon-to-be-shuttered gallery. Krishnamurthy started P! as an experiment in collapsing the
boundaries of design, graphic arts, and architecture. He achieved it more than any other space in New York during
this period and P! will be missed.

The Architect’s Newspaper
“P! Gallery hosts its final exhibition with 
artworks by Céline Condorelli”
by William Menking 
9 May 2017
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“Push Unusual Ideas Into the World”
by Andrew Russeth 
25 April 2017

Exterior view of P! in New York during its second show, ‘Possibility 02: Growth, Parts I–VI,’ November 6–December 22, 2012.

NAHO KUBOTA/COURTESY P!

It’s a strange truth that, even as the art world expanded dramatically over the past decade, the number of truly interesting spaces—those operating in more unusual,
riskier ways—remained pretty pretty low.

One that would have to be included in that small group, though, is P!, which the polymathic graphic designer Prem Krishnamurthy opened in 2012 on the Lower
East Side of Manhattan with a bright red floor and a series of heady shows that radically transformed the space as they spotlighted a diverse array of figures,
from Brian O’Doherty to Elaine Lustig Cohen, to artists one would be hard-pressed to see elsewhere in the city. Is P! a gallery, a project space, a seminar room, or a
design showroom? It has been all of those things at various times, and often more than one of those things at once. Krishnamurthy, who sometimes refers to P! as a
“polemical for-profit institution,” kept the experimental factor high, even transforming P! into another institution called K. for a fast-paced five-month run.

Another space in that elusive category? Lulu, which the outré-minded curator Chris Sharp and the artist Martín Soto Climent began in the Colonia Roma
neighborhood of Mexico City in 2013 as a tiny, immaculate white cube of about 100 square feet, tucked away in a nondescript building off the street. It expanded in
remarkable fashion last year by adding another room of—wait for it—about 140 or so square feet with the same proportions as its original space. Despite its very
modest size, it has hosted shows by heavy hitters like Nina Canell, John Smith, Aliza Nisenbaum, and B. Wurtz, becoming one of the more closely watched project
spaces in the game.

Earlier this year, I hopped on Skype with Krishnamurthy and Sharp to hear the thinking behind their hybrid models, how those models have changed over the years,
how they interact with the market and the internet, their plans for the future (as you may have heard, P! will no longer have a physical space in New York after next
month, though there are other projects in the offing), and a lot, lot more. An edited and condensed version of our conversation follows below.

ARTnews: Let’s begin by flashing back to when you were founding  your spaces—what were your reasons for getting started?

Prem Krishnamurthy: In 2012, when I was getting started with P!, I felt there wasn’t enough attention being paid in New York to certain types of experimental
exhibition making and design, as well as alternative curatorial models. P! was a space situated at the intersection of contemporary art and graphic design—as well as
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25 April 2017

architecture, writing, and music—although I was intentionally more guarded about acknowledging this at the beginning. At the same time, I was motivated to cast
light on certain older, polymathic practitioners who hadn’t had the kind of recognition that they ought to enjoy.

In addition, I felt the classic nonprofit model in New York was undergoing a transition. Working with other spaces outside the city and other programs with some
degree of hybridity, I thought about opening a space that could function somewhere in-between—with the ethics of a nonprofit, yet working as a semicommercial
gallery, which could represent a mix of different things for different people at different moments. That felt like the right direction to pursue.

Willem de Rooij’s Bouquet IX (2012) on view at Lulu in Mexico City during its second show, ‘Interior,’ which ran September 9–November 17, 2013.

COURTESY LULU

And how about for you, Chris?

Chris Sharp: For me, it was much more spontaneous and less premeditated, although I feel as if it’s gained a lot of clarity over the years. I didn’t move to Mexico to
open a space. It was a quality-of-life decision and then, soon after, Martín Soto Climent and I said, “Let’s open a space.” It was really spontaneous. We had various
motives. He’s an artist. He lives in Mexico City, but he kind of works all over and didn’t have much of a relationship to the city, and I have always worked as an
independent curator. So both of us wanted to have a stronger relationship to the city, to build something that would allow us to participate and contribute in a kind of
sustained way. Being an independent curator, I always had the sense of being parachuted into a site, curating a given show, and then being airlifted out. I had no
relationship after the opening.

Also, when I first moved here I was a bit surprised by the informality of the independent space scene. There wasn’t that much activity. There was one great space
called Preteen, but otherwise there seemed to be a lot of these pop-up exhibitions in semi-derelict buildings with no real curatorial focus, which seemed like more of
an excuse to drink mescal than actually to look at art. Which is not a bad thing, but at the same time I thought, What if you had some really alternative and formal
space to present art, like a little white cube? So that was a motive.

How did those plans change over time—how did your exhibition programs develop?
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CS: One thing that characterizes Lulu is thinking about its programming as a linear group exhibition. Ideally, you could take the entire program of Lulu and stick it in
a museum and you would have a coherent group exhibition. I’m not sure it would be a good exhibition, necessarily, but it would be coherent. Another big thing is
sensitivity to the local scene. I am an American living in Mexico City, a context charged with a lot of colonial anxiety. So there are a lot of different things that I have
to keep in mind, one of which is the local context. Like, what kind of art is legible here? How will it impact the scene? Will it generate a productive friction?

Installation view of ‘Société Réaliste: A Rough Guide To Hell’ at P!, September 5–October 27, 2013, curated by Prem Krishnamurthy and Niels Van Tomme

NAHO KUBOTA/COURTESY P!

PK: Somewhat by happenstance, because of the proximity of my graphic design studio, Project Projects, P! ended up on Broome Street, where it verges on both the
Lower East Side and Chinatown. It was really important to me that it have a very public presence and speak to different audiences. I’ve often referred to novelist
China Miéville’s book The City  & the City, which artist Roger White turned me on to years ago. In it, there are two cities that exist in the same physical space but
that don’t see each other. That was a great metaphor for the fact that you have the Lower East Side with all these galleries and that’s growing, but Chinatown is also
there and Chinatown is growing; there are codes that make each of these communities illegible to each other. At the beginning, we took pains to communicate
bilingually, issuing our press releases in both Chinese and English, and our exhibitions took place in a storefront that could speak to the street.

The primary mode of P! is less about linearity or sequence and more focused on juxtaposition of dissimilar things. Our first exhibition featured three practitioners
from radically different contexts, and placed them in a small space together. So rather than showing objects and ideas that are similar, it was about presenting
contrasts and then extending this principle over time. Our second year opened with a solo show by Société Réaliste—who to my mind represent a particularly
European conceptualist bent that is political, coupled with a very abstract, minimal, and design-oriented approach to display—and then followed with an exhibition
by the Hong Kong–born, New York–based artist Wong Kit Yi, in which she invited a feng shui master to help choose artists and curate a show. This move juxtaposed
two completely different philosophical and visual approaches to organizing a space, one after another.
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Installation view of ‘The Ceiling Should Be Green (天花板應該是綠色的),’ November 8–December 22, 2013, curated by Prem Krishnamurthy and Ali Wong.

NAHO KUBOTA/COURTESY P!

I’ve often tried to create a sequence of shows that is quite disjunctive, so that different audiences come to different shows, but then eventually start to visit for the
overall program.

CS: That’s super interesting, and different from what we’re doing. Lulu is very consistent for a number of reasons. One is that I feel the context of Mexico City is
dominated by a very specific aesthetic discourse, which tends to be of the order of sociopolitical conceptualism. You see a lot of conceptual art that is totally
embedded in language, in which form is secondary to content. One of the main motives of Lulu has been to try to provide an alternative to this mode, where there is
no gap between form and content, in which artists think plastically, and in which, most of the time, language is not immediately present.

It’s intriguing that your galleries started around the same time—how did you guys first meet?

CS: I think it was in Mexico City, when you came down to do Material.

PK: That’s my memory too. When I met you there was an immediate familiarity; one of our first conversations was about what it meant to be a semicommercial or
project space participating in an art fair. That was the impetus  for having this conversation. We thought it could be interesting, because while there are obviously
spaces trying to accomplish this in other contexts—I know venues in Asia that are similar, probably related to different funding structures over there—it’s not
something that most people in the art world talk openly about. I remember a recent conversation with Brian O’Doherty about his own polymathic practice. He said
something offhand like, “When people ask you what you do, it’s easiest if you just say you do one thing. If people want design, tell them you’re a designer. If people
want art, tell them you’re a curator. When I used to tell people I was a writer and an artist and a critic, they didn’t take me seriously.” He probably has a good point.
For some people, P! is a project space and for others, it’s a gallery. It’s easier for them to grasp that way, even if that’s only one aspect of the whole.

CS: P! helped me define Lulu. I always have a lot of visitors from the States. People ask me about Lulu and often I mention P! And they’re like, “Oh yeah!” It helps
them understand what I mean when I say we’re not exactly a commercial gallery. We’re a hybrid nonprofit. At this point I would say that Lulu is neither a
commercial gallery, nor a nonprofit, nor an institution, but all of the above. It occupies no single role, but all of them at the same time. That’s one of the reasons I
wanted to have this conversation, to define what a hybrid nonprofit is, or begin to define it, or what that means. I don’t know if it’s necessarily a new or an ideal
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model, but it feels special and timely, in that it is a curatorially driven as opposed to a commercially driven model, which is ultimately characterized by an
ontological flexibility not currently afforded by any other extant models—models that must rigidly adhere to a given set of conventions and certainties. But these are
increasingly uncertain times. It seems that the special agency of the hybrid nonprofit lies within its intrinsic uncertainty, its ambiguity.

Installation view of Michael E. Smith’s exhibition at Lulu in Mexico City, December 13, 2014–February 1,
2015.

COURTESY LULU
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That’s a nice way of putting it. And I think that is something that really unites you two. I’m wondering if there were models that you had in mind when
developing your galleries, whether historical or ongoing.

PK: At a different kind of scale, one would be SALT in Istanbul, which Project Projects created the graphic design for—so I’ve been very involved in that institution
from the start. SALT is an experimental model that is multidisciplinary and progressive, yet funded by the commercial activities of a bank. Project Projects also once
designed and co-edited a book about the MATRIX/Berkeley program—the first project space within a museum on the West Coast. We sorted through the entire
archive of exhibitions they had mounted since 1978. There existed spontaneity in how they thought about their program, coupled with rigor; for example, they had a
mathematical system for naming each of their shows in sequence. Yet a MATRIX exhibition could be a single wall of the gallery, so there was a kind of informality
and fluidity to the program that was compelling.

One space I have never visited but that has been an inspiration from afar is Eastside Projects in Birmingham, in the U.K. It has an ethos in which everything is an
actor: the space itself accrues over time, with artists creating work that remains permanently or semipermanently. Elements overlie each other. The space is also very
interested in artistic labor and collaboration in multiple forms. Céline Condorelli, one of the founders of that space, is an artist and I asked her to create the final show
at P! in New York, “Epilogue.”

Another model I’ve thought about sometimes—although I didn’t know much about it before starting P!—is Colin de Land and his gallery, American Fine Arts. I’m
friends with some of the artists who showed at AFA, but I didn’t know too much beyond the mythology until people began to bring it up in relation to P! and also
through my teaching at CCS Bard, where the Colin de Land and Pat Hearn archives are. It’s interesting to see that, although it was a commercial gallery, it fulfilled
many of the functions that we now consider as belonging to the nonprofit sector. De Land would run seminars there, as a way to earn money and also to gather
together collectors as a community.

Installation view of ‘Melanie Smith:
Fordlandia’ at Lulu in Mexico City,
August 8–September 13, 2015.

COURTESY LULU

Absolutely. And how about you, Chris? Were there historical touchstones for Lulu?

CS: One was Castillo/Corrales in Paris. I was living in Milan when it opened, and later I moved back to Paris. It really became this kind of small alternative
institution with a library/bookstore—a kind of discursive program. There were talks and then it had the kind of artists that you just weren’t seeing in Paris—it was
working on a really small scale and also in a kind of hybrid mode. You weren’t quite sure where the money was coming from. It was started by four people, artists
and curators, and I’ve since learned that they made a decision at the beginning to have no state sponsorship, to be totally autonomous and independent.

Another space in Paris was Shanaynay, which was started by a friend of mine, Jason Hwang, who now runs a gallery called High Art with a couple of other people.
He started it with Romain Chenais. That was a really interesting program as well that was just about  exhibition making.

While I really appreciate the discursive bent of Europe, there was a point when I was living there in the aughts that it felt like the exhibition or the art in the space
was almost secondary or even tertiary to discussions about art. I remember there was an essay at one point by Anton Vidokle called “Art Without Artists,” and it felt
like he had this anxiety about curators creating art, and thus a corresponding loss of agency. I think what he really should have been anxious about was art being
totally subsumed by discourse, as in Artists Without Art. That anxiety pushed me toward curating that really focused on exhibition making and on the presentation of
objects—their ability to communicate something beyond language, or plastically or phenomenologically—not through language.
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Installation view of ‘Power Structures,’
with 
Leslie Hewitt, Karel Martens, and Zia
Haider Rahman, at P! in New York,
December 17, 2014–January 18, 2015.

COURTESY P!

Another source of inspiration is Midway Contemporary Art in Minneapolis. I don’t know that John Rasmussen, the founder who still runs it, is interested in this idea
of the linear group exhibition so much as he’s interested in a real heterogeneity and quality. I like the way it functions—in the context of Minneapolis. It’s a model
for us because that’s the only place where you’re going to see those artists in the area. And Lulu is the same thing. A lot of the artists who were presenting in Mexico
City had never shown in Mexico, and some of them not even in Latin America.

It feels as if you both represent a turn away from what Vidokle was addressing—it’s about presentation and the power of aesthetics. And when you started,
it felt really refreshing.

PK: I knew from the get-go that, although I am personally interested in conceptual modes, I would come at exhibition making from a very physical approach. Given
my background as an exhibition designer, I’ve always been tasked with making ideas engaging and accessible. As such, I’ve never been one to curate “essay
exhibitions” that are stand-ins for texts, but rather I create exhibitions that are about artists, objects, and display.

CS: And I’m not saying that I’m anti-discursive or anti-conceptual or what have you, but it just got to the point where art, for me, felt reduced to a form of
communication, and art is not communication. It’s not about the transmission of information. It’s not this one-to-one representation of an idea. It’s something much
more complex.

PK: I agree. P! will shift its mode after May, but spatialization will always be quite important to me. With Lulu, I think you’ve done something remarkable: you’ve
created a space that is extremely precise in how visitors experience it physically, while on the other hand the institution acknowledges and plays with its second life
online, for the audiences who aren’t able to be there in person.
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Exterior view of Lulu in Mexico City
during the run of ‘Martín Soto
Climent: Retrospectiva,’ curated by
Chris Sharp, June 11–August 6,
2016.

COURTESY LULU

CS: Yeah, totally. Our initial space was 100 square feet—about 9 square meters. It was the smallest place in Mexico City and it was incredibly difficult to document,
but it immediately became clear to me that only a very small portion of our intended audience would be able to see the show and that each show had to be two shows,
so to speak. The most important show is the one in the space. It has to be perfect. It has to go beyond the artists’ expectations in terms of an ideal presentation. And
then also in terms of documentation and web presence, it had to be equal to the exhibition.

You’re in New York, on the Lower East Side, you have a lot of foot traffic, you have great neighbors. (You were there before most of them, but nonetheless.) We
don’t. We get a fair amount of foot traffic, but our primary audience is international; this is a kind of paradox—not that our local audience is not super important—
but when I say that our primary audience is international, I mean that’s where the discussion is taking place.

PK: I remember after I visited Lulu for the first time, I called my partner in Berlin and said, “Oh my God, I just visited an amazing space in Mexico City. Maybe I
don’t need a space in New York on Broome Street that costs nearly $4,000 a month anymore. Maybe I could have a small perfect space in Berlin or another city—it
might be even better.” It offered the option that, instead of my current setup, I could run a space that’s small but precise, and precisely calibrated to its local audience.

In terms of display and architecture: from the get-go, I was trash-talking the white cube. You might remember, I came out of the gate with a bright red floor and a
very rough-edged, water-stained ceiling.

That was a big deal! I remember a New York dealer mentioning the floor to me excitedly when you opened.

PK: It was a big part of the space, that it represented the opposite of a white cube. But the flip side is that Lulu’s white cube really is a perfect white cube. The
floating floor, every one of the details. I remember walking in there and having an almost religious experience. I was like, “Damn, Brian O’Doherty was right—but
what’s wrong with the white cube, if it’s pushing the right things?”

CS: Like I said earlier, when I arrived, there were all these informal exhibitions in semi-derelict spaces and it felt like the question was, what if you introduced an
extreme formality into this tradition of informality?

Another thing that you touched on inadvertently was this sense of hyperbole. I mean, Lulu is absurd. You walk into this crumbling Mexico City pueblo-style
apartment, you walk down this hallway, you turn a corner, and you enter this perfect white cube. So there’s this kind of incommensurability between it and its
immediate context. It’s over the top. For me, I’m not necessarily for or against the white cube. I am for finding the best possible conditions to present a given work of
art, and that doesn’t necessarily mean the white cube.
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Early in 2015, P! became K. Here, K.’s first show, ‘Real Flow,’ which ran March 1–15.

SEBASTIAN BACH/COURTESY P!

PK: I had my own flirtation with the white cube when we briefly became K.—even though we did have a pink ceiling by Julie Ault & Martin Beck, which most
people didn’t notice. The experience also made me recognize that no white cube is a truly white cube. It’s impossible to have a perfect space, no matter how hard you
try.

In my time in New York, I witnessed spaces becoming more and more formalized—absurdly pristine. There was a moment of a kind of 1970s throwback: for
example, when Artists Space ripped out all its interior architecture under Stefan Kalmár, people talked about the fact that its unfinished wood floors were reminiscent
of ’70s lofts. But even this kind of roughness is assimilated quickly. I was interested in a kind of “bumpiness,” something that’s “off” enough in its architecture and
exhibitions that you can’t help but notice the space in a conscious way.

Speaking about context, let’s jump to art fairs, which are super homogenizing spaces, and how you navigate them in your work.

CS: We approach context more traditionally than P! I’ve seen some pretty amazing presentations at art fairs by P! that were totally experimental. In our program, we
feature artists who are both emerging and historically established—B. Wurtz, Manfred Pernice. We’ve featured a lot of institutional-caliber artists. But in terms of art
fairs, we try to show artists who are still emerging and give them the opportunity to get exposure and develop a kind of economy. Ideally, we do one-person
presentations. It’s funny, most galleries want to present an artist and earn some money, which goes back into the gallery, developing a specific identity for the
program. But with Lulu, we present an artist one time at an art fair and then maintain the relationship as friends. If Lulu’s in a position to do anything, it’s maybe to
help launch emerging artists.
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A work by Aaron Gemmill at P!’s 2013 NADA Miami
Beach booth.

COURTESY P!

How about you, Prem? I remember some wild booths from you at fairs.

PK: Art fair shows were actually a distillation of our mission, for which we organized very particular presentations. I always considered art fairs a historically
significant form: the trade fair, a precursor to the contemporary art fair, was the modern venue par excellence for the propagation of ideologies. That’s what happened
in the postwar period. You’d have trade fairs for consumer goods or furniture or design objects, which communicated Cold War values. Exhibition design played a
large role in that.

We participated in art fairs for only two years, but we did several of them in quick succession. They often focused on juxtaposing older and younger voices in some
sort of experimental installation. Our first art-fair installation was at NADA Miami Beach in 2013. It involved Karel Martens monoprints on the wall and a floor
piece by Aaron Gemmill that broke as people walked on it, which would then become printing plates for a set of future works. It was a small booth that tried to
juxtapose these two artists as well as presentation and production. We always tried to use the art fair booth as a way to push unusual ideas into the world. The fairs
are also where people first saw us as a gallery; in New York people usually thought we were just an experimental or project space and not commercially oriented.
They were often surprised when they found out that things were for sale. But this is different at an art fair: whether you’re a gallery or a nonprofit or a magazine or
whatever, you’re all there to sell, sell, sell.

CS: Participating in art fairs caused a lot of confusion for Lulu. Our first was Material. When we were starting, we applied for funding from a lot of local grant
sources, but we didn’t get any. Since then we haven’t applied for anything. We have such low overhead that we realized we actually didn’t need that much money to
run the space, and then we began to participate in other art fairs. If we do sell, it tends to happen at art fairs. As a rule we participate only in art fairs that feature other
project spaces that are trying to support this kind of alternative mode. We have been approached by a lot of large art fairs, but it doesn’t make sense. For us, it’s about
maintaining a certain baseline economy so that we can present the kind of exhibitions we want to present. It’s very practical in the end.
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Installation view of works by B. Wurtz in his solo show at Lulu, February 2– April 15, 2017

COURTESY LULU

PK: We also participated in fairs because it allowed us to support the space. Starting P! and considering possible funding sources, I realized that the people who
support nonprofits in New York are also important collectors. Rather than asking them for donations, it felt somehow more straightforward (albeit quixotic) to say,
“I’ll try to make the institution a place that can sell work; that’ll be the main way it supports itself.”

Our model coincides with a moment in which traditional distinctions between not-for-profit and commercial art institutions—themselves perhaps 50-odd years old—
are visibly beginning to erode. Mega galleries have museum-quality education departments, and nonprofits sell prolifically on the art fair circuit; the classical
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divisions between categories no longer hold.

At the same time, another important reason for P! to participate in the market was because of how collections—and here I’m talking primarily about institutional
collections—function to create an archive of the present for future audiences. For some of the practitioners I’m working with, especially those who don’t come from
a contemporary art context, inscribing their work into the historical record is important. I sometimes say that we are a “polemical for-profit institution.”

CS: That’s a really beautiful way to put it.

When all is said and done, I’m a curator, I’m not a dealer or a gallerist or a writer. That’s how I’ve been trying to fight what I consider to be the good fight. But I’ve
also realized that when we presented Aliza Nisenbaum at NADA she had no commercial representation at all. By the end of the fair, not only had I sold out the
booth, I had created a waiting list for her and she had three or four galleries clamoring to work with her. Not only were we able to have a really positive impact on
her career but we were able to advocate the kind of art we thought was important to be seen.

Installation view of P!’s final show at its Broome Street space in New York, Installation view of ‘Céline Condorelli, Epilogue,’ April 23–May 21, 2017.

SEBASTIAN BACH/COURTESY P!
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I was at NADA Miami in December, presenting Daniel Rios Rodriguez, and I ran into a number of colleagues—it’s amazing the look on their faces when they see
me as a colleague working in an art fair. I undergo an ontological transformation in their eyes. My status as a curator is put in question and undergoes a total crisis,
which I think is both funny and something that needs to be considered.

I think that speaks to the conservatism that still exists about the defined roles that people fall into in the art world, like you were saying about Brian
O’Doherty, Prem. As you reach the 4- or 5-year point, I’m wondering how you characterize the state of hybrid spaces. Where do you want to go with the
models you’ve built?

PK: I do think that I’ve had a tendency to separate my different roles over the past years. Now, I’m trying to work in another direction, to figure out a way, on a
personal and professional level, where I don’t have to say I’m either a curator or graphic designer or gallerist or editor or teacher. I’d rather be able to say that I’m
doing all these different things and acknowledge them equally.

The next transformation of P! is moving toward that. After P! closes at the end of May, it will continue to organize exhibitions both in New York and abroad—
functioning as a kind of curatorial office, working with specific artists on projects and exhibitions. At the same time, I will continue my work as a graphic designer,
directing Project Projects with my colleagues there. In 2018 I’m planning a new kind of space in another city, with a focus on experimental exhibition making. I do
believe there’s more tolerance for this kind of hybridity in our particular historical moment.

Installation view of works by Anna Schachinger at her solo show at Lulu, which runs April 22–June 24, 2017.

COURTESY LULU

CS: I think that one of the ways we can permit those selves to coexist is through the space. People go to P! and see exhibitions about designers that inform their
practice as designer, as gallerist, and as curator. The actual physical space is what permits it. The same thing happens with me with Lulu. It’s obviously a very
curatorially driven program. We also produce catalogues, and I typically write for every catalogue and write the press release. And if you are so inclined, in most
cases, you can buy a work of art from Lulu.

After Lulu’s expansion, we’re really happy about the size of the space now. We have a street-side space, it’s a storefront, so it’s accessible that way, which gives it
much more of a relation to the local neighborhood and by extension the local art community. I want us to do more publications because I think there is not a huge
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production of publications in Latin America. It is more like the United States—it is very different from Europe where you have this kind of surfeit of publication
production. I think publications are a different way of making art exist and circulate.

Martín and I are also talking about starting a curatorial residency, because there are almost none of them in Mexico. We’re thinking of something where we would
invite two curators a year. Something very simple, where they just come and do research or maybe give a lecture or some kind of presentation, but in general just to
get to know the scene and make it circulate that way. We’re trying to develop the more institutional side of Lulu.

Copyright 2017, Art Media ARTNEWS, llc. 110 Greene Street, 2nd Fl., New York, N.Y. 10012. All rights reserved.
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P! staged a version of the apocalyptic nightmares many have 
been having of late. “The Stand,” curated by P! director Prem 
Krishnamurthy and artist-curator Anthony Marcellini, drew 
inspiration from Stephen King’s novel of the same title—a 
sprawling epic in which good and evil duke it out in the after-
math of a global epidemic. Featuring the work of twenty-five 
artists crammed into the mini storefront gallery, the exhibition 
was bewildering, cacophonous, and surprisingly odorous thanks 
to a curatorial decision to spread rubber mulch across the floor, 
dividing it diagonally into a blue section and a black section that 
loosely demarcated opposing sides of the struggle. Meant as a 
play on the sandbox Robert Smithson proposed in “A Tour of 
the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey”—in which the con-
tents of two different-colored sections of sand would inevitably, 
irreversibly mix, due to forces of entropy—the floor installation 
undermined what already seemed an unstable boundary between 
light and dark, with the mulch being tracked back and forth over 
the course of the exhibition’s run. 

Hung along the blurry borderline was Faheem Majeed’s 
Fields of Our Fathers (2016), a large piece of muslin crisscrossed 
by charcoal rubbings made from the surfaces of farmlands in 
Wisconsin, where the work was originally exhibited. This was one 
of several pieces making reference to the American landscape, 
whose depopulated locales take on weighty significance through-
out King’s saga. Another such work, e-team’s Artificial Traffic Jam 
(2005), is a video made in the Nevada desert in collaboration with 
the people of Montello, a remote community of fewer than a hun-
dred inhabitants. We watch a series of dusty automobiles gradually 
form a bumper-to-bumper traffic line along an otherwise aban-
doned dirt road, their drivers honking raucously as Willie Nelson’s 
“On the Road Again” plays on the soundtrack. 

The familiar voice of the perpetually road-tripping country 
crooner lent an unsettling irony to the more macabre works on 
view. These included Xaviera Simmons’s Whatever the Cost, I’ll 
Pay in Full (2010), a black-and-white pigment print featuring 
a large owl with a mouse dangling helplessly from its beak, and 
Dana Schutz’s Bird in Throat (2011), a woodblock print depict-
ing a man whose neck is agonizingly distended in the shape of a 
bird. In the company of these avian terrors, the American eagle 

Mattered” links images from the civil rights struggles of the 1960s 
to recent police shootings. Up to this point, the exhibition looks 
like an inventory of current hot-button issues. The closest thing 
to a conventional artwork is Mel Chin’s engaging video The Arctic 
Is Paris (2016), which dramatizes global warming by following an 
Inuit dragging a sled through the streets of Paris. 

The tone of the show changes dramatically with “Fluidity 
of Gender.” Here, a party atmosphere prevails as videos present 
transpeople and cross-dressers vamping, dancing, and generally 
strutting their stuff. In one video, actress Laverne Cox remarks that 
the internet has given transpeople a voice. Another centers on Caitlyn 
Jenner and the 2015 Vanity Fair cover story that showcased her 
glamorous new femininity. Music videos celebrate noted drag queens 
and queer icons. Together, the selections highlight the media’s role in 
mainstreaming images of gender-nonconforming people. 

The liveliness of these presentations finds a peculiar parallel in 
“Propaganda and the Islamic State.” This deeply unsettling section 
focuses on ISIS recruitment strategies. Slick videos produced by Al 
Hayat Media Center, the propaganda arm of the group, introduce us 
to martyrs and executioners. Another shows a cheery British journal-
ist reportedly kidnapped by ISIS who now transmits upbeat “news” 
reports from ISIS-held cities on the good works done by his captors 
and on persecution by Western forces. Still another portrays a former 
pop singer who now produces jihadi songs for use as soundtracks in 
ISIS videos. As in the gender section, we see how the sophisticated 
packaging of charismatic individuals creates cult heroes, and how 
music, compelling personal narratives, and engaging graphics help 
build a sense of community for outsiders. The videos here also offer an 
alternate reading of the refugee crisis as it is presented in the “Flood” 
section, where the focus is on innocent victims of violent upheav-
als. The ISIS videos show how such events also radicalize jihadists, 
thus providing grist for people who see potential agents of “radical 
Islam” in all those who have suffered because of armed conflict in the 
Middle East. 

The exhibition closes with video collages of the presidential elec-
tion as seen by the so-called alt-right. Here we are confronted with 
the through-the-looking-glass nature of our new Orwellian reality, 
as tactics pioneered by participants in the civil rights move-
ment become part of the arsenal of white supremacists and the 
relativistic vision promoted by postmodernism feeds beauti-
fully into the delegitimization of facts and truth by Trump 
and his team. Throughout the show, we see media—whether 
professional or amateur—as being equipped to expose truths 
and to invent them, to undo harm and to perpetuate it. We 
leave “Perpetual Revolution” with a mix of hope and forebod-
ing as we hurtle headfirst into an unknown future.

“THE STAND”

Just in time for the inauguration of the forty-fifth president of 
the United States and the announcement from The Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists that the Doomsday Clock had been moved 
forward from three minutes to midnight to two and a half,  

View of the 
exhibition “The 
Stand,” 2017, 
showing (center) 
Faheem Majeed’s 
Fields of Our 
Fathers, 2016, 
charcoal on muslin, 
at P! 
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 (2016), a large piece of muslin crisscrossed 
by charcoal rubbings made from the surfaces of farmlands in 
Wisconsin, where the work was originally exhibited. This was one 
of several pieces making reference to the American landscape, 
whose depopulated locales take on weighty significance through-
out King’s saga. Another such work, e-team’s Artificial Traffic Jam 
(2005), is a video made in the Nevada desert in collaboration with 
the people of Montello, a remote community of fewer than a hun-
dred inhabitants. We watch a series of dusty automobiles gradually 
form a bumper-to-bumper traffic line along an otherwise aban-
doned dirt road, their drivers honking raucously as Willie Nelson’s 
“On the Road Again” plays on the soundtrack. 

The familiar voice of the perpetually road-tripping country 
crooner lent an unsettling irony to the more macabre works on 
view. These included Xaviera Simmons’s Whatever the Cost, I’ll 
Pay in Full (2010), a black-and-white pigment print featuring 
a large owl with a mouse dangling helplessly from its beak, and 
Dana Schutz’s Bird in Throat (2011), a woodblock print depict-
ing a man whose neck is agonizingly distended in the shape of a 
bird. In the company of these avian terrors, the American eagle 

Mattered” links images from the civil rights struggles of the 1960s 
to recent police shootings. Up to this point, the exhibition looks 
like an inventory of current hot-button issues. The closest thing 
to a conventional artwork is Mel Chin’s engaging video 

 cover story that showcased her 
glamorous new femininity. Music videos celebrate noted drag queens 
and queer icons. Together, the selections highlight the media’s role in 
mainstreaming images of gender-nonconforming people. 

The liveliness of these presentations finds a peculiar parallel in 
“Propaganda and the Islamic State.” This deeply unsettling section 
focuses on ISIS recruitment strategies. Slick videos produced by Al 
Hayat Media Center, the propaganda arm of the group, introduce us 
to martyrs and executioners. Another shows a cheery British journal-
ist reportedly kidnapped by ISIS who now transmits upbeat “news” 
reports from ISIS-held cities on the good works done by his captors 
and on persecution by Western forces. Still another portrays a former 
pop singer who now produces jihadi songs for use as soundtracks in 
ISIS videos. As in the gender section, we see how the sophisticated 
packaging of charismatic individuals creates cult heroes, and how 
music, compelling personal narratives, and engaging graphics help 
build a sense of community for outsiders. The videos here also offer an 
alternate reading of the refugee crisis as it is presented in the “Flood” 
section, where the focus is on innocent victims of violent upheav-
als. The ISIS videos show how such events also radicalize jihadists, 
thus providing grist for people who see potential agents of “radical 
Islam” in all those who have suffered because of armed conflict in the 
Middle East. 

The exhibition closes with video collages of the presidential elec-
tion as seen by the so-called alt-right. Here we are confronted with 
the through-the-looking-glass nature of our new Orwellian reality, 
as tactics pioneered by participants in the civil rights move-
ment become part of the arsenal of white supremacists and the 
relativistic vision promoted by postmodernism feeds beauti-
fully into the delegitimization of facts and truth by Trump 
and his team. Throughout the show, we see media—whether 
professional or amateur—as being equipped to expose truths 
and to invent them, to undo harm and to perpetuate it. We 
leave “Perpetual Revolution” with a mix of hope and forebod-
ing as we hurtle headfirst into an unknown future.

—Eleanor Heartney

“THE STAND”
P!

Just in time for the inauguration of the forty-fifth president of 
the United States and the announcement from The Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists that the Doomsday Clock had been moved 
forward from three minutes to midnight to two and a half,  

While Heimer fully painted some of their bodies, she simply 
outlined others in pencil, allowing their forms to blend into 
the desert. Further playing with typical relationships among 
the landscape and its occupants, she rendered the painted 
bodies much larger than the cacti and rams around them. The 
technique effectively conveys the distortions of memory and 
imagination, the ways in which the subjects of our envy can 
loom large and intimidating in stories we tell ourselves about 
the superior lives they lead.

In domestic scenes, natural elements appearin the forms 
of floral wallpaper, a starry constellation on a television set, and 
tall grass seeminglysprouting from a kitchen floor. Nature takes 
on gendered connotations in two paintings, as revealed by their 
titles: Since I Was a Small Girl I Have Dreamed of Living off the 
Land and Building All I Need. I Am Jealous of Self-Made Men  
On the Ranch I Remember Squatting in the Bushes and Watching 
the Farmhands Piss in the Pond, and Ever Since I’ve Envied the 
Bravado of Boys and Bulls. Here we see that Heimer’s frustra-
tions extend beyond the personal to the societal.

The works also conjure far older narratives, with Heimer 
making reference to the Garden of Eden (thin green snakes 
appear throughout the compositions) and other mythologies 
(a sea monster floats in a corner; unicorns and virgins copulate 
along a pink path; a woman dangles grapes above her head 
like Dionysus). In a painting evoking narrative friezes and 
tapestries, an outdoor landscape is organized in three distinct 
rows, each portraying a different stage in the lives of women. 
Throughout her work, Heimer demonstrates an interest in  
origins—of the universe, of narrative art—that seems a 
response to the obscurity surrounding her own inception (she 
even titled a former series “The Adopted Child”).   

 Heimer’s paintings in themselves convey fantastic, off-kilter 
worlds with poignancy and humor. If their cumbersome titles 
at times limit room for interpretation and make the images feel 
like large-scale illustrations from an as-yet-unrealized book 
project, they also reveal an artist with plenty of stories to tell, 
searching for ever more inventive ways to represent them. 

—Alina Cohen

represented in sculptural outline in Marcos Lutyens’s Bird of a 
Feather (2016–17) seemed a sinister national emblem, while a 
Trevor Paglen photograph of contrails left in restricted airspace 
above Nevada, presumably by military aircraft, reminded us 
that our skies are perpetually stalked by the most deadly birds 
of prey. Jonathan Bruce Williams’s Reception Room (2017), 
a blipping and bleeping chandelier made from 3D-printed 
materials, has a signal jammer nestled within it, evoking the 
“dark territory” not only of a world without wireless com-
munication, but of a political moment in which much appears 
cloaked in secrecy. 

The show also included a number of seeming counterpoints 
to these evocations of the state apparatus. The contribution by 
the collaborative group the Hinterlands from their larger work 
The Radicalization Process (2016) includes archival storage boxes 
filled with sticks of dynamite, presumably for seditious ends. 
Edgar A. Heap of Birds’s Genocide and Democracy (2016) com-
prises eight red-and-white monoprints resembling protest signs, 
which intermingle hollow patriotic sentiments with references 
to the opprobrious treatment of Native Americans. 

Needless to say, most of the work on view seemed to amplify 
the anxieties of the present moment. But there were notable excep-
tions. Hanging inconspicuously on opposite walls of the space were 
two small, abstract compositions by Lisi Raskin, each tenderly con-
structed out of paper and slivers of glued-together wood. Although 
the titles, Rise and Shine, had ambiguous connotations in relation 
to the show’s larger themes, they read foremost as subtle allusions 
to a brighter dawn in this period of last stands.  

—David Markus

ANDREA JOYCE HEIMER
Hometown
The title of one of Andrea Joyce Heimer’s paintings is so 
long that Hometown had to bunch some of the words 
together on the checklist, deleting the spaces between them. 
Frequently exceeding twenty words and comprising one or 
more complete sentences, the titles of the works in this  
exhibition—her first solo show in New York—express 
sources of the artist’s broad-ranging envy. Provocative, styl-
ized phrasings like I Am Jealous of Everyone You Have Ever 
Been with and There Have Been Many, and Then I Find Out 
Some of Them Were Squirters and I Am Undone by This Knowl-
edge. It Weighs on Me like a Stone underscore a fascination 
with storytelling that pervades the paintings. In colorful, 
intricately detailed scenes derived from her own biogra-
phy—and rendered in acrylic and pencil on panel—the 
Washington State–based painter (b. 1981) conveys narratives 
regarding her fears of abandonment, insecurities about her 
body and disposition, and sense of alienation as an adopted 
child without access to records of her parentage. 

Crowded with characters nude and clothed, the most 
exuberant paintings on view offer lush gardens of earthly 
delights, whether set outdoors or indoors. One depicts 
figures cavorting and getting high in a brushy desert. 

Andrea Joyce 
Heimer: I Am 
Jealous of Those 
Who Can See Their 
Own Facial Features 
Echoing down Their 
Family Lines Like a 
Voice Telling Them 
Just Where They’ve 
Been, 2016, acrylic 
and pencil on panel, 
18 inches square; at 
Hometown.
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10 february 2017

“The Stand”
P! 
334 Broome Street 
January 13–February 26
Cobaltblue and charcoalcolored rubber mulch cover the floor,
cutting the space into two triangles of color. More ecosystem than
exhibition, the artists in Prem Krishnamurthy and Anthony
Marcellini’s postapocalyptic show, “The Stand,” play with light,
firmament, plants, totemic forms, and animals. The show changes
the doomed mood of the desert playground from Terminator 2 to
one of strange playfulness.

Here, memories of sulkydreamy Sarah Connor’s muscled arms
clinging to a chainlink fence shapeshift. The outstretched arms of
a black NBA player in Paul Pfeiffer’s luminous photograph Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse (07), 2002, points to Basquiat’s
pained meditations on black resilience and black death. We see
the player’s head, wearing the crown of crowd support, ultralight
beamed. The black athlete, name and team number digitally removed from his jersey, is not a commodity, not
Samson tumbling the pillars of spectacular captivity. The booming digital glow acts as a shield from the arena’s
mob, and the death knell of racial iconography. Beneath the hallucinatory blues and yellows flaring in Connie
Samaras’s archival pigment print The Past is Another Planet: Huntington Desert Garden, Cacti; OEB 1723, Novel
Fragment, Parable of the Sower, 1989, 2016, cactus soil mixes with lines from Octavia Butler’s novel Parable of the
Sower (1993). While the show takes its name from Stephen King’s 1978 plague novel, Butler’s story of survival
yields another insight: “We haven’t even hit rock bottom yet.”

Melancholia seeds this show, as does transformation, formally and materially: Beatriz Santiago Muñoz’s video
Cinema, 2014, made in the movie house of a dilapidated US naval base in Ceiba, Puerto Rico, loops on an iPad.
Light filters into the theater through trees growing out of earth that holds undetonated bombs. Amid hysteria,
dynastic decay, and clamors of uprising, “The Stand” poeticizes pluralities of living with death, playing in the US
empire’s wake.

— Rachel Ellis Neyra

View of “The Stand,” 2017.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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ArtAsiaPacific.com 
“Futures, Again: Wong Kit Yi”
by Mimi Wong
4 April 2017

WONG KIT YI, October 8, 2015, p.m. / Arguseyed / Gold, 2015, inkjet on archival paper, eight pinhole photographs on gelatin silver paper, 61x 81 cm. Courtesy the artist and P!,
New York. 

MIMI WONG
P!

HONG KONG  USA

Wong Kit Yi fulfills a past promise with “Futures, Again” at P! gallery in New York. Two years ago, the conceptual and performance artist

proposed a novel idea to fund her threeweeklong residency in the Arctic Circle: she sold commissions for customized work to be produced

during the expedition. These contractual agreements became the basis for the 2015 show “North Pole Futures,” which was also curated by

P!’s Prem Krishnamurthy. “They were basically buying a piece of paper from me,” Wong said of her patrons, who were only allowed to

specify a date and time, an unusual word, and a color as prompts for the purchased pieces.

WONG KIT YI
FUTURES, AGAIN
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Exhibited in public for the first time, the completed works hang on the walls as a timeline, ranging from the 7th to 18th of Wong’s October

2015 residency. “They represent a moment from the past that’s now been made visible,” Krishnamurthy explained. On the second day of her

arctic adventure, Wong asked eight fellow travelers, which included a mix of artists and scientists, to stand in a circle facing different

directions while holding pinhole cameras. Solving the problem of digital cameras dying easily in the extreme cold, both the performance

and resulting photographs became the realization of October 8, 2015, p.m. / Arguseyed / Gold (2015).

Installation view of WONG KIT YI’s October 14, 2015, a.m. / Chanticleer / Dragon’s Blood, 2015, inkjet on archival paper, one toner print on
colored paper. Courtesy the artist and P!, New York.

Another instance of puzzlesolving helped produce October 14, 2015, a.m. / Chanticleer / Dragon’s Blood (2015). Upon learning that

roosters do not exist in the arctic, she wrote an apologetic letter to her patron stating that, according to geologist Ólafur Ingólfsson, “the

closest substitute would be a small chickenlike bird called the Ptarmigan, which croaks but does not sing.” With the aid of a feather duster

she found on board the ship, the artist transformed herself into the “alternative rooster” she was searching for, and photographed herself

standing in the arctic water.

If the commissioned works gesture to the past, then the newest addition to the show, A River in the Freezer (2017), encapsulates the

present in terms of Wong’s journey. Both the physical and creative starting point, the world’s northernmost settlement of Longyearbyen,

Norway—and, in particular, its bizarre law that people are not allowed to die there because the frozen ground prevents bodies from

decomposing—served as the inspiration for the short film. Weaving together interviews, found footage, anime excerpts and her own

photography, the artistturneddocumentarian explores a myriad of topics from glaciology (the scientific study of glaciers) to Cold War

intrigue to the socioeconomic history of ice. An electropop soundtrack composed by Kyle Oppenheimer converts her meditative essay into

whimsical lyrics, and transforms the experimental travelogue into a kind of educational karaoke.
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WONG KIT YI, A River in the Freezer, 2017, still from HD video with sound: 25 min. Courtesy the artist and P!, New York.

WONG KIT YI, Parallel Memory, October 27, 2015, 2017, laseretched UV plexiglass, archival inkjet prints, custom
sliding frame, 70 × 130 cm. Courtesy the artist and P!, New York.

“I think she’s interested not in the static object, but the object that’s performative,” Krishnamurthy said in describing Wong’s artistic

philosophy. Parallel Memory, October 27, 2015 (2017) features two identical photos taken at Longyearbyen that can slide interchangeably

back and forth. In one of the frames, a poem recalls her associations with the moon that she observed during the time of year when the sun

no longer rose above the horizon: she writes, “It’s a time of rejuvenation.” This format will become the prototype for Wong’s future work,

which in this case are the unsold dates from her trip. Should they eventually be purchased, she will collaborate with the patron to generate a

“parallel memory” to be determined in October 2017.

“Futures, Again” offers a fascinating glimpse into how one artist uses time not only conceptually but also as a means to sustain her project.

In her revisiting of the “pastfuture” or “futurepast,” Wong prevents moments from stagnating by continuously mining them for new

possibilities.
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WONG KIT YI, Parallel Memory, October 27, 2015, 2017, laseretched UV plexiglass, archival inkjet prints, custom
sliding frame, 70 × 130 cm. Courtesy the artist and P!, New York.

“I think she’s interested not in the static object, but the object that’s performative,” Krishnamurthy said in describing Wong’s artistic

philosophy. Parallel Memory, October 27, 2015 (2017) features two identical photos taken at Longyearbyen that can slide interchangeably

back and forth. In one of the frames, a poem recalls her associations with the moon that she observed during the time of year when the sun

no longer rose above the horizon: she writes, “It’s a time of rejuvenation.” This format will become the prototype for Wong’s future work,

which in this case are the unsold dates from her trip. Should they eventually be purchased, she will collaborate with the patron to generate a

“parallel memory” to be determined in October 2017.

“Futures, Again” offers a fascinating glimpse into how one artist uses time not only conceptually but also as a means to sustain her project.

In her revisiting of the “pastfuture” or “futurepast,” Wong prevents moments from stagnating by continuously mining them for new

possibilities.
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Exhibition view of WONG KIT YI’s exhibition “Futures, Again” at P!, New York, 2017. Photo by Sebastian Bach. Courtesy the artist and P!

Wong Kit Yi’s “Futures, Again” is on view at P!, New York, until April 12, 2017.

To read more of ArtAsiaPacific’s articles, visit our Digital Library.
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Brian O’Doherty
SIMONE SUBAL GALLERY 
131 Bowery, 2nd Floor 
January 8–February 12
“The grid glides, stammers, and blurts with different lengths and
colours,” Brian O’Doherty wrote regarding his use of Ogham, an
ancient Irish linear alphabet, in his paintings and sculptures from
between 1968 and 1979. In groupings of perpendicular lines,
Ogham vowels mark O’Doherty’s quizzical, skinny wall sculptures
from this period, tethering abstraction to both language and the
body. These wooden constructions adapt Mondrian’s modernist
lexicon: Primary colors and black decorate their sides. Mirrored
aluminum forms a Vshaped depression in each of their centers,
with the Ogham marks etched into the material. This sets up a
contradictory optics. One stretches and strains, past language, to
see a reflection, with abstraction relegated to the peripherals. This
is recognizably Duchampian: Rigid adherence to an obscure code
produces mystery and humor.

This exhibition spotlights a littleknown phase in the hybrid career
of this artist, critic, novelist, and former director at the NEA of
myriad alter egos. Cocurated by Prem Krishnamurthy and Simone
Subal, the revelation here is O’Doherty’s proximity to, and
deviations from, Sol LeWitt’s artistfree drawings of the same
period. Consider the two paintings, both Untitled, 1975, based on O’Doherty’s “Hair Collages,” 1975, in which the
artist would contrast the form of hairs from his head with straight lines of precisely the same length. The body is
quantified, then rendered in line, for systematically impure abstraction. In 1976, O’Doherty would famously critique
the “white cube.” These forgotten experiments exhilarate as provocations constrained by that very context.

— Daniel Quiles

Brian O'Doherty, Untitled, 1975, watercolor stick
on canvas, 66 x 66".

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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“Brian o’doherty, love child of marcel 
duchamp and clement greenberg?” 
by Blake gopnik
10 January 2017

Opinion (https://news.artnet.com/opinion)

Brian O’Doherty, Love Child of Marcel Duchamp and Clement Greenberg?
THE DAILY PIC: At Simone Subal, Brian O'Doherty dresses up Duchampian wit and wiles as attractive abstraction.

Blake Gopnik (https://news.artnet.com/about/blake-gopnik-86), January 10, 2017

THE DAILY PIC (#1708): This is a tight detail from a big painting made by Brian O’Doherty (later know as Patrick Ireland) in 1975. It went on view

Sunday when his latest solo launched at Simone Subal Gallery  (http://www.simonesubal.com/here/exhibitions/current/brian-odoherty/)  in New York,

where it is being co-presented by the space called P!

O’Doherty was one of the very smartest thinkers of the 1960s and ‘70s – his writings about Pop art are earlier and better than almost anyone else’s

and his book Inside the White Cube is legendary. His art was equally brainy. To generate the pattern in today’s Pic, O’Doherty took several of his own

hairs – the arcing lines in the paint ing – and then twinned them with straightened lines of the same length. (See the full painting below, and click on it

to zoom in.)

O’Doherty’s gesture is clearly indebted to Duchamp (compare the French master’s Standard Stoppages

(https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/marcel-duchamp-3-standard-stoppages-1913-14) ) but what strikes me most is how O’Doherty presents

that gesture in the formal language of hard-edge abstraction, which was still quite dominant in the 1970s. It’s as though he is a member of a

Duchampian fifth column, secretly committed to sullying the purity of abstract art. Or think of it as slipping a hair into Greenberg’s soup. (Courtesy P!

and Simone Subal Gallery)

For a full survey of past Daily Pics visit blakegopnik.com/archive (http://blakegopnik.com/archive).
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Karel Martens, Joy, and Five Years of P!: An Interview with Prem Krishnamurthy

BY BEN SCHWART Z

Karel Martens, Recent Work. Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

ven after four ear of programming, the New York torefront P! ha managed to elude an form
of archetpal galler claification. The freewheeling pirit of P! can e attriuted to it
founder, Prem Krishnamurthy, whom man reading thi log know from hi graphic deign tu-
dio, Project Projects. Prem’ profound undertanding of oth graphic deign and curating eluci-
date intereting relationhip etween the two dicipline. In each how Prem make it a priorit
to juxtapoe work from a pectrum of field in order to quetion oundarie and reveal connec-
tion etween eemingl diparate practice. It i thi ort of inter-diciplinar approach in P!’
programming that we at the Walker deign tudio find o engaging.

If ou’ve unwittingl happened upon the pace over the ear, ou are jut a likel to find a read-
ing room, experimental techno celeration, or currenc exchange tation. In repone to the di-
verit of work, the architecture of P! find itelf an active collaorator; evolving to create a
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unique patial context for each how. At one point thi meant a green ceiling under the guidance
of a feng hui mater; at another, it evolved into a new galler altogether under the name K.
 Kicking off the final eaon in the torefront i the exhiition Karel Martens, Recent Work. The
how i an appropriate ookend, not onl ecaue of Marten’ participation in the inaugural P!
how, Process 01: Joy (2012) ut the wa man of hi piece occup the amiguou ground e-
tween graphic deign and contemporar art.

In the following interview we dicu Recent Work, the relationhip etween Prem’ deign and
curatorial practice, and what’ next for P! after the torefront.

 

Karel Martens, Recent Work, opening. Photo: Emily Smith

 

Walker Art Center: The Gradient
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The Ceiling Should Be Green ( ), curated by Prem Krishnamurthy and Ali Wong. Artists: Mel
Bochner, Rico Gatson, Tony Labat, Ohad Meromi, Shana Moulton, Connie Samaras, Jessica Stockholder, Wong
Kit Yi, Wen Yau (2013). Photo: Naho Kubota
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Michal Helfman, I’m so broke I can’t pay attention (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

Ben Schwartz: To egin, could ou tell u a it aout putting together the current how, Karel
Marten, Recent Work? Given Marten’ hitor with printed matter, I’m particularl curiou
aout the incluion of a culptural piece a well a a video intallation.

Prem Krishnamurthy: I’ve worked with Karel now a numer of time. He wa included in the
firt how at P!, Proce 01: Jo, and wa one of the reaon wh I opened a galler in the firt
place. ince that initial exhiition, we’ve worked on a numer of other project and preentation
of hi work in other venue, ut thi i hi firt olo how at P!

Our pat project with Karel have focued primaril on hi letterpre monoprint, hi et
known work apart from hi commiioned graphic deign. Although Karel ha alwa worked
acro media and cale, there han’t een a venue for thee work to e hown. We’ve een de-
veloping Recent Work together for nearl a ear; the longer timeframe preented an opportunit
for Karel to think through hi work ince the 1950 and pick up on a numer of trand that he’
wanted to develop further. For example: the clock piece, Three Time (in lue and Yellow), i a
new work ut it origin range ack to Karel’ earl kinetic clock work of the 1960. And the in-
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teractive intallation, Icon Viewer, i an extenion of the cutom icon-pixel language that Karel de-
veloped nearl 15 ear ago. o there i an incredile amount of continuit within the work.

 

Karel Martens, Three Times (in Blue and Yellow) (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

One of the thing that I admire aout Karel’ practice i that he ha emraced technolog with a
ene of openne and curioit. Although graphic deign ha changed radicall over the nearl 60
ear ince he tarted, Karel ha adopted ucceive tool and continued to ta on top of contem-
porar method. Thi ha allowed him to puh hi idea aout color, pattern, reproduction, and
form further, o that the don’t remain tatic, and to experiment in different dimenion and
media.
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Karel Martens at the opening of Recent Work. Photo: Emily Smith

 

BS: In pat how P!’ role ha extended eond what one would tpicall expect from a galler.
In man wa the pace ecome an active element that work in tandem with the artit. Would
ou conider Recent Work a collaorative effort?

PK: Thi raie the open-ended quetion around the place of deign and curating within the
roader realm of artitic production. P!’ role—a well a m own—in a given exhiition modu-
late greatl aed on the circumtance. In ome exhiition, we have a trong hand in formulat-
ing the initial framework and creating the context that ring everthing together. In thi exhii-
tion, a in other olo preentation, our role wa quieter et till preent.
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Karel Martens, A4 Wallpaper (2013/2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

Karel’ exhiition emerged from the tart a a dialogue etween u, ut with hi practice, rather
than a dicrete curatorial premie, at it center. We’ve een in cloe converation from the tart to
decide how to approach the exhiition, what work to dipla, and how to how them. Together
we made model, plan, and elevation of the exhiition, atted around idea for each part of the
how, determined which new work needed to e produced, and edited down from a larger a et
of work and project. However, Karel i ultimatel the author of the work and exhiition.

At the ame time, I think that thi particular how couldn’t have taken place right now in another
pace, whether in New York or elewhere. It repreent a confluence of Karel’ work and the
unique profile of P!, along with m approach to curating exhiition. Together the generate a
ituation that goe eond the individual component.
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First P! logo by Karel Martens, 2012, reinstalled in 2016. Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

BS: You and Karel eem to have a ver cloe relationhip. Over the ear, what have ou learned
from him a oth a curator and a deigner?

PK: ach of the artit whom I work cloel with at P! challenge m idea and force me to grow.
I’m thinking here of Céline Condorelli, Aaron Gemmill, Mathew Hale, Maram Jafri, Chrito-
pher Kulendran Thoma, Wong Kit Yi, and man other. I’ve alo had the pleaure of exhiiting
figure from an older generation—deigner, artit, writer, muician, and more—who have
een fundamental to m own thinking. I conider melf luck to have had a chance to learn from
their deep experience and widom, while alo expoing them to new audience and approache.
Thi include not onl Karel, ut alo rian O’Dohert and laine Lutig Cohen. I am terril
ad that laine jut paed awa recentl, ut he remain an ongoing inpiration for me through
her unique work, life, and generou emrace of new idea.
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Elaine Lustig Cohen, solo exhibition at The Glass House (2015). Photo: Andy Romer Photography

 

Over thee pat ear, Karel ha taught me a lot. ome thing are practical and aethetic: for ex-
ample, how he think aout hanging a how, which i ver related to how he arrange a laout on
a page. Rather than hanging a how according to claical curatorial or mueum approache, he
ue other tructure like grid and margin, which give hi intallation an unuual energ and
frehne.

A more fundamental thing that I’ve learned from working with Karel i how he like to leave
ome thing unfinihed and open-ended. I can tend to e ver, ver tructured and tr to control
nearl ever detail. Working with Karel, I’ve oerved hi tendenc to e precie aout certain a-
pect of a piece or exhiition ut quite relaxed aout other. I think thi i what allow the work
to reathe.
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Karel Martens’ studio, Full Color, Roma Publications

 

For thi how, we were tring to ettle on the order of the monoprint in the wall grid. A we laid
them down to look, I egan to huffle them around in order to achieve the “perfect equence.” I
wa attempting to account for their ize, color, formal relationhip, and other variale. After a
while, Karel aid, “Prem, it’ done. Don’t worr o much aout it. The’ll all look good next to
each other.” I proteted and tried to keep fiddling with it, ut eventuall had to admit that he wa
right.

Karel alo ha a Dutch ene of work/life alance—o he tend get a eer or dinner at 6 pm, even
if he come ack to the tudio or exhiition pace later on. I’m till tring to learn from him here,
too!
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Karel Martens, Recent Work, installation view. Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

BS: I’ve alwa loved that aout hi peronal work, the wa intuition and pontaneit pla a large
role in hi proce. ach move i a reaction to what’ alread on the page and to what he’ feeling
at a particular moment. The deciion-making proce eem oppoitional to graphic deign,
where there i the need to jutif ever aethetic move.

PK: You’re right, ut it’ a pecific cae with Karel. He’ een working for nearl 60 ear and o i
trul a mater of hi field. ven hi intuitive deciion aout form, color, and tpograph arrive
with an incredile degree of innate practice and knowledge.

When I wa ounger, I ued to e a real perfectionit a a tpographer. I wanted even the mot
aic tpeetting to e aolutel precie and complete. omething I’m working on in m deign
and curatorial practice i to have more trut and confidence, to let go jut a little it. Chri Wu,
whom I work with at Project Project, tried to convince me ear ago that great deign i ome-
time all aout the geture—jut the right geture can work perfectl.
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The quetion of context and what’ alread on the page i alo ver ignificant here. For Karel, a
for melf, there i an interet in what exit efore one tep into a given ituation a a graphic
deigner. Thi happen with hi monoprint: he chooe to print on thing that alread have a
pat life and a formal order. It’ a kind of reccling ut alo a repone to omething that’ alread
there. For me, it’ aout a ene of making hitor viile.

everal ear ago, I wa leading the deign of the ignage program for the Yale Univerit Art
Galler. There had alread een a numer of ignage program that had exited over the ear e-
fore we were commiioned. Rather than approaching the project  tarting from cratch, I de-
cided that we would retain apect of thoe older ignage program, laering our own tem on
top. Thi lend the viewer a richer ene of what’ een there efore, and what’ till to come.

 

Project Projects, design for Yale University Art Gallery signage (2010). Photo: Naho Kubota
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Thi i how I approach exhiition pace, too. I don’t look at the galler pace a eing a taula
raa, lank late, or white cue. One apect of m exhiition-making i that I conider the archi-
tecture and hitor of a pace a inflecting whatever’ diplaed in it. A how in a galler i jut
one more archaeological laer added to the top.

When preparing P!’ pace for it final ear of programming, I opted to remove a cork floor that
had exited ince earl 2015 and expoe the floor panel elow. In doing o, I realized that the
are nearl a work in their own right. The vinl flooring, which ha een here ince I took the
leae, make viile a hitor of the pat floorplan of the torefront, and how it ha changed over
thee pat four ear. While intalling Karel’ how, I recognized the connection for the firt time:
the wa that I treat exiting pace relate directl to how Karel overprint on exiting card and
ephemera. oth are a form of palimpet, jut in different dimenion and cale.

BS: For Karel, I’m curiou aout what he’ reponding to on the found material. I he paing at-
tention to content or i he more focued on formal relationhip?

PK: He decrie it a eing a comination of oth apect. On the one hand, he doen’t like to
print omething with a direct relationhip to what’ alread on the card, a it can reult in feeling
too illutrative. On the other hand, a he mentioned in the New York Times T Magazine, he ee
the tpewriting and taular tpograph on the found card a eing a form of concrete poetr—
the poetr of adminitration—which inpire him to print on top of them.
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Karel Martens, Untitled (2016) Letterpress monoprint on found card, 8 × 5 inches, unique

 

BS: I think thi current how of Karel Marten occupie an intereting pace in regard to graphic
deign and contemporar art. Karel i of coure a eminal graphic deigner, ut the work eing
hown i uncommiioned. Did ou ever feel the need to make the ditinction etween deign
and art when putting together Recent Work?

PK: I don’t make that ditinction; rather, I tr to look at the unique value and qualitie of o-
ject, regardle of what genre the elong to. Karel i foundational to the program of P! ecaue
he occupie thi amiguou ground etween art and deign. He make work that are not com-
miioned, ut ometime the form that he create in hi monoprint make their wa ack into
hi commiioned graphic deign work. There i a health ack and forth. oth hi commi-
ioned and uncommiioned work are equall eautiful.

In Karel’ cae, I ee thi a a kind of viual reearch. He’ pent the lat 60 ear experimenting
with form and color, contituting a od of knowledge and practice that flow into all of hi dif-
ferent work. In thi wa, he occupie an in-etween pace. For much of the hitor of the 20th
centur avant-garde, there wan’t a trong ditinction etween applied and “free work.” Thi
overlap, exemplified in Karel’ work toda, i at the heart of m interet and wh I wanted to in-
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clude him in P!’ program from the firt how. We’re in a hitorical era in which there i a trong
oundar etalihed etween dicipline—which ha much le to do with intrinic ditinction
and much more to do with the market and how different kind of laor are currentl valued.

 

Karel Martens, Architecture as a Craft (2009); Karel Martens, Terra Incognita posters (1995)

 

I alwa ak melf with Karel’ work and that of other I’m intereted in: Who care whether
people call it graphic deign or art right now, ut what’ thi going to look like in 50, 100, or 1,000
ear? Man of the thing that we value mot from pat generation ma have once een func-
tional, whether the’re potter, printed remnant, or cave painting. The had one relevance in
their original moment ut the’ve alo maintained their integrit. Their relevance to u now i
that the have acquired a new meaning, which i in exce of the original purpoe.

On a panel that I organized recentl at the New York Art ook Fair 2016 with Karel and David

Reinfurt (of Dexter Sinister and O-R-G), Karel aid omething that reall reonated with me. To
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paraphrae him, if ou’re making a piece of graphic deign and ou’ve jut fulfilled the project’
aignment, then ou’ve onl done half of the work. There i a large part of deign that goe e-
ond functional requirement; perhap thi apect contriute to what make the work enduring
in the long term.

BS: Although ou mentioned not looking at a hard and fat line etween graphic deign and fine
art, with P! do ou feel a particular reponiilit to give graphic deign more repreentation in
the galler pace?

PK: ince I come from a ackground in graphic deign, it’ one of the ke context and odie of
knowledge that I carr with me everwhere I go. Graphic deign i an emedded filter for how I
think aout the world. In a roader ene, the hitor of graphic deign i extremel intertwined
with larger narrative of hitorical and contemporar viual practice. It’ impoile to dientan-
gle deign from how we look at art ince the eginning of the 20th centur. eond the croover
of the dicipline and practitioner, even the reproduction, pulication, and diemination of art
ha een traditionall mediated through graphic deign.

When I conider what to place into an exhiition pace, it’ quite natural to me for thoe thing to
come from the different world with which I engage, whether contemporar art, graphic deign,
muic, or writing. However, with graphic deign in particular, I have tended to come at it from
two direction. ometime I’ll how thing from a graphic deign context that I think are com-
pelling within a roader dicoure; other time, I preent contemporar art project that might
reonate with graphic deign in a ignificant wa.
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Vahap Avşar, Lost Shadows, [AND Museum] (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

In thi latter categor, I have in mind exhiition we’ve done with artit uch a Vahap Avşar,
who worked with the archive of a defunct Turkih potcard compan to make new potcard for
ditriution. Another example i Maram Jafri, who examine hitorie of conumer product
from an anthropological and artitic perpective. Her how at P!, Economy Corner—I think one
of our et—wa an exhiition aout economic, randing, market, and cla, while alo eing
legile a a how aout tpograph, even if that’ not Maram’ primar interet. Another crucial
how for me from our fourth eaon wa Pangrammar, a freewheeling and highl peronal exhi-
ition that mapped m interet in the overlap etween tpograph and art in a looe, aocia-
tive wa.  mixing work that were art and deign, new and old, unique and multiple, within a
ingle idioncratic curatorial tructure, it getured toward the more open-ended et critical
wa I’d like thee field to e looked at.
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Maryam Jafri, Economy Corner (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach
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PANGRAMMAR, Various artists (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

BS: When ou do include graphic deign in particular how, it’ never reall looking inward at
the practice itelf. I’m thinking of the Anton Stankowski and Klaus Wittkugel show; although
oth graphic deigner, the work eemed to point outward toward larger idea aout at and
Wet German. The dipla of graphic deign eem ver different than a, Graphic Design: Now

in Production here at The Walker. How doe ringing deign into a galler context change the
viewer’ relationhip with the work?

PK: It’ good that ou ring up Graphic Deign: Now in Production. A ou know, Project Project
collaborated with the Walker on the graphic identit of the how; I then directed the exhiition
deign for it New York preentation  the Cooper Hewitt. In fact, the how immediatel pre-
ceded P!’ opening and urel influenced ome of m deciion. Curated  Andrew lauvelt and
llen Lupton along with a team of other, Graphic Deign: Now in Production took a more clai-
cal approach to diplaing graphic deign, organizing it according to project, pecific media
tpe, and functionalit.
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Graphic Design: Now In Production, Walker Art Center (2011).
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Project Projects with Leong Leong, exhibition design for Graphic Design: Now In Production, Governors Island
(2012). Photo: Prem Krishnamurthy

 

Thi i quite different from m curatorial approach. For me, context i extremel important in
looking at deign oject—for whom and wh wa omething made?—ut I’m equall compelled
 a work’ roader ignificance, whether aethetic, conceptual, cultural, or ideological. The
challenge i how to make thee regiter legile within the exhiition etting, which I’ve tried to
addre in a numer of wa. The Wittkugel / tankowki exhiition wa one approach, which
involved uing particular trategie of contemporar art dipla to preent hitorical graphic de-
ign work, freeing it from ome of it aggage while alo ituating it within roader political
dicoure.
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OST UND oder WEST, Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach
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OST UND oder WEST, Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

 

I’m committed to an approach to preenting deign that doe not eparate it from other field of
viual and artitic inquir. That’ not to a that there are no difference etween thee dici-
pline, ut rather that I’m intereted in their confluence. I take iue oth with how graphic de-
ign i exhiited in a cloed-off wa, ut alo with recent exhiition of earl 20th-centur avant-
garde figure that focu primaril on their painting or their culpture, when the made equall
important contriution in graphic deign, photograph, exhiition deign, and eond.  rele-
gating thee practitioner’ “applied” work to a econdar tatu, the exhiition are actuall un-
doing in large part their intended legacie.

Recentl I heard omeone voice that tpical refrain: “Oh, I wonder if graphic deign i till going
to exit in 20 ear.” I’d et that it will, ut that it will look quite different than it doe now. Rather
than navel-gazing, I’m intereted in graphic deign’ potential to look outide of itelf to connect
with other dicoure.

BS: A thi i the lat ear of P! in it phical manifetation, I want to go ack and dicu ome
of the hitor of the pace. A ou mentioned, the firt exhiition wa Proce 01: Jo which ex-
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plored the relationhip etween jo and practice. In the context of our own work, how ha P!
een a ource of jo for ou?

PK: Framing the firt how at P! in thi particular wa wa oth elf-reflective and elf-deprecat-
ing. After all, opening P! alongide m work at Project Project, m teaching, m writing, and
everthing ele wa aicall a choice to doule or triple m workload! And then to focu firt
how around laor and name it Jo wa alo a lightl pervere joke. ut it alo had a ver eriou
dimenion. All three of the participant in that firt how—Chaunce Hare, Chritine Hill, and
Karel Marten—had explored, oth implicitl and explicitl, the complex relationhip etween
vocation and avocation, laor and pleaure. The how emraced the fact that much of the mot
ignificant work, of an kind, fall outide of the tpical 9-to-5 workda, while eing part of a dia-
lectic with thi econom of production.

 

Process 01: Joy, Chauncey Hare, Christine Hill, Karel Martens (2012). Photo: Naho Kubota
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Process 01: Joy opening (2012). Photo: Judith Gärtner

 

What creative people produce to make a living i often circumcried into ver pecific cate-
gorie. After the how, I egan to look at what work from omeod’ practice might e margin-
alized, and hone in on thoe. If P! ha, in part, created a home for people’ “off-project” that
don’t fit in neatl with what the’re necearil known for, then I’d e happ.

P! wa an activit that complemented m work a a graphic deigner at Project Project, and it
wa a project of love. On the other hand, I can’t overetimate how much it ha influenced m own
graphic deign over the pat four ear, a much a the pace ha een informed  the work I had
accomplihed efore it.

BS: That’ actuall a point I wanted to touch on: the relationhip etween our curatorial prac-
tice and graphic deign practice. How have the two influenced each other?

PK: For a numer of ear, I’ve een planning to write a longer text or at leat put together a lec-
ture aout the relationhip of curating and deign. Mae I’ll have more time to finih thi once
P! on roome treet cloe! I hold that the two field—graphic deign and curating—are quite
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imilar in a numer of hitorical, tructural, and practical wa. oth dicipline are focued on
mediating content rather than necearil generating it themelve. Curator and graphic deign-
er alike work with other people, other oject, other idea that are outide of themelve—
the’re exogenou puruit.

A a graphic deigner, ou work with our client to make their content legile for a et of
pulic. A a curator, ou working with artit to tranlate their work and interet to a roader
audience outide of their tudio.

 

Matrix / Berkeley: A Changing Exhibition of Contemporary Art, edited by Elizabeth Thomas and Project
Projects, book design by Project Projects (2008)

 

BS: We talked a it aout collaoration. The collaorative dnamic eem at the heart of oth P!
and Project Project. In our deign practice Project Project eem involved at a much deeper
level than a traditional deigner/client relationhip. P!’ involvement a well goe eond the tra-
ditional white cue approach. Can ou talk aout P!’ unique curatorial point of view?
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PK: From the eginning, I’ve alwa thought of the pace itelf a an actor. Thi i oth with re-
gard to P! and more generall when I’m deigning and curating exhiition in other venue. One
of m fundamental text i rian O’Dohert’ Inside the White Cube. It date ack to 1976, ut
rian’ argument till read quite true, 40 ear later.

 

Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space (1986) (originally published as a se-
ries of essays in 1976)

 

I elieve that the context of preentation, the architecture and the dipla of an exhiition, can e
a meaningful a what’ eing hown. One of the firt deciion I made when after I igned the
leae for 334 roome treet wa to talk with Leong Leong, the architecture firm whom I had
rought in to work with Project Project on Graphic Deign: Now in Production in New York (and
who now hare a tudio pace with u). The deigned the pace in a rilliant wa—oth func-
tional and conceptual, overt and utle in the right wa. Their original deign alo highlighted
the context of the torefront pace and it previou life, a Chinatown HVAC contracting office.
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Over the ear, a the pace ha developed through the intervention of artit and m own cura-
torial idea, Leong Leong ha remained involved in the converation around how the pace
evolve.

 

Original architectural design for P! by Leong Leong. Photo: Naho Kubota

 

More roadl, apart from impl tring to foreground mediation, architecture, and dipla, I have
a trong elief aout elf-reflexivit and tranparenc: ince curating i a dicipline that make
thing viile et alo order the world according to it own agenda, the curatorial act—the ver
proce of framing—ought to itelf e laid are.

One of rian’ core argument from Inide the White Cue i that the white cue galler make
nearl anthing diplaed inide of it into a kind of acral oject, increaing it market value. A a
counter to thi kind of inviile conditioning, I’m intereted in tring to expoe for the viewer
how uch operation contruct value.
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Thi i alo omething that figure into much of m deign work. For me, the challenge i not jut
to make a compelling identit, ook, exhiition, or weite that preent it content in a neutral
wa, ut to alo deign it in uch a wa that make the viewer aware of it own mediation and in-
fluence. Undermining one’ own authorit—or at leat, calling it into quetion—i an important
qualit.

BS: In regard to making thing viile, I feel like a lot of that i coming from plaing with the
context of variou dicipline. Placing work in a galler that ma not tpicall exit there, ut alo
with other practice it ma not normall exit alongide. For example, in Permutation 03.4: Re-

Mix ou put Thoma rinkmann, a DJ, alongide viual artit Katarina urin and emir
Alchauk, the architectural practice Fake Indutrie Architectural Agonim, and a video ea
 Oliver Laric. In creating thee ort of experiment in recontextualization, what are ou hop-
ing to communicate?

 

Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix, Semir Alschausky, Thomas Brinkmann, Katarina Burin, Fake Industries Architectural
Agonism, Oliver Laric (2013). Photo: Naho Kubota
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PK: Thank ou for reminding me of that how, the lat how of our ver firt ear. It feel like
uch a long time ago! It wa a prett important exhiition to me. It ring up imilar quetion
around how context and juxtapoition affect the meaning of individual oject. Thi particular
how wa alo the concluion of a four-exhiition ccle examining idea of coping, authorhip,
and originalit. The erie had a looping tructure in which artwork, idea, and pecific dipla
trategie echoed each other acro how.

Through m work a a graphic deigner—ut alo through other interet, including filmic mon-
tage and pchoanali—I’ve learned to work with the principle of juxtapoition: if ou how
multiple oject within the ame frame, whether on a page, in a pace, or within a limited time
period, a connection will e formed etween them in the viewer’ mind.

 

Thomas Brinkmann performing at opening of Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix opening (2013). Photo: Prem
Krishnamurthy

 

Thi particular exhiition uggeted a et of conceptual, formal, and methodological relation-
hip etween the diparate participant. Thoma rinkmann i an experimental DJ and muician
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who had originall tudied art and who ha worked in a wa that reonate with contemporar
art practice. In the exhiition, he howed a cutom two-armed turntale that he developed in the
late 1980, which can “doule” an audio track in a pecific wa; at the ame time, it unique fari-
cation evoke a Ruian Contructivit culpture. Katarina urin had developed a fictional female
deigner of the atern uropean avant-garde whoe architectural drawing reonated formall
with rinkmann’ work while imilarl challenging notion of the cop and the original. emir
Alchauk premiered an unuual and intricate painting on paper that remake a well-known hi-
torical painting uing a technique reemling the circular groove of a record. uverting the en-
tire frame of preentation, Fake Indutrie Architectural Agonim appropriated the temporal
tructure of a recent exhiition at a near galler, in which an artit had hifted the opening
hour of the galler to duk; Fake Indutrie impl changed P!’ hour to mirror thoe (which
meant we were open into the evening, appropriate for the muical context of rinkmann’ work).
Finall, Oliver Laric’ piece wa a kind of cover verion of a cover verion: hi ea film Verion
had appeared in an earlier exhiition of the ccle. Here, an adaptation of the film into a muical
pla  tudent at the Juilliard Academ plaed on a creen, in nearl the ame poition where it
had appeared two how earlier. A kind of uncann douling, taking place over time.

In an cae, that’ jut cratching the urface. There are other wa in which the work poke to
each other. It’ like a livel dinner part: the mot fun one include people who are more different
than alike!
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Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix exterior view featuring Fake Industries Architectural Agonism and Semir Alschausky
(2013). Photo: Naho Kubota

 

BS: Thi eaon mark the lat eaon for P! in the roome treet pace. I feel like the
torefront ha plaed uch a major role in man exhiition, and it location in Chinatown eem
to e an important factor. What doe the move mean for P!? Doe it have to do with a hift in ide-
olog or i it more related to logitic?

PK: A “move” i a light minomer inofar a we are not announcing a new location after thi, at
leat not for now. It’ actuall more that P! i hifting it focu. For it firt five ear, P! exited
primaril a an exhiition program houed in a ingle location, with occaional off-ite preenta-
tion and project. Moving forward, P! will take the hape of a dipered intitution that can a-
ume and inhait different pace through it programmatic focu. It will till organize exhii-
tion and preentation, collaorating with mueum and other venue. P! will alo continue to
work with artit, deigner, and other on thee how a well a on producing pulication. o
it’ more of an opening-up of the focu of the organization.
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P! a a torefront in Chinatown wa alwa intended a a “limited-time offering,” with a tart and
end date. Thi accompanie the trong narrative component to it program thu far. ach of the
pat eaon or ear of the pace have had a pecific tructure and arc to them; thi even include
the fact that we changed the name of the galler for a five-month period, ecoming another
galler, K. I thought of that moment a our verion of a “pla-within-a-pla.” And a with a literar
work, there ma e an ending, ut that doen’t preclude equel and continuation.

 

Various P! logos from 2012–2014 by Karel Martens, Aaron Gemmill, Rich Brilliant Willing, Société Réaliste, Riv-
et, and Heman Chong

 

BS: It eem to me that P! ha alwa een aout evolution, whether that e through a changing
architecture or a flexile identit tem. Now, to not even e tied down to a pecific
location eem like a logical progreion in regard to what’ next.

PK: Ye. P! ha alo repreented an exploration of a different mode of “intitutionalit.” It’ an out-
growth of m man ear of work with intitution, epeciall thoe that have an unuual, non-
normative hape—uch a SALT in Itanul or the erkele Art Mueum/Pacific Film Archive’
MATRIX project space. I’ve made thi part of m program at P!, allowing it to contantl hift it
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profile and viual identit, o that it might appear a omething quite different to it variou
audience.

rick-and-mortar pace are onl one apect of a contemporar intitution. While I’m till com-
mitted to exhiition-making, the next intitutional challenge i how to dipere activitie and pro-
gramming et till maintain an audience and a communit.

 

Project Projects, identity program for SALT, Istanbul (2010–ongoing)

 

BS: To cloe thing out, I want to ak a it of a entimental quetion. With an ort of major mile-
tone I think it’ important to look ack on what ha een accomplihed. Are there an particular
memorie that tand out to ou during our time at the roome treet location?

PK: I liked our quetion aout Thoma rinkmann and the exhiition Permutation 03.4: Re-
Mix. For the opening of that how, there wa a pecial performance where Thoma invited hi
New York friend to ring record to pla on hi pecial doule-armed record plaer. ach origi-
nal record wa tranformed into omething like a low, du-inflected huffle, with a tremendou
ene of tuttering rhthm. It turned into an incredile, dance-floor moment, with everone an-
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ticipating what would come next. The floor eemed like it might collape. It wa uch a pecial
moment, I rememer thinking, we could end P! right now, and it would have all een worth it.
We’ve alread accomplihed in a microcom what we originall et out to do: to ring people
who would never otherwie know each other into a pace together, and to create a dialogue.

"Concept 33" from p-exclamation on Vimeo.

BS: I want to reall thank ou for our time. It’ een exciting following what ou’ve een doing
with P!, and it ha een a real inpiration. Congratulation again on uch an amazing od of
work, I’m looking forward to what’ next.
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BY NICK CURRIE

THE OFFICE 
AND THE 
ORGASM: THE 
MONOPRINTS 
OF KAREL 
MARTENS

There was a sense of yin and yang, of possible futures, things to 
be built, the appeal of materials, the complementary attraction of 
opposites. Where the primary figures crossed, a muddy olive green 
suggested they might be viewfoils made of cellulose acetate, the 
colored plastic laid on old-fashioned overhead projectors for class-
room demonstrations. I noted something sensual in the design, and 
something didactic.

Googling Martens, the next thing I saw was a video profile on Vimeo 
of the veteran designer filmed at Werkplaats Typografie in Arnhem, 
the Netherlands. Cheerfully unboxing selected 
highlights of his career in graphic design, 
Martens spoke of his interest in optical 
illusions, his use of abstraction, and his 
discovery that designs unrelated to a 
publication’s themes can attain relevance 
by osmosis, sponging up the appropriate 
meanings like a Rorschach blot.

I then embarked on a Google image search spree, downloading doz-
ens of appealing pictures of Martens’s work. I particularly liked a 
series of letterpress monoprints recently shown at New York’s P! 
storefront gallery. Many of the images came from a New York Times 
magazine feature on Martens. 

My first impulse was to upload a bunch of them to my Tumblr page, 
without commentary. But surely I could add a dimension? I hap-
pened to be reading Ted Morgan’s excellent William S. Burroughs 
biography  Literary Outlaw  (1988) at the time. Morgan depicts a 
writer on a mission—via drugs, anthropology, sex, scandal, and the 
half-lit sleaze of liminal “interzones”—to get back in touch with 
an enchanted cosmology, imposing a brightly colored pre-Enlight-
enment state of mind on the mercilessly stark grid of modernity. 
Burroughs wanted to revive soul at all costs—even if the human 
soul turned out to be stupid, lazy, and evil.

Burroughs’s writing—and, less successfully, his life—was struc-
tured around a vivid dramatization of the tension between plea-
sure and control systems. Eros and Thanatos, you could say, or 
Dionysus and Apollo. No one was more aware than Burroughs of 
how attempts to escape the dead hand of control (via drugs, sex, 
lawlessness, statelessness, and art) can all too easily lead us into even 

The first visual artifact by 
Karel Martens to catch my 
eye was the cover of a Dutch 

architecture journal called Oase. 
In schismatic, isolationist times,  

I already found the 
magazine’s theme of 
“crossing boundaries” 
and “transcultural 
practices” refreshing. 
The bold figure of 
Martens’s design added 

a layer of optimism: two overlapping 
pieces of what looked like 
transparent Meccano—one red, one 
green, both apparently punched with 
holes, as if ready for construction—
created a bold argyll diamond 
against the white background.

Nicholas Currie, also known as Momus, is a Japan-
dwelling Scot who makes songs, books and art. 
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Above - Karel Martens with Aagje Martens and Werkplaats Typografie, 
Cover design for OASE #83, 2010. Courtesy: the artist

Opposite - Icon Viewer, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and P!, New York. 
Photo: Sebastian Bach
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Karel Martens: Recent Work installation view at P!, New York, 2016. 
Courtesy: the artist and P!, New York. Photo: Sebastian Bach
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All images, this page and opposite - Untitled, 2016. 
Courtesy: the artist and P!, New York
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greater deadness, as we descend into addiction, making prisons of 
our boltholes. By the same token, no one since the Marquis de Sade 
and Franz Kafka has seen so clearly the irrationality at the core of 
bureaucratic systems of control. Burroughs lived out these contra-
dictions in his life: his financial freedom came from a private income 
supplied by a family made rich by adding machines.

So—like a contestant in a New Yorker cartoon competition—I set 
to scribbling new captions. Karel Martens’s monoprints made me 
think about Burroughs, but also Max Weber, and his ideas about 
disenchantment. Drawing on the legacy of the Romantic poet 
Friedrich Schiller, Weber described how the destruction of the “en-
chanted garden” of premodern society had both positive and nega-
tive aspects: when we modernized, bureaucratized, and secularized 
European society we exchanged a kind of childish enchantment—
and perhaps a deep understanding of our own irrational natures—
for things like security, predictability, and control.

Art has a way of connecting us back to 
the enchanted, the primitive, the instinc-
tual, the uncontrolled. Rather than taking 
sides in the struggle between discipline 
and sensuality, art simply dramatizes the 
tension in a compelling way. For a designer, the 
relationships—and the divided loyalties—become more complex. 
The dilemma of the graphic designer in capitalism—tasked with 
giving an appealing face to things that may be anything but—is in 
fact the dilemma of the human being in capitalism. How do we ne-
gotiate that tense standoff between control and pleasure? How do 
we work and also play? To what extent should we inject deep hu-
man values into a system that seems less and less humane? We have 
to get these things right when we design our lives.

As well as Max Weber, I thought of course of late Sigmund Freud, 
who told us (in 1930’s Civilization and Its Discontents) that human 
instinct and advanced civilization were never going to reach an 
easy truce. The orgasm and the office were incompatible. The more 
optimistic Wilhelm Reich later tried to cure society with orgasms 
(Burroughs, fascinated by his ideas, built an orgone accumulator in 
his Tangier garden). “The office” took its revenge: Reich’s books 
were burned, his accumulators were destroyed, and the psycho-
analyst died in prison. Freud had apparently been right after all.  
As Albert Camus put it: “Today the imbecile is king, and I call ‘im-
becile ’ anyone who is afraid of coming.”

More liberal times followed; in the 1960s, the office and the orgasm 
seemed almost reconciled. The sun shone, people took acid, colors 
grew more intense. In the United States, Charles and Ray Eames 
worked for IBM. In Italy, Ettore Sottsass brought gorgeous colors 
to the business machines of Olivetti. Burroughs the writer became 
as famous as Burroughs the adding machine. Later, inspired by the 
1960s, Steve Jobs would launch his transparent colored computer, 
the iMac, with the Rolling Stones’ version of Arthur Lee ’s song 
“She Comes in Colors.”

When I look at the letterpress mono-
prints of Karel Martens, it’s this 1960s 
thaw that I recognize, and this typically 
1960s association of color with orgasm. 
Martens’s colors are intensely pleasur-
able, gorgeously sensual. His Dutchness counts 
for a great deal, for Dutchness means, stereotypically, both instru-
mentalization and liberalization. The world we live in—ordered by 
time management, efficient business machines, global containerized 
freight—is an extrapolation of the Anglo-Dutch capitalism of the 
colonial age in which peoples still in the stage of “enchantment” 
were ruthlessly exploited by peoples already in the age of industri-
al modernity. Yet Holland still seems (in the architecture of Rem 
Koolhaas, for instance) like a kind of laboratory for a more liberal—
or at least libertarian—version of capitalism.
As Max Weber points out in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism (1905), it is above all Protestants (like the Dutch) who 
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Karel Martens: Recent Work installation views at P!, New York, 2016. 
Courtesy: the artist and P!, New York. Photo: Sebastian Bach
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have methodically disenchanted the world. And this is the back-
ground to Martens’s monoprints. He uses old index cards and other 
official records as his basic background—things he ’s found on the 
streets, imbued with the values of his culture. Explaining his use of 
one particular card, he told the New York Times: “It’s a specification 
card for income and expenditure. It makes me think of my father, 
who entered his costs into a similar ledger book every day.”

Who better than the sons, the scions of this deathly Protestant rev-
olution, to free us from it? Burroughs used his insider’s understand-
ing of the processes of excessive, deadening control to evade them, 
and re-enchant his own personal model of the world. Perhaps, in 
the same way, the Dutch can show us the way out of the industrial- 
instrumental hell they helped create?

Martens’s card index monotypes remind 
me of the work of other artists I love for 
their color—Ellsworth Kelly, Frank Stella, 
David Batchelor. But while their work 
certainly plays on the same tensions be-
tween structure and sensuality (Kelly, 
inspired by late Henri Matisse, daubed 
and collaged his way across pages from 
newspapers, and Batchelor has superim-
posed primary color on the austere pages 
of October magazine), I think Martens’s 
use of—and love of—printed materials 
makes his work particularly resonant.

Martens is a working graphic designer. As such, he has work he 
makes on commission for clients (publishers, institutions) and work 
he makes for his own pleasure (experiments, obsessions, dabblings). 
Inevitably, one influences the other. The monoprints are a personal 
sideline, but have filtered through to the paid work.

The recent reappraisal of Martens’s work goes back to a 2012 exhi-
bition inaugurating New York’s P! storefront gallery. Curator (and 
fellow graphic designer) Prem Krishnamurthy invited Martens to 
join a group show. Four years later came a highly successful solo 
survey of recent work. Krishnamurthy is particularly drawn to 
work that crosses the borders between art and design. As he told 
the Walker Art Center blog, Krishnamurthy almost found his cura-
torial feeling for the monoprints becoming, itself, deadeningly bu-
reaucratic: “I began to shuffle them around in order to achieve the 

perfect sequence. I was attempting to account for their size, color, 
formal relationships, and other variables. After a while, Karel said, 
‘Prem, it’s done. Don’t worry so much about it. They’ll all look 
good next to each other.’”

There ’s an inherent appeal in a series that rings changes on a theme. 
Looking at the Martens monoprints, and knowing that this is a side 
project made for his own interest rather than a commission, we can 
enjoy constructing a speculative narrative for the origins of the 
work. He’s a commercial designer whose daily contact with mate-
rials can play into more personal projects. He likes bright colors in 

layered blocks. He uses abstract, semi-mechanical shapes. A recur-
rent motif looks like a metal tube frame for a glass-topped table with 
machine-drilled screw holes.

As we drift from image to image, we can imagine Martens dumpster 
diving in garbage sheds behind insurance offices, see him crate-dig-
ging in the moldy basement archives of libraries. “These ones are 
good because they mix blue biro and IBM Selectric typewriting,” he 
may well be saying to himself. “A blob of red will work well here.” 
His love for filtered versions of the twentieth century is as strong 
as our own; modernity is our antiquity. Receding from us, getting 
smaller, it becomes noticeably more cute, even enchanted. Its angles 
soften. We begin to forget what was pain and what was pleasure.

The cards feature Dutch writing, machine printed with annotations 
in clerical pen script. The sans-serif faces are already retro. Perhaps 
a verse from W. H. Auden’s poem “The Fall of Rome” pops into 
our heads:

Caesar’s double-bed is warm
As an unimportant clerk
Writes I DO NOT LIKE MY WORK
On a pink official form.

Karel Martens’s monoprints summon, for me, an almost impossible 
but incredibly beautiful world, a place where control and sensuality 
coexist in the same visual plane, where you love your work, where 
the circle is squared and the square circled, where the present and 
the past are simultaneous, where you can have your cake and eat it, 
too. In that place color sits happily in a grid, and the desires of the 
office coexist with the logic of orgasm. We’re far from it, but that 
doesn’t mean we can’t imagine it.

Icon Viewer, 2015. 
Courtesy: the artist and P!, New York. Photo: Sebastian Bach

THE OFFICE AND THE ORGASM [...] 
N. CURRIE
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Here, the graphic designer Karel Martens shares 
the processes behind a few of his signature 
letterpress monoprints, created on found cards 
and on view starting Sunday at P! in Chinatown. 

“I don’t have a premeditated plan when I’m 
making prints. It’s more of a reflection on what’s 
already there: The paper motivates me to do 
something, to react to what exists. In the case 

of this new series, which has a lot of circles, I’m 
curious to see them in combination with the 
background color of a found card or in relationship 
to the rhythm of each card’s typewriter 
typography. My method takes time: I print one 
color, then wait for at least a day for the drying 
process; on the next day or whenever, I react again 
to what there is now.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“With this one, I remember feeling, ‘It is not 
finished’ — and I liked the feeling. For me, both 
in printing and in general, it’s an important thing 
to stop at the right moment. I’m also reacting to 
the rhythm of typographical order, which I see as 
a kind of concrete poetry. The typewriting on the 

card is very formal; it comes from a Belgian tax 
office. A human being once typed out this thing, 
which makes it look so dedicated and necessary. 
For me, this typographic form is activating my 
prints, and my prints place the text in a different 
context. That gives it a unique expression.”
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“This print is related to the one before it. The 
yellow shape is one I was already using as a 
print on its own, but here it’s a kind of box: a 
box within the rings, which gives the print a 
three-dimensional character. When I’m making 
prints, I’m looking for a moment of decision; I 
have the desire to create a visual effect that is not 

known yet. What is the relationship between the 
clinical, administrative background of the card 
and the printed part? For me, it has to do more 
with feeling than with rationality. It’s not about 
meaning, but comparable to pure instrumental 
music, which can have the beauty and tension of 
abstraction.” 

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“There are a few of these cards that I found in the 
same place. It’s a ‘specification card’ for income 
and expenditure. It makes me think of my father, 
who entered his costs into a similar ledger book 
every day. The card shows formal columns in 
combination with human handwriting. The print 

on it is very simple, just one metal shape repeated. 
I found that piece a while ago; it also has a kind 
of ‘list’ character, but from a different world than 
what’s in the card itself. The print was motivated 
by my curiosity to see the two things together.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“When I start printing every morning, very often I 
need something to get the feel for things by going 
from a known area to an unknown one. I often 
begin with a print like this, which is overprinted 
perhaps ten times in total. I cannot explain how I 
decide what’s next, which is the pleasure of making 

a print. This particular triangular combination is 
one that Maharam made a textile out of. So even 
though it’s an old form compositionally, in terms 
of color, it’s always different and surprising for 
me.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“This print with the twelve circles is the motif from 
the cover of my book, ‘Printed Matter’ (1996). 
It’s similar to the print before with the triangles: 
when I begin every morning, these are the kind 
of sheets that I start out with. Later on, I move to 
other prints. Perhaps it doesn’t take so much time 

in terms of how long I actually print it, but it takes 
a long period of time because each piece lays there 
for while, and I work on it while moving between 
other prints. After days or months or years, there 
is a moment when the print becomes OK, and it 
doesn’t need any more: Then it’s finished.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“The white on the right-hand circle is printed 
perhaps seven times, until it gets really white. 
And the blue is printed with a white on top of it, 
but that looks gray, because it’s only overprinted 
two times. In offset printing, this effect is almost 
impossible, but you can do it in letterpress if you 
repeat it many times using opaque ink. It was my 

intention to take the closed yellow circle and make 
an opening in it. By overprinting the white ink, 
it becomes the same ‘color temperature’ as the 
background, matching the white color of the card. 
And then the yellow dot pops out — a surprise 
that you can’t plan for. Perhaps this is the best 
motivation to make work.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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“This one is black and white. It’s printed twice with 
the black and then several times with white on 
top. Color is an intriguing thing. The archetypical 
colors are for me the primary colors, because you 
can make all other colors with them. I typically 

start with color. But sometimes, I prefer black; 
it’s all the colors at once and has such a strong 
presence. I have been planning to make more 
black-and-white prints in the future.”

New York Times Style Magazine
“An Iconic Graphic Designer on His Process”
by Kat Herriman
7 September 2016
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How does one do good work for 
bad people? This oversimplified 
question is especially relevant 
for architects, and one that the 
exhibition of work by East German 
graphic designer Klaus Wittkugel 
at P! Gallery asks us to consider, 
while simultaneously treating us to 
some modernist visual pleasure.
 Since the fall of the Berlin  
Wall, we have been taught that 
capitalism is the end-all-be-all  
system to structure our society, 
and consumption is the answer 
to our desires—overwhelmingly 
influencing our aesthetics and our 
ethics. But looking at the oeuvre  
of the little-known figure Wittkugel, 
who was the head designer of  
the German Democratic Republic’s 
Socialist Ministry of Information, 
we find an alternate reality: A  
sense of aesthetic purpose that, 
while firmly modernist, shows  
a softer, more figurative and less 
abstract approach to design. And 
yet at times it can be reminiscent of  
Socialist Realism propaganda, which  
today is usually met with finger 
wagging and dismissed as kitsch.  

It 

is supposedly the preferred visual 
language of dictators, with smiles 
beaming sunshine and 150 percent 
worker productivity embodied  
in a visual image. Yet what Ost 
Und oder West [East and West] 
reveals is a more complex relation-
ship between design and power, 
and the limits of artistic freedom 
under Soviet Communism in post-
war Germany.
 The exhibition is not only  
impressive for the work it contains, 
but also for how it was assembled. 
P! founder and director Prem  
Krishnamurthy spent more than 
seven years assembling Wittkugel’s 
work into a thorough survey of books, 
posters, exhibitions, and signage, 
found in auspicious moments at 
used bookstores and by scouring 
eBay. In the process of uncovering 
this history, Krishnamurthy tells  
of an early encounter in Wittkugel’s 
career in 1950, when he designed  
a poster for a GDR Five Year  
Plan, and was chastised for its  
abstraction. Some higher party  
official determined that this  
abstraction did not adequately  

service the proletariat. Witttkugel 
was censured for not being a  
good enough Communist, and  
subsequently forced to attend 
remedial Socialism classes, brushing 
up on his Marx and Lenin as if that 
would instill his graphic designs 
with the proper message. 
 The work of Wittkugel displayed 
in the gallery is in a visual style 
that positions him as an heir to the 
legacies of early 20th-century design 
legends El Lissitzky and László  
Moholy-Nagy, like a long-lost 
East German cousin of the earlier 
German Bauhaus and Russian 
Constructivist diasporas. The  
judicious use of mise en abyme—
the graphic technique of creating 
an infinity mirror, a recursive visual 
trick where an image contains 
a smaller version of itself in a 
window in a window in a window, 
etc…We might describe this  
today as “meta.” Krishnamurthy 
acknowledges that one of the 
things that really attracted him to  
his work is “a strain of self-reflexivity  
about the production of graphic 
design. So you have a poster, for 
an exhibition of posters, that is a 
freshly-postered poster column,” 
he said. The P! exhibition continues 
this game by recreating the poster 
column on the gallery facade.
 All of this is juxtaposed with a 
companion exhibition at OSMOS 
gallery on the work of Anton 
Stankowski,      continued on page 60 
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For readers unfamiliar with German novelist,  
poet, theorist, artist, and inventor Paul 
Scheerbart (1863–1915), the 2014 book Glass! 
Love!! Perpetual Motion!!!: A Paul Scheerbart  
Reader will be a revelation. For those involved  
in the field of architecture and its history 
(this author included), Scheerbart’s often 
fantastical, frequently utopian, and bitingly 
humorous oeuvre is well known. Particularly 
relevant are his interpretations of ancient 
notions about the mystical, transformative 
potential of colored glass, and his translation  
of these ideas into a visionary and utopian  
language profoundly significant for the 
development of 20th century modern  
architecture. The book offers English  
translations—some published for the first 
time—of a selection of Scheerbart’s writings, 
ranging from science fiction to military  
strategy to novels with a feminist sensibility  
to a proposal for a perpetual motion machine.  
Also included is Scheerbart’s probably best-
known text, the 1914 architectural treatise, 
Glasarchitektur.
 Edited by artist Josiah McElheny, who is 
renowned for his use of glass, and gallerist  
and publisher Christine Burgin, the book  
assumes a curiously hybrid form. Purporting  
to be a “reader,” it is actually an “artist’s  
book,” an interdisciplinary mélange  
combining Scheerbart’s writing, scholarly  

interpretations of it, illustrations of  
McElheny’s own glass sculpture, and his 
interpretive poem of collaged titles from 
Scheerbart’s stories. 
 The book’s true raison d’être lies in  
its introduction title: “Scheerbart, The  
Unknowable” [emphasis mine]. McElheny is 
a modern-day symbolist, akin to such avant- 
garde pioneers as Paul Gauguin or Wassily 
Kandinsky (the artist as magus, translator  
of esoteric doctrine). He “rediscovers” 
Scheerbart, unlocking hidden knowledge 
and revealing him to the presumably  
uninitiated in an ecstatic call to action.  
The book’s acknowledgments page ends 
with the boosterish phrase, “We are all 
Scheerbartians now.” 
 This passionate enthusiasm, ludic quality, 
and childlike naiveté—reminiscent, it is  
true, of Scheerbart’s own literary practice—
can border on preciousness, and its rather  
relentlessly upbeat celebration of Scheerbart’s  
zaniness can become grating. The book’s 
title, with its multiple exclamation points and 
its vibrant cover, communicate the tone of 
the text synesthetically. Even the jewel-like 
lapis blue color for the end papers conjures 
up Scheerbart’s use of crystal symbolism.
 The interdisciplinary nature of this book 
warrants some discussion, as artist and  
gallerist feel at liberty to curate architectural  

and literary history. The inference that 
Scheerbart is being rediscovered after a  
century of dormancy is a fantasy as fictitious  
as the cosmic travelers in Scheerbart’s novels.  
The book’s own back cover proclaims: 
“Rarely are the obscure so richly resurrected 
as Scheerbart is in this…volume…” 
 In fact, Rosemarie Haag Bletter’s scholarship  
has long constructed Scheerbart’s legacy  
in the United States. Beginning with her 
1973 doctoral dissertation and a series of 
published essays, Bletter studied Scheerbart’s  
work and wide-ranging influence, particularly  
on early 20th century German expressionist 
architects like Bruno Taut and the visionary 

architecture group Die Gläserne Kette  
(the Crystal Chain). She also studied his  
influence on more “mainstream” modernists  
like Mies van der Rohe. (Full disclosure: 
Bletter served as doctoral dissertation  
advisor to this author). The brief length of 
her essay to the current volume is thus a 
disappointment, and the acknowledgement 
at the end of the book insufficient. Indeed, 
Christopher Turner’s essay in this book includes  
no less than seven references to Bletter’s 
scholarship. To be fair, the other scholar’s 
contributions—by art historians Noam  
Elcott, Hollyamber Kennedy, and Hubertus 
von Amelunxen,              continued on page 60 

Rainbow ScheeRbaRt
Glass! Love!! Perpetual Motion!!! A Paul Scheerbart Reader 
Edited by Josiah McElheny and Christine Burgin 
University of Chicago, $40.00

GRaphic RealiSm
Ost Und oder West [East and West], Klaus Wittkugel 
P! Gallery, 334 Broome St., New York 
January 14–February 21, 2016

Curator Prem  
Krishnamurthy riffs on 
one of Klaus Wittkugel’s 
works: a poster for an 
exhibition of posters,  
on a poster column.
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the Glass house by Bruno taut, 
Cologne Werkbund exhibition, 1914 
(interior view) 

rainBoW sCheerBart  

continued from page 59  

along with writer and  
cultural critic Gary Indiana 
and filmmaker Guy Maddin—
do add to the discourse.
 One of the most  
compelling parts of the 
book is Scheerbart’s 1910 
essay Das Perpetuum Mobile:  
Die Geschichte einer  
Erfindung (Perpetual Motion:  
The Story of an Invention), 
illustrated with a series of 
McElheny’s glass artworks. 
Laws of physics notwith-
standing, the attraction of  
a perpetual motion machine 
seems clear if we consider 
it as a metaphor for the 
creative process and the 
unremitting need for fresh 
inspiration.  

 The endless tweaking 
of the machine’s wheels in 
Scheerbart’s narrative is 
akin to the active cogitating 
of the artist’s mind, conflated  
with the generative life  
force itself; after a period 
of dormancy, “...the wheels 
began to stir once more.” 
McElheny’s appropriation 
of Scheerbart’s drawing 
appears silhouetted against 
the night sky, ready to 
explode new ideas into the 
cosmos while teetering 
precariously on a tightrope. 
Here, Scheerbart’s dada-
esque quality is reminiscent 
of Duchamp’s masturbatory  
Bicycle Wheel. Artists’ 
healthy egos are, of course, 
no surprise; they want to be 
described as “big” and in 

the acknowledgements,  
Scheerbart is described as 
being “so big.” 
 The true subject of Glass! 
Love!! Perpetual Motion!!!: 
A Paul Scheerbart Reader  
is the artist’s quest for  
inspiration by making the 
past his own. Ultimately, 
though, if we are “all 
Scheerbartians,” what do 
we make of Scheerbart’s 
untimely death in 1915 at 
age 52, doubtlessly due to 
his chronic alcoholism but 
also, according to friends’ 
accounts, as a result of his 
self-imposed hunger strike 
in response to the Great 
War? Is it possible to find 
profundity in Scheerbart’s 
sense of the absurd and 
inspiration in his righteous 
indignation and utopian 
sensibility? Certainly. Final 
recommendation for the 
reader? Enjoy the book 
with a nice sandwich and a 
healthy grain of salt. 

A version of this review 
appeared previously in the 
Journal of Architecture (Vol-
ume 20, Issue 5, 2015)

Marianne eggler is a design 

historian and professor  

at fashion institute of 

technology as well as a  

MuseuM educator at MoMa.
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GraPhiC realism continued from page 59  

a former classmate of Wittkugel’s from the 
Folkwang University of the Arts, who went 
on to work in West Germany and Zurich, 
designing many corporate logos—most 
notably the minimal Deutsche Bank slash-
in-square, which is still in use today. While 
Stankowski designed symbols of Western 
businesses and corporations in service  
of capital, Wittkugel designed the visual 
manifestation of the political and cultural 
ambitions of Soviet East Germany in the form 
of dinnerware, an elegantly embellished  
cursive visual identity, and signage for the 
now-demolished Palast der Republik.
 While works like Wittkugel’s signage  
for the Kino International relate more  
directly to architecture, the exhibition offers  
conceptual lessons for architectural practice  
about architecture’s inevitable collaborations  
with people whose values may not align with 
one’s own. You can refrain from designing 
prisons if you object to incarceration, but it 
doesn’t mean some architect somewhere  
won’t design that prison, so why not engage  
and attempt to design a more humane prison? 
 The importance of critical engagement 
is shown in Wittkugel’s 1957 exhibition 

Militarism without Masks. He conceived  
of the exhibition, organized the team,  
designed it with his students, and ultimately  
won the East German National Prize. It was 
a polemical, anti-West German exhibition 
that featured former Nazis who became 
part of the West German government,  
juxtaposing images of Hitler with Henry 
Ford, snakes, and gold coins. The show 
featured two levels of narrative: Detailed  
vitrine presentations with archival materials  
that told the story of the Krupp family and  
how they made money from the war, along-
side big bombastic moves that allude to  
El Lissitzky’s exhibition designs. Another  
impressive element was a mechanically 
louvered sign with vertical, rotating triangular  
slats to display three images. Also included 
in the exhibition was a panorama of the 
Kurfürstendamm in West Berlin, portrayed 
as a wasteland without humans—a news-
paper kiosk with militaristic posters on  
it stands alone. Four years later, in 1961, 
when Wittkugel did his own retrospective 
exhibition, he recreated that same newspa-
per kiosk in the photograph, at a one-to-
one scale, thereby showing his exhibition 
design as an object in his exhibition: it’s a 
very self-reflexive design move.
 Any serious international cultural institution  
would be remiss not to consider this  
collection of thought provoking but lesser-
known work from a precarious moment in 
design history.

Jesse seegers is editor, digital proJects 

at coluMbia gsapp, teaches graphic design 

at nyu’s tandon school of engineering, and 

is the founder of the organization for 

spatial practice (osp).

the Glass house by Bruno 
taut (exterior view) 
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SEARCHING FOR 
YOUR DREAM JOB? 
LOOKING TO HIRE A NEW 
PROJECT MANAGER?  

Post and search jobs on The Architect's 
Newspaper’s newly improved Job Board!

jobs.archpaper.com 

“Proportion is specific and 
identifiable in art and 
architecture and creates 
our space and time.”  
Donald Judd

the arChiteCt’s neWsPaPer aPril 6, 2016
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Maryam Jafri  Recalls When Minimal Meant Cheap

B l a k e  G o p n i k ,  T h u r s d a y ,  M a r c h  1 7 ,  2 0 1 6

THE DAILY PIC (#1513): The décor of my bathrooms took a dive

somewhere around 1990, when supermarkets stopped offering their “No

Name" products (aka “generic goods"). I had relied on them for utterly

plain white boxes of Kleenex, marked only with the single word “TISSUES"

in black Helvetica. Those went with my modernist interiors.

I hadn't thought of this until just the other day – I'd blocked out the pain

of my loss – when I saw a lovely show of just such products, salvaged

from the dustbin of history (and of dustbins) and put on display by the

artist Maryam Jafri at the gallery called P! in New York.

On plinths and in photos, Jafri lets us contemplate such glories of design

as a jar of peanut butter sold with a plain swath of Cooper Black letters

on white, or a can of corned beef whose simple virtues are proclaimed in

the pseudo-deco typeface called Bauhaus.

The gallery's excellent essay suggests that the products disappeared

when supermarkets developed in-house budget brands whose look was a

closer match to established products. That's no doubt right, but I'd like to

add a footnote to that explanation: I have a sneaking suspicion that the

pared-down design of No Name lines, for all its visual economy and no-

nonsense approach, in fact reeked of elite tastes descended from the

Bauhaus – and of the high prices associated with such tastes. To really

communicate your intent to offer bargains, you had to go for low-end
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#blake gopnik #design #exhibitions #galleries

overdesign. I remember the day that my type-on-white “TISSUES" were

replaced by a box bearing a sunset in pastels, floated onto a fake wicker

background. I wept. (Photo by Sebastian Bach)

For a full survey of past Daily Pics visit blakegopnik.com/archive.

Related Stor ies

Blake Gopnik

Artnet.com
“Maryam Jafri  Recalls When Minimal Meant Cheap”
by Blake Gopnik
17 March 2016
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Ausstellung über DDR-Design

Klasse für die Masse
Prem Krishnamurthy im Gespräch mit Christine Watty

E-Mail Teilen Tweet  Drucken

ORWO Farbdia-Kleinbildfilme (picture alliance / dpa / Foto: Martin Schutt)

In der DDR wurde "Agfa" in "ORWO" unbenannt, bekam ein neues Design und wurde ab 1964
mit einer großen Werbekampagne bekannt gemacht. Zur Gebrauchsgrafik in der DDR ist im
Berliner "Museum der Dinge" jetzt die Ausstellung "Masse und Klasse" zu sehen.

Seit heute ist im Berliner "Werkbundarchiv- Museum der Dinge" eine Ausstellung zur
Gebrauchsgrafik in der DDR zu sehen unter dem Titel "Masse und Klasse". Die Schau will einen
Blick werfen auf einen Bereich, der immer noch von Vorurteilen umstellt ist: Vom blassen und
grauen DDR-Design bis hin zu der These des Philosophen Harry Lehmann, der Sozialismus sei an
seiner Alltags-Ästhetik gescheitert.

Kurator Prem Krishnamurthy über DDR-Design

Einen anderen Blick auf Produktgestaltung in der DDR wirft der New Yorker Grafikdesigner und
Kurator Prem Krishnamurthy, der erst Anfang dieses Jahres eine Ausstellung zu dem DDR-Grafiker
Klaus Wittkugel (und dem westdeutschen Gestalter Anton Stankowski). Krishnamurthy hatte
während seiner Studienzeit in Deutschland bereits zur Gebrauchsgrafik in der DDR geforscht. Mit
ihm sprechen wir über seinen Blick auf das Design der DDR am Beispiel Klaus Wittkugels, von dem
etwa der Schriftzug des Café Moskau stammt und der in der Schau im Werkbundarchiv mit dem
Design von Dekopan-Film-Verpackungen vertreten ist.

MEHR ZUM THEMA

Sammlung - DDR-Alltagskultur in Los Angeles 
(Deutschlandradio Kultur, Länderreport, 23.10.2015)

DDR-Autos - Keine Feierlaune beim Trabant-Jubiläum 
(Deutschlandradio Kultur, Kalenderblatt, 21.05.2015)

Mannequins in der DDR - Leichter Glamour im Sozialismus 
(Deutschlandradio Kultur, Zeitfragen, 20.05.2015)
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Hass und Morddrohungen in
Deutschland

Ein Land verliert seine Hemmungen

Aus den Feuilletons

Kritiker wüten gegen Cannes-Juroren

Literaturwissenschaftler über
Bob Dylan

"Der Nobelpreis braucht ihn"

Theologin Uta Ranke-Heinemann

Von der Kirchenrebellin zur
Glaubensskeptikerin

Sozialangebote für Männer in
Pflegeheimen

Was alte Männer wollen

FAZIT

Bob Dylan wird 75

Müde Diva mit hellwachen
Texten

Unnahbar, seltsam und empfindlich: Als erster
radikaler Protestsänger eroberte er mit einem
Antikriegslied die Hitparaden. Seit
Jahrzehnten enttäuscht Bob Dylan
regelmäßig seine Fans und bringt die Welt
zum Grübeln. Daran wird auch sein 75.
Geburtstag nichts ändern.
Mehr

"Floating Piers" im Iseo-See

Mit Christo übers Wasser

Der Installationskünstler Christo bereitet
seinen nächsten Coup vor: Schwimmende
Stege über dem Iseo-See in Norditalien. Bis zu
40.000 Besucher werden täglich erwartet, die
über die die goldgelb-orangenen "Floating
Piers" spazieren.

Deutschland Radio
17 March 2016
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A book designed by Klaus Wittkugel on display at P! Gallery. Photo: Sebastian Bach

If you’ve been holding off on reading Elena Ferrante’s Neopolitan novels because there’s, like, four of them, and that’s just kind of
a lot of books, and you secretly don’t even really enjoy reading that often anyway, you’re in luck: they’re being adapted for television.
“FremantleMedia’s Wildside and Fandango Productions will adapt the four novels as four eight-episode series, one for each of the
books—My Brilliant Friend, The Story of a New Name, Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay, and The Story of the Lost Child.
And just in case you were worried, The Hollywood Reporter reports that Ferrante herself will be involved in the production of the
series, and it will be shot in Italy.”
With his Jack Reacher thrillers, Lee Child writes what are certifiably—at least according to Forbes—the most addictive novels in
all of commercial fiction. In this, Christopher Tayler writes, Child owes a debt to Donald Westlake, an earlier thriller writer with
a formula that varied in intriguing ways: “Westlake was hailed as a master by John Banville and Stephen King, but he never troubled
the bestseller lists, and it’s part of [his series protagonist] Parker’s charm that he’s a bit of a cult property, a creature of the drugstore
paperback carousel rather than the airport bookstore … Luc Sante—who published one of the first serious appraisals of the Parker
books in 1985—argues persuasively that the master theme of professionalism is as much writerly as criminal. Westlake said that he
devised the series because he wanted to write about ‘a workman at work’, and the books offer a double lesson, showing not only,
say, each step in the process of breaking though a Sheetrock wall with a claw hammer, but also how to turn the process into
mesmerizing fiction.”
In the fifties and sixties, you couldn’t step into an East German bookstore (and clearly I speak from experience) without
encountering the work of Klaus Wittkugel, one of the GDR’s most prominent graphic designers. A new exhibition in New York
collects his striking book designs and propaganda posters. If you doubt his significance, just have a look at this unstinting praise
from none other than the East German State: “For nearly every important political event in the history of our Workers’ and
Peasants’ State, there exists an artistic statement by Wittkugel, who, through his work, has contributed considerably to the new
orientation of our applied graphics.”
The author photo, once the foundation of any decent book-publicity campaign, has seen some changes in the Information Age—
some might wonder if there’s really any reason for it at all anymore, when you just Google an author and find pictures by the
dozen. But when Matthew Shaer saw Sven Birkerts’s author photo, he felt something different. “Its anomalousness shook me: If
the vast majority of author photos fit into one of a handful of standard poses—the Fist-on-Chin (conveying thoughtfulness), the
Stare-Out-Window (inner depth), the Icy Stare (strength), the Hearty Laugh (confidence!), etc.—here was an author photo that
threw centuries of literary convention in our face. Here was a man who was not even fully dressed in his author photo.”
In which Alice Gregory ventures to the shadow of Geneva, with a friend and a ten-week-old baby: “Malka is in the other room
pumping, ‘like a cow.’ She returns and tells me about a Scandinavian balloon that you insert into your vagina for ten minutes per
day for the last month of pregnancy. If you do this, she promises, you won’t need stitches. Malka is full of advice that I don’t need
but want anyway. 

TheParisReview.org
“Impressive Propaganda, and Other News”
by Dan Piepenbring
10 February 2016
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A Look at Klaus Wittkugel, East Germany's
Most Prolific Graphic Designer
WRITTEN BY: AILEEN KWUN FEBRUARY 10, 2016

On view through February 21 at New York's P! gallery, a new show explores the politics of Cold

War-era graphic design with a presentation of works by Klaus Wittkugel—East Germany's

most prolific graphic designer. Curator Prem Krishnamurthy walks us through the highlights.
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On view through February 21 at Manhattan’s pocket-sized P! gallery, OST UND oder WEST (East

and/or West) presents an abbreviated survey of the late graphic designer Klaus Wittkugel

(1910–1985), who, despite a prolific four-decade career spanning logos, posters, publications,

posters, and architectural signage, has remained largely unknown to Western audiences. The

Courtesy of P!

"One aspect of Klaus Wittkugel's work that always fascinated me is his self-reflexivity about the process and
labor of graphic design," says Prem Krishnamurthy, director of the experimental New York gallery P!, where he
has just mounted a show of works by the East German designer. He first began researching Wittkugel eight
years ago, when he discovered a book of his work in a Boston bookstore. "In the poster Das Plakat from 1954,
an exhibition of international posters is communicated through an image of a poster column, just moments
after someone has finished wheat-pasting it. The 1957 political poster on the right calls for citizens to run for a
local council. It represents a scene-within-a-scene: a worker putting up posters for other candidates as the
poster itself."

Photo details

1 / 6

probable cause for Wittkugel’s enduring anonymity: his longtime client and home, the East

German Socialist state. Though ostensibly focused on the graphic output of a single

individual, the show provides a lens into the visual history of the Cold War, and more broadly,

the complex political nature of producing work under the commission of a client. The last is a

context not entirely unfamiliar to graphic designers practicing even today, Socialist state–

client or not.

Inside, the exhibition is filled with contextual displays, interspersed with brief, historicizing

texts. In a clever twist of mise en abyme, a slideshow of Wittkugel’s spatial designs, mixed

with present-day screenshots showing 3D-models of the gallery's exhibition design, project

onto a wall-size reproduction of East Berlin’s iconic Kino International cinema, for which

Wittkugel designed the facade signage.

The sense of nested, underlying messages—indication of the designer’s authorial agency,

despite working for a Socialist state—permeates the surrounding works on display. The age-

old opposition between client and designer was pronounced even in Wittkugel’s lifetime, and

in some cases, cleverly winked at. Among the meta works is Wittkugel's 1954 Das Plakat (The

Poster), a flyer for a poster exhibition that self-reflexively depicts a freshly wheat-pasted

poster column with a ladder propped upon it.

Out front, an actual poster column protrudes from the gallery’s storefront entrance. Neatly

pasted onto its surface is a checkerboard of alternating flyer designs—a mix of works by

Wittkugel, and some by Anton Stankowski (1906–1998), his West German contemporary, and

in many ways, his foil. In what sounds a little Spy vs. Spy, the two designers studied under the

same teacher in Essen, each going on to relatively successful advertising careers in the 1930s;

after World War II, Wittkugel began working for the East German state, and in the West,

Stankowski took up projects with large corporate clients. The pairing, as it were, carries over

at the OSMOS project space in the East Village, where Cay Sophie Rabinowitz has installed a

show on Stankowski as a companion to the presentation at P!.

Browse the slideshow above for commentary from Prem Krishnamurthy, director and curator

of P!, on issues

Dwell.com
“A Look at Klaus Wittkugel, East Germany’s 
Most Prolific Graphic Designer” 
by Aileen Kwun
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probable cause for Wittkugel’s enduring anonymity: his longtime client and home, the East

German Socialist state. Though ostensibly focused on the graphic output of a single

individual, the show provides a lens into the visual history of the Cold War, and more broadly,

the complex political nature of producing work under the commission of a client. The last is a

context not entirely unfamiliar to graphic designers practicing even today, Socialist state–

client or not.

Inside, the exhibition is filled with contextual displays, interspersed with brief, historicizing

texts. In a clever twist of mise en abyme, a slideshow of Wittkugel’s spatial designs, mixed

with present-day screenshots showing 3D-models of the gallery's exhibition design, project

onto a wall-size reproduction of East Berlin’s iconic Kino International cinema, for which

Wittkugel designed the facade signage.

The sense of nested, underlying messages—indication of the designer’s authorial agency,

despite working for a Socialist state—permeates the surrounding works on display. The age-

old opposition between client and designer was pronounced even in Wittkugel’s lifetime, and

in some cases, cleverly winked at. Among the meta works is Wittkugel's 1954 Das Plakat (The

Poster), a flyer for a poster exhibition that self-reflexively depicts a freshly wheat-pasted

poster column with a ladder propped upon it.

Out front, an actual poster column protrudes from the gallery’s storefront entrance. Neatly

pasted onto its surface is a checkerboard of alternating flyer designs—a mix of works by

Wittkugel, and some by Anton Stankowski (1906–1998), his West German contemporary, and

in many ways, his foil. In what sounds a little Spy vs. Spy, the two designers studied under the

same teacher in Essen, each going on to relatively successful advertising careers in the 1930s;

after World War II, Wittkugel began working for the East German state, and in the West,

Stankowski took up projects with large corporate clients. The pairing, as it were, carries over

at the OSMOS project space in the East Village, where Cay Sophie Rabinowitz has installed a

show on Stankowski as a companion to the presentation at P!.

Browse the slideshow above for commentary from Prem Krishnamurthy, director and curator

of P!, on issues of circumstance, intention, and agency as seen in select pieces of Wittkugel’s

work. 
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Wittkugel the East German Master
By: Steven Heller | February 9, 2016

Klaus Wittkugel was the most significant East German graphic designer during the ’50s and ’60s, but until
now he was unknown in the West. Thanks to Project Project’s Prem Krishnamurthy, who has been studying
Wittkugel’s output for over eight years, this East Berlin master’s work is on view in New York.
Krishnamurthy’s indie P! Gallery has on display in the exhibit Ost Und oder West: Klaus Wittkugel and Anton
Stankowski until Feb. 21 a swath of posters, books, and DDR propaganda that will entice and confound.
Enticing because his graphic and exhibition design (for trade fairs) fits squarely in the Modernist camp, yet
confounding because it is all done at the behest of his primary client, the East German Socialist state
(German Democratic Republic – GDR), which controlled its population through an onslaught of printed
missals.

Witttkugel was a devout anticapitalist, using the design language of Western capitalism along with other
techniques. Krishnamurthy quotes from Heinz Wolf’s 1964 monograph in the exhibition keepsake:

“The artist Klaus Wittkugel does not paint pictures nor does he model sculptures. His works are not collected
and shown in museums; rather, they work directly in our everyday life. Wittkugel is a graphic designer. He
designs exhibitions, trade fair stands, posters, book covers, logos and packaging for our peopleowned
industry. For nearly every important political event in the history of our Workers’ and Peasants’ State, there
exists an artistic statement by Wittkugel, who, through his work, has contributed considerably to the new
orientation of our applied graphics.”

Ost Und oder West: Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski is curated by Kristamurthy and Cay Sophie
Rabinowitz at 334 Broome St., New York City.
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Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski
P! 
334 Broome Street 
January 14–February 21
A column protruding from the gallery’s plateglass storefront is
papered with reproductions of 1930s to 1970s posters and
graphic design from East and West Germany. Inside, the varied
products of Klaus Wittkugel, a central figure in Eastern
European graphic design little documented in Anglophone
histories of the subject, are arrayed. Though the exhibition
focuses on one designer, it more generally serves as an
imagining of the curious nature of the profession in the Eastern
Bloc, where the state was the client and propaganda the
principal product.

A vitrine contains artifacts of East German material culture:
Wittkugel’s designs cover packaging, glassware, and
paperbacks, including the Jim Crow–shaming Auch ich bin
Amerika: Dichtungen amerikanischer Neger (I Too Am America: Poetry of American Negros) (1948). A self
awareness runs through the works but is most apparent in the posters: In Das Plakat (The Poster), 1954, a
ladder is propped against a column with an advertisement for an exhibition of posters. This nesting is
characteristic of the sleight of hand with which Wittkugel stages the interaction with the image, suggesting a
spatial relationship between the viewer and abstract subjects, such as electrification, Lenin’s political
philosophy, or manufacturing quality.

The exhibition itself has reflexive touches as well, signaled by the poster column spilling onto the street,
bearing the image of a poster column. The curator, Prem Krishnamurthy, foregrounds the nature of the
presentation by embedding contextual texts among the objects, including record sleeves, stamps, and a
slideshow that cycles through the artist’s exhibition designs, which are punctuated with slides of layouts using
3D modeling software or Facebook screen grabs. A parallel show at OSMOS Address displays the designs
of Anton Stankowski, Wittkugel’s contemporary and maybe West German double. The two designers’ points
of intersection and ways of differing illuminate the contours of the histories being peddled (or taken for
granted) on opposite sides of the Berlin Wall.

— Zachary Sachs

View of “Klaus Wittkugel and Anton
Stankowski,” 2016.
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Design History 101

The Lost Story of Soviet Germany’s Most Famous
Graphic Designer

Wittkugel’s designs were far more playful than you might guess for

Stalinist East Germany

By Liz Stinson

February 8, 2016

It was 1951 and Klaus Wittkugel had just designed a poster that was

going to get him into trouble. As head designer for the German

Democratic Republic’s Office of Information, the graphic designer was

tasked with creating a poster for an exhibition about the Five Year

Plan, which highlighted the GDR’s Soviet-style economic goals.

Wittkugel’s poster had an army green background with sans serif

numbers “1951-1955” that appeared to be advancing like soldiers. It

was simple: clean lines and heavy type. The poster was, by most

objective standards, totally benign.

After the exhibition ended—and it was considered a wild success—the

Exhibition poster for Unser Fünfjahrplan [Our Five Year Plan], 
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local newspaper of record ran a piece condemning Wittkugel’s work,

writing: “An abstract, intellectual play with numbers and format takes

precedence over depictions of people and clear symbols… This ever-

dominant formalist approach to visual communication continues to

find its expression in other experiments that show a hatred of

mankind.”

A hatred for mankind. Despite his loyalty to the German Democratic

Republic, Wittkugel was censured because of the design. “He was

basically considered a bad Socialist,” says Prem Krishnamurthy,

founder of Project Projects and P!. “He had to go to reform classes,

read his Marx and Lenin. My suspicion is in that moment something

started to change in his work as well.”

Krishnamurthy co-curated Ost Und oder West [East and West], a

two-part exhibition that looks at the work of Wittkugel and his

contemporary Anton Stankowski (through February 21, 2016). The two

exhibitions run in tandem; Wittkugel’s work at P! and Stankowsi’s at

Osmos Address, both in New York City. Viewed side by side, they

highlight how two graphic designers—both of whom originate not just

from the same country, but the same school and teacher—developed

their craft as a result of the environments in which they

ultimately existed.

Exhibition advertisement for Das Lichtbild [The Slide], 1931
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Unlike Stankowski’s corporate work for Deutsche Bank, Wittkugel’s

legacy has faded over time. “This history has never been told,”

Krishnamurthy says. Both Wittkugel and Stankowski studied under the

same teacher in Essen Germany, but after graduating their paths

diverged. Wittkugel got a job working in Berlin, while Stankowski

moved to Zurich and later to Stuttgart where he became one of

Germany’s most well-known designers of corporate logos.

Wittkugel eventually became the head of the GDR’s graphic design

program, a position Krishnamurthy says was arguably more valued at

the time. “In the East, a graphic designer was the highest form of

artist,” Krishnamurthy says. Unlike painters and sculptors, graphic

designers worked for the people, at least in theory. Their work

communicated a message (propaganda or otherwise). Quite simply, it

served a purpose.

Over the years, Wittkugel designed some of the most
recognizable identity work from the Soviet era. But after his
censure, Krishnamurthy notes that Wittkugel’s work began to
embrace the human form over his more typical Modernist use of
typography. One famous poster shows a young coal miner
emerging from the darkness, his face covered in soot, the words
“Ich bin Bergmann! Wer ist mehr? (Translation: “I am a miner!
Who is better?”) written below him as a call to action. “It was
like the ‘We Want You, Uncle Sam poster,’” he says.

Still, Krishnamurthy describes Wittkugel as an aesthetic chameleon

who made elegant transitions from style to style. Krishnamurthy

Poster, Ich bin Bergmann! Wer ist mehr? [I Am a Miner! Who’s Better?], 1952
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explains Wittkugel was self-reflexive in his work, often cleverly nodding

to the process through which it was made. In one example, a poster for

an election depicts a man hanging a poster. Another features a

magnifying glass being held to a logo that reads “Qualität”

(“Quality”), essentially inviting viewers to judge his work.

On the whole, Wittkugel’s designs were far more playful
than you might guess for someone who worked for
Stalinist East Germany.

Ultimately, the story of German graphic design—all graphic design,

really—is left to what we choose to remember. Krishnamurthy says

much of the history of design that was ultimately written

about Wittkugel’s time focuses on designers working with corporate

partners—the Eames and IBM, Stankowski and Deutsche Bank. “I think

we tend to take that as a neutral condition,” he says. Holding up a

piece of Socialist propaganda as an example of canonical design is,

understandably, a less comfortable position, and as a result

Wittkugel’s work has disappeared along with the dissolution of the

GDR.

“On the other hand,” says Krishnamurthy, “if we have a designer who

works for a Socialist government or a designer who works for the

Communist party, we ask these deep questions of them.” Questions

Exhibition posters for Quälitat [Quality] in Halle and Magdeburg, 1950
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like, why did you work for that client? Is it ethical? Does that impact

the value of a piece of graphic design? To that, says Krishnamurthy,

there might be a simpler explanation yet. “The actual answer,” he

says, “might just be that the East German government was a really

good client, and they paid on time.”
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inspirations
JP Wi l l iams

an exhibition at P! has inspired me and made me pull a few
books off my shelf to consider the typography of ‘neue
typogrpahie.’ the current exhibition presents the work of klaus
wittkugel, an east german designer during the height of the
‘neue typographie’ movement. i was not previously familiar
with his work but am very familiar with the typographic design
of this period. i have long been an admirer of this movement in
typography and love the contrast created on a simple
typographic page.

 

the owner of P! gallery, prem krishnamurthy and i met when i
made a call to visit his gallery i asked to see pieces from the
karel martens exhibition. i never saw his exhibition (something
i regret often) but , when i finally made it over to the gallery,
prem shared many wonderful pieces. i am now a proud owner
of an original karel martens monoprint .

 

there are some excellent specimens of wittkugel’s work and,
though he does not exhibit the skill or refinement of tschihold,
it nonetheless excites me to see another designer working at
this time. here are a few images from the P! gallery, as well as
a few books designed by tschichold and herbert bayer from my
collection. i have collected this category of german book
design for years and i needed to return to my shelves to
explore the similarities. the book, “it lebe in moskay,” is
designed by wittkugel and the others are designed by bayer
and tschichold. they all feel of a family; of a time. the contrast
between typographic placement and weight stands out . when i
visited the used books stores in berlin and vienna a couple of
years ago, it was easy to spot these books on the shelf: the
spines are distinctive and stand out from the surrounding
titles. it is always a thrill to remove one from the shelf and see
the credit . similar to the thrill i had in visiting this show. be
sure to stop by.
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Vahap Avşar’s ‘Lost Shadows’ debuts
in NY

Artist Vahap Avşar displays 15 postcards created out of an archive of over 15,000 photographs taken between 1977 and 1982
from the image archive of the postcard company AND in his exhibition “Lost Shadows, [AND Museum],” running until Dec. 13
at P! and Protocinema in Manhattan.

November 15, 2015, Sunday/ 16:31:06/ ALEXANDRA IVANOFF / NEW YORK

Vahap Avşar 's “ Lost Shadows ” collection is the gift that keeps on giving  a photo
archive whose exhibition potential goes into perpetuity. It also conjures up the secrets
and mysteries of Turkey 's recent past.

Avşar, in his “Black Album” show at RAMPA in İstanbul in 2013, offered a collection of
sculptures, paintings, videos and photos which harbored profoundly enigmatic elements,
giving viewers a curious journey through modern Turkish history as evidenced through
Avşar's own psyche.

His 2015 “Lost Shadows” exhibit at SALT Beyoğlu  in August  a selection of 50 enlarged
photographs from 25,000 images he had purchased from the nowdefunct AND Publishing
Company  was not as personal, but those documentary materials still harbored a spooky
backward glance into Turkey's time machine.

That exhibit, the first of potentially many, clocked in over 84,000 viewers in six weeks,
recorded as the most successful exhibit there. The photos, shot between 19771982, were
originally intended to become promotional postcards of Turkey. This was an era when there
were no cell phones or Internet, and a major means of communication was postcards and
letters.

Now, the second installation, “Lost Shadows, [AND Museum],” is running until Dec. 13 at the
P! exhibition space in Manhattan. This version, coproduced with Protocinema, is showing 15
photos from his purchased archive, some of which were never published, printed as
postcards. None are duplicates of the images used in the SALT installation.

All of the 15,000 photos and 10,000 illustrations in the archive carry a similar, if not more
potent, quality of mystery. The cryptic postcards at P!, for which only 6,000 were printed, will
remain through to the end date  or until all of them are sent in the mail: the project's builtin
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France confirms Abaaoud,
suspected mastermind of
Paris attacks, killed
The suspected mastermind of the attacks that killed
129 in Paris was among those killed in a police raid
in a suburb of the French capital, the Paris
prosecutor said in a statement on Thursday.
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Vahap Avşar’s ‘Lost Shadows’ debuts
in NY

Artist Vahap Avşar displays 15 postcards created out of an archive of over 15,000 photographs taken between 1977 and 1982
from the image archive of the postcard company AND in his exhibition “Lost Shadows, [AND Museum],” running until Dec. 13
at P! and Protocinema in Manhattan.

November 15, 2015, Sunday/ 16:31:06/ ALEXANDRA IVANOFF / NEW YORK

Vahap Avşar 's “ Lost Shadows ” collection is the gift that keeps on giving  a photo
archive whose exhibition potential goes into perpetuity. It also conjures up the secrets
and mysteries of Turkey 's recent past.

Avşar, in his “Black Album” show at RAMPA in İstanbul in 2013, offered a collection of
sculptures, paintings, videos and photos which harbored profoundly enigmatic elements,
giving viewers a curious journey through modern Turkish history as evidenced through
Avşar's own psyche.

His 2015 “Lost Shadows” exhibit at SALT Beyoğlu  in August  a selection of 50 enlarged
photographs from 25,000 images he had purchased from the nowdefunct AND Publishing
Company  was not as personal, but those documentary materials still harbored a spooky
backward glance into Turkey's time machine.

That exhibit, the first of potentially many, clocked in over 84,000 viewers in six weeks,
recorded as the most successful exhibit there. The photos, shot between 19771982, were
originally intended to become promotional postcards of Turkey. This was an era when there
were no cell phones or Internet, and a major means of communication was postcards and
letters.

Now, the second installation, “Lost Shadows, [AND Museum],” is running until Dec. 13 at the
P! exhibition space in Manhattan. This version, coproduced with Protocinema, is showing 15
photos from his purchased archive, some of which were never published, printed as
postcards. None are duplicates of the images used in the SALT installation.

All of the 15,000 photos and 10,000 illustrations in the archive carry a similar, if not more
potent, quality of mystery. The cryptic postcards at P!, for which only 6,000 were printed, will
remain through to the end date  or until all of them are sent in the mail: the project's builtin
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That exhibit, the first of potentially many, clocked in over 84,000 viewers in six weeks,
recorded as the most successful exhibit there. The photos, shot between 19771982, were
originally intended to become promotional postcards of Turkey. This was an era when there
were no cell phones or Internet, and a major means of communication was postcards and
letters.

Now, the second installation, “Lost Shadows, [AND Museum],” is running until Dec. 13 at the
P! exhibition space in Manhattan. This version, coproduced with Protocinema, is showing 15
photos from his purchased archive, some of which were never published, printed as
postcards. None are duplicates of the images used in the SALT installation.

All of the 15,000 photos and 10,000 illustrations in the archive carry a similar, if not more
potent, quality of mystery. The cryptic postcards at P!, for which only 6,000 were printed, will
remain through to the end date  or until all of them are sent in the mail: the project's builtin
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ephemeral nature is designed with that in mind.

Illusive images

Speaking at the opening on Nov. 8, Avşar described these postcards as a lifelong project. “At
the age of 10, I painted [by copying] these postcards. That's how I learned to paint. Later,
when I went to Istanbul, I went to AND's print shop and bought their rejected images. Three
months later, I went back to buy more. They had shut down their shop, but I found the
owners. They had two rooms full of postcards in the basement. I wanted to try to save this
archive. I felt I'd discovered something really big. They needed to be cleaned and organized. I
found many stories in the envelopes.”

Those stories, the identifying markers of people, places, objects and  most importantly  the
dates they were taken, are what transform the images into an enigmatic puzzle. “If the photos
don't have any documentation, then it leaves it up to the imagination. It becomes a mental
exercise,” explains Avşar. “At SALT, people demanded labels, and they were writing letters to
me: ‘You have to tell us where this is!'”

Avşar reveals the information, clue by clue. At first glance, they look like ordinary tourist
postcards with standard scenery and generic locations. Though most may show a single
person or a small group of people, some are aerial shots of crowds in town centers, village
pageantry and curious groups of unidentified men. But the context, upon further investigation
and some knowledge of 20th century Turkish history, changes the experience from hohum to
haunting.

“Many of the photos were taken during the height of the civil war; others were taken after the
military coup of 1980,” explained Avşar. "During that time, people didn't want their pictures
taken because they were so paranoid. These views [of small towns, military zones, public
election rallies of former Prime Minister Turgut Özal and more] hide a lot of secrets. The info
within is codified; there are clues in the photos about people oppressed by the state. If you
lived during that time, you'd know exactly what was behind everything. At that time, the
government had a secret police force that traveled around collecting people in their white
Renaults [a French car].” In several photos, a white Renault is parked somewhere in the
scene, as in one particularly ominous shot of a single white car parked on a road in a
mountainous Black Sea area.

Postcard of a postcard

Other scenes include a street parade commemorating World War I in the town of Sarıkamış,
but the forlorn street is brown wet mud and the parade is a thread of veterans dressed in
1915 clothing led by a horsedrawn cart on a chilly winter day. “I'd like to know why they shot
this, and why didn't they print it?” queries Avşar. “That's my interest. There's a tension
between the intention and the shop's decision [to print or not].”

A lone soldier sitting atop a steep hill overlooking the old town peninsula in Isparta's Lake
Eğirdir is perhaps the most curious. "He's sitting on a place called The Eagles' Nest at the
mountain commando school,” explains Avşar. “He's wearing a blue beret, which means he's
on one of the elite swat teams. They didn't want to publish images of the military. So the age
old
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the
government had a secret police force that traveled around collecting people in their white
Renaults [a French car].” In several photos, a white Renault is parked somewhere in the
scene, as in one particularly ominous shot of a single white car parked on a road in a
mountainous Black Sea area.

Postcard of a postcard

Other scenes include a street parade commemorating World War I in the town of Sarıkamış,
but the forlorn street is brown wet mud and the parade is a thread of veterans dressed in
1915 clothing led by a horsedrawn cart on a chilly winter day. “I'd like to know why they shot
this, and why didn't they print it?” queries Avşar. “That's my interest. There's a tension
between the intention and the shop's decision [to print or not].”

A lone soldier sitting atop a steep hill overlooking the old town peninsula in Isparta's Lake
Eğirdir is perhaps the most curious. "He's sitting on a place called The Eagles' Nest at the
mountain commando school,” explains Avşar. “He's wearing a blue beret, which means he's
on one of the elite swat teams. They didn't want to publish images of the military. So the age
old question of who controls the image is still valid.”

Avşar's show at P! is a collaboration with Mari Spirito of Protocinema, a nonprofit art
organization, and P! gallery’s Prem Krishnamurthy, a curator and graphic designer who has
also collaborated with SALT on various occasions. The three met to discuss recontextualizing
these images when Spirito discovered what looked like a postcard in the soldier's hands.
“Maybe it's one of these,” Avşar mused. “This is the genesis of the P! show, actually.”

But the addon for the New York  show is the interactive request for attendees to take the
postcards and mail them to people all over the world. “That's part of the artwork,” says Avşar.
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THE DAILY PIC (#1395): i

i think

i think this is the letter “i" – just as i have now typed it eleven times
(not counting the “i" in “times", or in “counting" for that matter, or in
“in"). But of course in today’s Pic it’s been rendered in three
dimensions, in granite, by Vivienne Griffin, for a witty exhibition called
“Pangrammar" that opened Friday at P! gallery in New York. The show
includes works of art that represent all the letters, and uses them to
spell “the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog,“ the most famous
of all alphabet-exhausting pangrams. (The show will be rearranged to
form other pangrams before it closes.)

One of the clichés of typography is the desire to turn letterforms into
3D versions of themselves, by adding sides and shadows and other
superfluous reality effects. So I love the way Griffin decides to go all
the way, by actually turning a letter into a massy object and then
letting its dot drop off, as seems to be the first instinct whenever
someone decides to make a cutesy animation of the letter in question.

Here the cute gesture has real-world implications: It could break
someone’s toe.

The Daily Pic also appears at ArtnetNews.com. For a full survey of
past Daily Pics visit blakegopnik.com/archive. 

Posted at 9:18 PM 
[Permalink] 32 notes   #art  #pangram 
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Elaine Lustig Cohen is an artist, graphic designer, and AIGA medalist known for her spectacular book covers,
exhibition catalogues, and collaborations with architects such as Philip Johnson and Richard Meier. Here,
she talks about the intersection between design and architecture in her paintings on the occasion of a show
of her early work that is on view at Johnson’s Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut, through September
28, 2015.

MY ABSTRACTION NEVER CAME FROM NARRATIVE; it came from architecture. Even though I had many
friends who were writers, I was never particularly drawn to narrative. When I finished my first paintings on
view in the show, such as Centered Rhyme, I would look at them and there was always something more I
wanted to explore, hence the repetition of shapes such as the diamond, the hexagon, and the parallelogram.
There was a morphology to working in series like that. Part of my process did carry over to design, but none
of my early design work was painted. Since in the early days of design we pasted up the images, they were
manipulations of photographs, colors, and fonts. What did carry over to my paintings from the graphic work
was in the sketching, because to do anything that hardedged I had to do a sketch when I planned the
paintings.

For me, painting is a combination of the flat plane and the color. When I sit and look at things, it is always
about the interaction of the planes. When I was doing graphic design in the postwar period, architecture was
going to save the world! We were all going to be good in life because of the space we lived it in. It’s a
wonderful dream, but that was the mindset of the time. On Alvin Lustig’s shelf, when I married him, were
books by Piet Mondrian, Sigfried Giedion, László MoholyNagy, and Lewis Mumford. Postwar expression for
me was not about individualism or the freedom of a Jackson Pollock; it was about cultural renewal in an
architectonic expression.

Architecture was always a part of my informal training as an artist. When Alvin and I lived in Los Angeles, we
did not go to museums. There were no museums there in those days, but during 1948 and 1949, Arts &
Architecture magazine commissioned young architects to design the Case Study Houses in Los Angeles. We
spent our weekends driving around and looking at Richard Neutra and Rudolf Schindler. That was the
entertainment. We were friends with the Eameses; Alvin knew the Arensbergs, and we would go to their
home to view art. From the very beginning, art for me was about this interplay with architecture.

My solo design career lasted from around 1957 to the mid1960s, which is a short history compared with how
long I have been painting, but it all started when Philip Johnson called me and said, “Get on with it! Do it.” He
had hired Alvin to do the signage for the Seagram Building, but when Alvin died he had not designed
anything yet. Two weeks or so later, I got the call that would lead to ongoing collaborations with Philip. I had
neverdesignedanythinginlife,butIdidpiece:the375addressoutside,theBrasserie
sign,

Elaine Lustig Cohen
08.11.15

View of “Elaine Lustig Cohen,” 2015, Glass House, New Canaan, Connecticut.
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was
going to save the world! We were all going to be good in life because of the space we lived it in. It’s a
wonderful dream, but that was the mindset of the time. On Alvin Lustig’s shelf, when I married him, were
books by Piet Mondrian, Sigfried Giedion, László MoholyNagy, and Lewis Mumford. Postwar expression for
me was not about individualism or the freedom of a Jackson Pollock; it was about cultural renewal in an
architectonic expression.

Architecture was always a part of my informal training as an artist. When Alvin and I lived in Los Angeles, we
did not go to museums. There were no museums there in those days, but during 1948 and 1949, Arts &
Architecture magazine commissioned young architects to design the Case Study Houses in Los Angeles. We
spent our weekends driving around and looking at Richard Neutra and Rudolf Schindler. That was the
entertainment. We were friends with the Eameses; Alvin knew the Arensbergs, and we would go to their
home to view art. From the very beginning, art for me was about this interplay with architecture.

My solo design career lasted from around 1957 to the mid1960s, which is a short history compared with how
long I have been painting, but it all started when Philip Johnson called me and said, “Get on with it! Do it.” He
had hired Alvin to do the signage for the Seagram Building, but when Alvin died he had not designed
anything yet. Two weeks or so later, I got the call that would lead to ongoing collaborations with Philip. I had
never designed anything on my own in my life, but I did every piece: the 375 address outside, the Brasserie
sign, firehose connections, switches, even things that wouldn’t be seen. It helped me survive for three years.
I did all the catalogues for every museum he designed, every piece that had lettering on it. Philip was very
fast and always had three ideas for every one idea you showed him, but if I stuck to my guns he would
always go with my instincts.

When I started having people over to my studio, they were mainly writers—Donald Barthelme, Ralph Ellison,
and John Ashbery—but there were artists too, such as Helen Frankenthaler and Robert Motherwell.
Everyone was supportive, but I was still an outsider. That is the way history is written. I am still interested in
painting, typography, collage, watercolor, and the computer; I still do everything. There is no line for me. You
are lucky to be creative and be able to do it.

— As told to Andrianna Campbell
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An Exhibition on an Iconic Modernist Opens at The Glass
House

WRITTEN BY: AILEEN KWUN JUNE 23, 2015

On view all summer, a new exhibition at Philip Johnson's Glass House provides the first survey to explore the relationship

between the early paintings and pioneering design projects of polymath and modernist icon Elaine Lustig Cohen.
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Email Newsletters

Installation view of paintings by Elaine Lustig Cohen in Philip Johnson's Painting Gallery

"Lustig Cohen's paintings resonate beautifully with the Painting Gallery," says curator Cole Akers, who
organized the show. "It's as if Philip Johnson designed it just for them." Lustig Cohen's pieces are among the
first by a female artist to be shown in the space, and are mounted on rotating panels that house the vast
personal holdings of Johnson and his longtime partner, David Whitney, an art curator and prominent collector
of contemporary art.

< >

An Exhibition on an Iconic Modernist Opens at The Glass
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On view all summer, a new exhibition at Philip Johnson's Glass House provides the first survey to explore the relationship

between the early paintings and pioneering design projects of polymath and modernist icon Elaine Lustig Cohen.
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ELAINE LUSTIG COHEN

A pioneering figure of modernism, Elaine Lustig Cohen, 88, first began her graphic design practice in 1955, following the

passing of her husband and creative partner, the influential midcentury designer Alvin Lustig, and has continued her work for

more than 50 years, cementing her position as a legendary designer, artist, and rare-book dealer in her own right.

Organized by curator Cole Akers, a new survey of her work is now on view all summer at Philip Johnson's Glass House, in New

Canaan, Connecticut. The choice of venue is historically significant: As a graphic designer, Cohen's first client was Johnson

himself, who commissioned her to produce lettering and signage for the iconic Seagram Building in Manhattan. The two

continued to collaborate closely over the years, for projects including the Glass House, Yale University, the Lincoln Center, as

well as individuals such as philanthropist and art patron John de Menil, who was also a client of Johnson's.

In addition to her longtime collaborations with Johnson, Lustig Cohen worked with architects Eero Saarinen and Richard

Meier, and arts institutions such as the Whitney Museum and the Jewish Museum. Her numerous book

jacket designs produced for imprints such as New Directions and Meridian Press are commonly regarded as a high point of

midcentury graphics, incorporating elements of the European avant-garde through collage, photography, and typographic

compositions. Concurrent to her design practice, she has also collected and sold rare books and continued to produce a body

of abstracted, hard-edged paintings, photographs, and graphic art.

Installed in the Glass House's Painting Gallery, the exhibition includes a selection of her paintings from the 1960s and '70s, as

well as materials from her multi-year collaboration with Johnson. Here, Akers shares a few highlights from the show, on view

through Sept. 28.

 

 

Courtesy of The Glass House
Photo details
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EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT

Wong Kit Yi
at K.,
through May 3
334 Broome Street

"North Pole Futures" offers commissioning contracts for sale in

advance of Wong Kit Yi's participation in the Arctic Circle

Expeditionary Residency program: a threeweek sojourn of artistsand

scientists aboard a ship traveling within 10 degrees of the NorthPole.

The project courts the "chooseyourownadventure" type of patron.

Prospective buyers may pick a date of Wong's residency, time ofday

(either morning or night), one of 21 selected pigments, and one 23

littleused words in the English language. They sign a contract andpay

according to a complex formula derived from climate particularities

and market values. The resultant artwork—which may take the of

a painting, photograph, sculpture or performance—will be producedby

Wong on the ship, on the appointed day and hour, and will draw

inspiration from the chosen color and word. The project, as transientas

K., formerly P! (soon to be something else entirely), seeks to redefine

the collectorartist relationship, as well as the intrinsic and extrinsic

values of art.
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Can Financialization offer art an Exit
from Contemporary Art?
  Forum

DADABASE 9d1 

Photograph: Real Flow, Installation view by Sebastian Bach, courtesy of K.

A recent exhibition by the Real Flow  collective and an upcoming one by Wong Kit
Yi both at K.  in New York feature works which incorporate ideas and practices from
the financial world either as the exhibition's' actual medium or as a methodological
about face in the way art can be produced, priced and circulated. The first exhibition
borrows heavily from concepts developed and articulated by Suhail Malik, in "The
Ontology of Finance" published in the recent issue of Collapse Journal . A theorist
and faculty member at both the Department of Art at Goldsmith London and Center for
Curatorial Studies at Bard College, Malik is also a member of the Real Flow collective.
The exhibition consisted of mid size abstract paintings which could be used as the basis

 k-real- f low-12_EDIT_med-1024x683. jpg 1024x683 152 KB 
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1 person liked this.

for the exchange of futures and derivatives. The second exhibition North Pole Futures
 is produced as a collaboration between the artist and her curator alter ego Ali Wong.

It features a web based system which allows collectors to participate in the art
production by making aesthetic and conceptual choices from a list of preset elements
which will then be incorporated into the actual work of art by the artist on a traveling
ship. There are also works either already produced (Where 6: “Prediction,” with Sarah
Meyohas ) or about to be (artist confidentiality) that involve the utilization of
cryprocurrencies as either the medium of the work or a part of its production cycle. It
seems that through practicing finance, these artmaking strategies, one way or the other,
abstract art's mode of financial existence into its general reason dterre. Thus, they
attempt to turn art's weakest link, the market, into its strength. The question that arises
then is, can critically navigating financial processes and rivalling its dominant currency
offer art an exit from contemporary art ?

14

10

32

AGAGAG 9d

no.
the master's tools will never dismantle the master's house, etc.
or...
yes. 
u can quit your low paying job in contemporary art and get a high paying job at a bank!

1 person liked this.

DADABASE 9d

I disagree. I think it is extremely limiting to assume that the weapon of the rich under
no condition can be used against them. The effectiveness of any recuperation has to do
with the specificities with which it is carried out.

3 people liked this.

Dilettante 9d

The key here, as in so many other, (seemingly) disingenuous attempts at exiting, is
revealed in this group of descriptors: "artmaking strategies" "exhibition" "art
production" "works"

1 person liked this.
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EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT

“Real Flow”
at K.,
through Mar. 15
334 Broome Street

The launch of Real Flow, a selfproclaimed "financial research and
development company" created by artists and theorists in New York
and London, inaugurates K., a new gallery helmed by the inexhaustible
brainiac Prem Krishnamurthy. (In addition to running its experimental
predecessor P!, Krishnamurthy is a principal of the hip Project Projects
design agency.) The premise is a tongueincheek commentary on
today's climate of artmarket speculation. Three financial instruments
are for sale, outlined in a prospectus: exhibitionloan agreements
(including a commission for the artists), certificates of ownership (not
including physical possession of the works themselves) and an
"interlinking contract" that binds the two together. Four bland
"exhibitionary elements"—tastefully airbrushed paintings adorned with
RF logos—are on offer under these unusual constraints. Want to know
more? An information session takes place on Sunday, Mar. 8, from 12
1 p.m., with Real Flow's founders Diann Bauer, Victoria Ivanova,
Suhail Malik and Christopher Kulendran Thomas.
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No Neutral Spaces: Material Art Fair 2015

Perhaps no one in Mexico City is more fully engaged with the praxis of merchandise display than the
street vendors. Stands hawking nearly identical goods—plastic water guns, cigarette packs stamped with
cautionary images of fetuses, striped socks packed in crackling cellophane, and the endless assemblages
of Mexican candy (Duvalin, Pulparindo, Lucas Muecas)—are distinguished only by the particular dialogue
among the objects. What draws you to this vendor and not to that vendor isn’t a certain stick of gum, it’s
the gestalt. 

In its second year, the Material Art Fair has relocated to the commerce-driven street Insurgentes Sur, a
short walk from the wide, bucolic avenues of the bohemian Colonia Condesa. Rows and rows of street
vendor stalls, conjoined by red vinyl awnings, wrap around the Auditorio BlackBerry like a moat. Steam
rises from the grills. At the discrete entrance to the fair, guards in black T-shirts peek casually into your
bag before nodding you through the velvet ropes. The stage is set for a metonymous experience of
Mexico City. We have a concentric model, wherein the city,the Condesa, the perimeter of vendors, the
Auditorio BlackBerry, the interior architecture, and the artwork are all involved in a complex
renegotiation of culture and commerce. More than most contemporary art fairs, this one is in dialogue
with the exigencies of its own city. As much as it is an international fair, it is undoubtedly a Mexico City
fair. The organizers, Isa Natalia Castilla, Daniela Elbahara, and Brett W. Schultz, sourced locally to
produce it; for exhibition design, they turned to Savvy Studio in collaboration with Pablo Limón, and for
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graphic design, Anagrama.

[[[[[[[[[[[[[ +++++++ ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

A music venue, the Auditorio BlackBerry reads contemporary cool—cement floors, pendant Edison lamps,
unfinished wooden acoustic paneling—and the organizers used every quirk as opportunity. A floating
platform served as the VIP area; the space below the stage hosted an art lounge. Working through the fair
feels like walking through a series of modulated mood-pods, from underground spaces lit by neon to the
ground floor’s fluorescent glow, to the sunlit space of the second floor. The majority of the booths are lit
with bars of fluorescent bulbs, hung on tresses, mirroring those of the auditorium’s elevated ceiling.
Schultz explains the lighting choice: “You don’t have the spotty yellow incandescence, it’s a more
generalized lighting. It’s clearer, whiter, trying to reflect how galleries typically light their own spaces
with general bright light. For the generation that is following galleries on Contemporary Art
Daily, it’s how they expect these works to look. You come here and you see it in real life, but it also has
that relationship to the screen.”  

On the second floor, gleaming in the natural light that passes through a glass wall, two of Sean Raspet’s
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[[[[[[[[[[[[[ +++++++ ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

A music venue, the Auditorio BlackBerry reads contemporary cool—cement floors, pendant Edison lamps,
unfinished wooden acoustic paneling—and the organizers used every quirk as opportunity. A floating
platform served as the VIP area; the space below the stage hosted an art lounge. Working through the fair
feels like walking through a series of modulated mood-pods, from underground spaces lit by neon to the
ground floor’s fluorescent glow, to the sunlit space of the second floor. The majority of the booths are lit
with bars of fluorescent bulbs, hung on tresses, mirroring those of the auditorium’s elevated ceiling.
Schultz explains the lighting choice: “You don’t have the spotty yellow incandescence, it’s a more
generalized lighting. It’s clearer, whiter, trying to reflect how galleries typically light their own spaces
with general bright light. For the generation that is following galleries on Contemporary Art
Daily, it’s how they expect these works to look. You come here and you see it in real life, but it also has
that relationship to the screen.”  

On the second floor, gleaming in the natural light that passes through a glass wall, two of Sean Raspet’s
Texture Maps (2015) glisten like hard candy at the New Gallerie’s booth. Suspended vertically from the
wall by articulated TV mounts, these luminescent Plexiglass panes refract trippy pastel colors in
dichromatic film—now pink-yellow, now blue-green—depending on where you positioned yourself. These
are prepositional paintings: through which and into which you perceive shape and color. I wanted to
move around them to see the colors change across their glossy skein like a transparent lava lamp, a relief
composition of silicone globs, polyurethane bubbles wobbling in and out focus. The ridged linearity of
lenticular transparent film creates a depth illusion often used for holographic novelty cards, corrective
bifocal lenses, and computer privacy screens. Though the language is borrowed from flat-screen
entertainment systems, which invite passive, immobile viewing, these screens resolve themselves
optically by means of actively moving to and fro, walking while watching how the light registers here and
there. Franklin Melendez, TK, told me, “Sean is certainly aware of the screen, but he also mines how the
idioms of display structure our existence outside the virtual. From shelving systems and wall-mounted
brackets to window banners and even aisles at grocery stores, our experience is always mediated by these
systems of presentation.”

[[[[[[[[[[[[[ +++++++ ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

Any art fair challenges the illusion that artwork floats in this weird Platonic white space. The fourth wall
disappears. The white cube becomes a vendor stall. What is an art fair but a temporary stage for
verisimilitudes of galleries, all lined up and writ small, clinging to the hope that the artworks meant to be
seen against the white walls of the gallery still hold up against these flimsy, makeshift ones. The most
successful booths are the ones that say, “Oh well, let’s play with a new set of signifiers. Let’s renegotiate
the terms of display.” These consider the politics of the spectacle and how we look at art when we know
we are looking at art that is for sale. 

Tucked into the pit of the performance space, the artist-run studio and project space helper, from
Brooklyn, staged a sensually vivid environment of wind gust, a quiet odor of nuked pewter, and the
digital murmur of a drone, all surrounded by naked brown drywall. There was zero effort made to
establish the bogus aura of the pristine artifact. In Gavin Kenyon and Jeff Williams’s Microwave Mint
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(2014–15), two back-to-back microwaves, ajar and aglow, rotate on a site-sourced pedestal. Hung
casually, on a pegboard, are products from a live-casting process involving pouring pewter into
impressions made by visitors onto the surfaces of cuttlefish bone, which gives as easily as a foam board
and can absorb the shapes of objects such as bottle caps or bottle openers, but results in gorgeously
deformed abstractions. On the floor, a monitor shows a short film by Berlin-based artist Marco Schmitt
titled Panopticonthera Subobscura: or the second coming of Tezcatilpoca, produced during his residency
in Mexico City in 2014. This psychedelic drone-shot narrative featuring a wheelchair-bound shaman and
baton-flailing police atop the Disco Solar works in dream-sequence logic. By extension, other objects on
the floor—an assortment of tubular, animalistic ceramic batons/dildos in beautiful luminous glazes,
featuring textures erotic and reptilian—appear to have oozed out of the video.  

The strongest piece in this booth, and one of the best in the fair (full disclosure: I want it), is Ben
Dowell’s wall-mounted light machine, a whirling dervish of white glow, giving off the speed and thrust
of a propeller and the optical suck of a solar eclipse. Crippler (2014) beckons you in to question its
mechanism, which, as it turns out, is a wand of fluorescent light—just a line that, with movement, becomes
a solid. Nearby, Dowell’s abstract paintings offer the most delicious clumps of oil paint. The booth was
spectacular spectacle. Sam Stewart, who operates helper along with Nathan Gwyne and Zerek Kempf,
explained their response to the materiality of the booth: “We are trying to find a balance between this
nuanced approach that we’ve taken––with the walls, the way your eye moves along the booth––and this
institutional critique trope that often happens when you try to do something different.”  

[[[[[[[[[[[[[ +++++++ ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

In the oft-maligned context of the art fair, the bodily experience of inhabiting the gallery’s space can
offer us newly radical means for challenging and reinvesting in outmoded presentational systems.
Because hardly a month passes when there is not an art fair happening somewhere in the world; because,
when not seeing art digitally, we are inside booths, for better or worse, we’d be remiss not to reckon with
new apparatuses for display. (Here’s Judith Barry, in her catalogue essay “Dissenting Spaces” for the
New Museum’s Damaged Goods in 1986: “One way to do this might be to make threatening the assumed
neutrality of the exhibition space itself.”) Seduction is not neutral. Sure, a booth inside a fair is designed
to make us want to possess as well as be possessed. The reality of commerce is real, but the spectacle
should threaten your reality, like when you stand before a diorama of apes and wait for them to blink. 

Done well, a display can “follow the logic of context-specificity to an uncomfortable conclusion.” As
salvo, P! gallery, New York, offered what was unquestionably the most direct confrontation to, in their
words, “undermining the easy commodification of the art fair object in favor of a complex investigation
of authorship, hierarchy, aura, and influence.” Prem Krishnamurthy, founding principal of Project
Projects and director of P!, set up shop at the fair through a complex taxonomy of practices: sculpture,
painting, printing; assemblage, installation, curation; graphic design, exhibition design, art. 

At P!, Mexican artist José León Cerrillo produced two display sculptures, lean geometries of steel that
support the works of two iconic artists, Elaine Lustig Cohen and Karel Martens. Conceptually and
empirically, these structures are both spindly and Mack-Truck strong. Architecturally, they serve as two
walls, completing the illusion of a cube with two existent, bare white walls. Neither shelves nor vitrines,
slipping in and out of utility and abstraction, they resist fully inhabiting either definition. Both are titled 
Environment 1 (2015). One has been built around three Lustig Cohen paintings of such individual power
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as to merit their own discussion, illustrating the problem presented in this artwork, which is both a system
and a thing in and of itself. When we talk about a painting, there is no world beyond the frame, so how do
we talk about these discrete works, say, when a piece of steel, albeit thin and cocked at a right angle, in
conversation with the geometry of the painting, is nevertheless obstructing the line of sight to the canvas?
We must invent another verb—not “obstructed.” We must invent another way of looking, while Clement
Greenberg rolls over in his grave. Anyhow, the paintings are superb and undiminished, even as they rest
on the floor, upright in a vertical cage, as though in storage, as if in a permanent fungible state of desire. 

The second, more horizontal structure supports, in the manner of a bookshelf, the delicate framed works
of Martens, vibrant letterpress pictures monoprinted on discarded Belgian identity cards. First you see the
prints, then you become aware of the armature, and from then on, your attention is pulled between the
two, utterly unresolved. The pieces, says Krishnamurthy, “underscore the indelible link between object
and armature, raising questions of autonomous and contingent display.” Indeed, going back to Barry, the
vitrines here are non-neutral, enacting control. Here is “an artwork-specific display, which is itself a work
of art.” 

[[[[[[[[[[[[[ +++++++ ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

Nowhere were artists given as much license as at Beverly’s basement outpost, organized by Leah Dixon
and Dan Sutti, founders of the eponymous New York project space and bar. And nowhere else was
Mexico City most used as a material. A found cement street fragment is transformed into a printing press
by Amanda Wong (Dog in Camouflage, 2015). Hugo Montoya’s delicate white paint interacted with a
potted plant. But the strongest works in this space were by Miami artists. I might speculate that they
possess some innate understanding of the vagaries of Mexico City, or the implicit concerns of interacting
with tentative spaces. Sneakily nestled in a sunken understairs nook is Daniel Feinberg’s delightful bag
o’ LSD (2015) aglow in pink and leaking. Misael Soto’s ongoing goings-on of subtle interventions with
art and audience, Spatial Awareness Exercises (for an art fair) (2015), was the silent magic at the pulse of
the neon-lit den. He performed small, spatial-awareness exercises, like pacing, or offered consultations
resulting in customized instructions to be performed in an art fair. Art fair–specific artwork. For Soto,
“Moving a work like an inch, things that don’t matter in the real world really start to become an
obsession to curators and artists and people in this profession. I’m taking that to the extreme. For
instance, rehanging Michael Assiff’s paintings.” When gallerists let the artist take control of the politics
of display, the politics of display can become art. 

Martha Raoli is a writer and artist living in Miami. 
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space, commercial gallery and Mom-and-Pop-Kunsthalle”—longhand for an artist-run gallery that exists for a
love for ideas and art. In the case of P!, artists with hard-to-define practices
(http://artfcity.com/2013/10/11/we-went-to-the-lower-east-side-p-404-disordering-complexity/) are almost
always a source of fascination; they are artists who are also designers, architects, writers, poets, and
sometimes even chess champions. P! artists are polymaths whose professional connections often inform the
group shows curated by P! or with external curators.

Now, come March 1, 2015, K., a temporary gallery conceived by P! (http://p-
exclamation.org/post/110609293241/k-opens-march-1) will take over the newly renovated space for six
months. Unlike P!, K. will launch solo or two-person shows that switch over every two weeks. Like P!, which
often focused on economic systems, K.’s programming will be dedicated to exploring similar ideas. Real Flow,
a collective of artists and curators kicks off K.’s launch with abstract large format process-based paintings
that involve holograms, and selling derivatives. Other artists slated for shows include Aaron Gemmill and
Matthew Schrader, Mathew Hale, and Wong Kit Yi, among others.

When I visited K., the space was a day away from completion; paint trays were strewn around the edges of
the gallery, but all the walls that needed to be removed were gone. The space looked at least twice as big as
their former, and they’d not moved.

Director David Knowles and Prem Krishnamurthy talked with me about the decision to change the gallery
name. “An artist convinced me of the logic,” Krishnamurthy explained. “Since we were going to gut renovate
the whole space and have a program with eight exhibitions he said, ‘Well, if you’re going to change the whole
program you might as well go the whole way and change the name.’”

Thus K. was born. The name follows P! and is most obviously a reference to Prem Krishnamurthy’s initials.
That, however never came up when I asked him what K. means.

“If P! is really excited, K. is very matter of fact,” he began. “It’s K period. Just K. We’re serious.” In other
words, the sound, shape, and punctuation of K., suggests the form of the gallery; it follows a traditional model.
But perhaps K. tells us less about the speed of programming, which occurs at roughly twice the rate of a
regular gallery space.

I suggested that exhibition schedule might be a little ambitious, but nobody seemed fazed.  “The
strenuousness of an exhibition idea has never swayed us from doing anything before, so I don’t know why it
would now,” Knowles told me through laughter. Krishnamurthy nodded, agreeing.

“We’ve done moderately ludicrous things before,” he said. “I mean, the second show we ever did changed
every week and rearranged all the pieces in the show, and that nearly gave me a heart attack. We did a 24-
channel installation with the Yams [collective] that was installed in three days and up for four.” Later he
reminded me that gallery shows in the 1970’s used to be two weeks long.

Those times were different, though, as Krishnamurthy himself pointed out: There were fewer galleries to visit
and people lived closer to the galleries they exhibited in. Now, galleries are everywhere.

And yet, both P! and K. remain distinctive. Some of the best qualities about K.’s new space, for example, are
entirely invisible. “There’s an orange gourd in the ceiling [above the door] that’s going to bring prosperity into
the space.” Krishnamurthy told me, having followed feng shui master Mr. Ye’s advice. Mr Ye was introduced
to the gallery back in the days of P! through artist Wong Kit Yi. Now, he was invited to give feedback in the
design process with architects Leong Leong. “Ye made sure there was a place where the person sitting in the
gallery would have sunlight—so they would not become stupid.” Also, there will be a bench near the window
to keep money from flying away. Krishnamurthy told me they plan to put the gallery press releases on that
bench.
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That, however never came up when I asked him what K. means.

“If P! is really excited, K. is very matter of fact,” he began. “It’s K period. Just K. We’re serious.” In other
words, the sound, shape, and punctuation of K., suggests the form of the gallery; it follows a traditional model.
But perhaps K. tells us less about the speed of programming, which occurs at roughly twice the rate of a
regular gallery space.

I suggested that exhibition schedule might be a little ambitious, but nobody seemed fazed.  “The
strenuousness of an exhibition idea has never swayed us from doing anything before, so I don’t know why it
would now,” Knowles told me through laughter. Krishnamurthy nodded, agreeing.

“We’ve done moderately ludicrous things before,” he said. “I mean, the second show we ever did changed
every week and rearranged all the pieces in the show, and that nearly gave me a heart attack. We did a 24-
channel installation with the Yams [collective] that was installed in three days and up for four.” Later he
reminded me that gallery shows in the 1970’s used to be two weeks long.

Those times were different, though, as Krishnamurthy himself pointed out: There were fewer galleries to visit
and people lived closer to the galleries they exhibited in. Now, galleries are everywhere.

And yet, both P! and K. remain distinctive. Some of the best qualities about K.’s new space, for example, are
entirely invisible. “There’s an orange gourd in the ceiling [above the door] that’s going to bring prosperity into
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to keep money from flying away. Krishnamurthy told me they plan to put the gallery press releases on that
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The whole project seemed so thought out, I began to wonder whether P! would feel the need to return to their
former gallery design and floor plan at the end of K.’s six months program. Stranger things had surely
happened at P! Krishnamurthy didn’t think so, though. “You can never enter the same river twice,” he said,
loosely paraphrasing Heraclitus, “because you are not the same person, and the river is not the same river.”
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“PostSpeculation”
P!
334 Broome Street
September 1–November 1
I missed “Act I” of this exciting group show curated by Prem
Krishnamurthy and Carin Kuoni, but traces of the elevenday
installation by HOWDOYOUSAYYAMINAFRICAN? remain in the
gallery for “Act II,” on view now. The walls are still painted black,
and an edit of the art collective’s timely, twentyfourchannel video
piece The Wayblack Machine, 2014, plays on a single monitor. It’s
a moving montage of material culled from news sources and social
media about the police killing of unarmed black teenager Mike
Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, on August 9. Art’s turnaround time
doesn’t often allow for immediate responses to world events, so it’s
satisfying to see something made with such apparent urgency on
the fly. Slideshows of newly iconic photos—protestors’ hands up in
defiant poses of surrender, teargassed faces, tanks—are
interspersed with digitally animated tweets that swirl into hashtagged gibberish.

The YAMS installation was billed as the launch for a new Internet archive, thewayblackmachine.net, but that URL
takes you to a lowres splash page, a dead end. Maybe the radical project of building a digital repository for the
documentation of “activism around black embodiment,” as the press release reads, is a kind of joke, purely
conceptual—or speculative, at least for now. The show’s funniest work is Lynn Hershman Leeson’s Synthia, 2000–
2002, which literalizes the hysterical market fluctuations on which financial speculation relies. A tiny monitor hangs
from a chain in a bell jar, showing realtime market data and video clips of a woman in corresponding states of
mind. I visited the gallery on a bad day for Wall Street, I guess: Mostly, Hershman’s character slumped on a couch
drinking alone. There’s a surprising thread of humor to “PostSpeculation.” While the black walls remind us this is
Ferguson October, they don’t dampen the prankish synergy between the works assembled.

— Johanna Fateman

View of “PostSpeculation,” 2014.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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YAMS COLLECTIVE BRINGS FERGUSON
THEMED INSTALLATION TO THE LES

By Rhett Jones | September 12, 2014  02:00PM

If you thought the story of Michael Brown, Ferguson, and the racist, militarized, out-of-control
police was over, a new exhibition on the LES by the art collective Yams reminds you that it’s far
from finished.

While the intense 24/7 media coverage of Ferguson has receded, this week alone there were
several arrests of protestors following an “insulting” proposal for a police review board. A new
video unearthed by CNN showed a witness telling police that Michael Brown had “his
fucking hands up,” immediately after the shooting. Most importantly, there is still no decision on
whether officer Darren Wilson will be prosecuted. Suffice it to say, even when the Ferguson story
“is” over, the plot of a lawless police force armed military grade equipment — quietly growing
more dangerous and ubiquitous — continues.
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At P! Gallery on Broome Street, Yams (short for HowDoYouSayYamInAfrican?) has installed a
dark vortex of multi-channel video that displays protests, arrests, tweets, cartoons, news footage,
status updates, and 3D graphics. Consisting of two large projections and a wall of small monitors,
the exhibition is titled “Post-Speculation, Act I.” According to Yams, it is “addressing
contemporary conditions such as police brutality, American-funded international violence, and the
ways that memes and hashtags collapse and make legible such threats to personhood.”

When you walk into the exhibition the first thing you notice is the emergency siren. It turns off and
on and makes the pitch-black environment very disconcerting. All around you, screens are the only
illumination, and you quickly remember just how much information was streaming through the
inter-webs about this small town that no one had even heard of. On the screens, there are animated
photos of cops firing tear gas like they’re in an action movie, Chris Hayes stating that he’s
interviewed witnesses that the police haven’t, John Oliver giving his post-vacation analysis, and
so many people with their hands up. It has an overwhelming effect.

Typically, when people talk about Post-Internet art they refer to artists like Artie Vierkant or
Aleksandra Domanovic. These are artists who straddle the digital and physical art worlds, but are
most recognized for their digital roots. Yams are usually referred to as a video and performance
collective, but what you see at Post-Speculation is one of the best examples of Post-Internet art in
recent time. This is work created by a lot of people, living in different places around the country,
crowd-sourcing raw material about an event that probably would’ve received little attention without
the internet. In other words, art that wouldn’t exist if the internet didn’t exist. Then, all of this is
presented in a physical space.
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The importance of the internet to this whole affair is key to the Yams end game, which is to launch
thewayblackmachine.net on September 12th. Inspired by The Way Back Machine, a project that
attempts to archive as much of the internet as possible, the Way Black Machine will be an “archive
of activism around black embodiment.”

Yams came to attention when they pulled out of the Whitney Biennial this spring over another
artist’s project that some would argue constituted a new form of blackface. The collective doesn’t
have a set number of members, and in their own words they are “mostly black, and mostly queer.”
Designer V. Mitch McEwen, who works with Yams told the New York Times, “We’re not so much
claiming a demographic territory… but examining the question of what makes art universal.”

While it’s easy to see the show at P! as being primarily about racial issues, it’s important to
remember an irresponsible and even homicidal police force effects everyone. Reason is not
determined by race — it is the process of consciously, logically making sense of things. Plato
distinguished speculative reason from practical reason as a way of defining the contemplation of a
subject vs. deciding what to do about it. Post-Speculation, Act 1 cleverly adapts the gallery space as
a place for speculative reason, a place to meditate on all of those images and issues. The Way Black
Machine will embody a form of practical reason, realizing that all of this history needs a place
where it can be archived. The Post-Speculation will occur when you visit thewayblackmachine.net
and engage in your own contemplation of the issues. What you decide to practically do about it
could be extremely important.
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9 Things to Do in New York’s Art
World Before June 9

BY ANDREW RUSSETH AND M.H. MILLER 6/02 11:03AM

TUESDAY | Opening: Ruba Katrib vs. Elaine Lustig Cohen & Heman Chong: Correspondence(s)
at P!

Authorship takes the form of a chain letter, or perhaps a delicious, ever-expanding Mobius strip,
in P!’s latest project. Let’s begin at the beginning: Heman Chong picked out sturdy, elegant
abstract paintings by Elaine Lustig Cohen (whose 1967 Centered Rhyme is pictured), then Ms.
Lustig Cohen commissioned Mr. Chong to create new paintings from his “Cover Versions” series.
Their show together has been hanging at the gallery since early May, and it is stunning.
(Meanwhile, P! brought Ms. Lustig Cohen’s work to NADA New York.) Now SculptureCenter’s
curator, Ruba Katrib, will rehang the show, keeping the curatorial flow going. Does it have to
end? —Andrew Russeth P!, 334 Broome Street, New York, 6–8 p.m.
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Gathering of FarFlung Friends, and Trends

By MARTHA SCHWENDENER MAY 8, 2014

Within the commercial realms of art, the New Art Dealers Alliance, known

as NADA, has earned its good reputation. Founded as a nonprofit in 2002

with the conviction that the “adversarial approach to exhibiting and

selling art has run its course,” it even has a cool name. (“What are you

doing this weekend?” “NADA.”)

Technically, NADA has been in the art fair business since 2003,

running fairs with Art Basel Miami Beach and more recently in Hudson,

N.Y., and Cologne, Germany. The current edition in New York City is only

its third here, but it is already one of the better fairs in town.

How so? The sportutopiansounding Basketball City is a nice

complex for a fair. It’s near the Lower East Side galleries that make up

much of the alliance’s membership, it’s on the water, and it’s fairly close to

subways. And for any art students or struggling artists reading this: The

NADA NYC fair is free.

The other thing NADA does well is reach out to likeminded colleagues

from other cities and countries. Among the booths here is Springsteen, a

yearold, artistrun gallery in Baltimore, which is showing some yoga mats

with cutouts by Alex Ebstein that are hung like Asian scrolls. A London

gallery, the Sunday Painter, has work by Hannah Perry related to car

culture, including a cast of a skid mark done in fiberglass and resin,

subwoofers encased in plastic foam and bent aluminum pieces.
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What Pipeline is another artistrun space, this time from Detroit and

with a group show shoehorned into a tiny project space. The Green Gallery

of Milwaukee, showing eclectic paintings and reliefs by Peter Barrickman,

is a wellknown outpost. (Among its stable is Michelle Grabner, a curator

of the current Whitney Biennial.)

The amusing project spaces along the back wall of Basketball City are

so minuscule, they’re like an art assignment for exhibitors. One of the best

is from P!, which has paintings from the ’60s by Elaine Lustig Cohen,

including one on the ceiling, paired with a sculpture made of reclaimed

window frames by Heather Rowe. The artist Devon Dikeou, also the editor

and publisher of zingmagazine, has created a kind of publicservice art

project: seating for the fair in the form of 17thcentury Italian monk

chairs, under the title “ ‘Pray for Me’ — Pope Francis I.” (Each chair is

named after a historical painting of a pope.)

Also on projectspace row is a popup souk with a lush installation of

Moroccan carpets offered by Youssef Jdia, who is married to the artist

Katherine Bernhardt. Brian Belott’s collages, including many transparent

ones made with a laminating machine, are at Essex Flowers. Rob Tufnell

of London is presenting the project “LSD”: sheets of designer blotter

(without the actual lysergic acid diethylamide) by artists like Pae White,

David Shrigley, Mark Leckey and Art & Language, with the deadpan

explanation that the works “look back to the shamanic, druginduced

rituals of prehistory and to the signatory grid of Modernism.”

Some of the fair’s better photography can be seen at Miami dealer

David Castillo, who is showing Xaviera Simmons’s “Index” works in which

a sitter (technically a stander) is draped with personal objects to look like a

totem, or a human charm bracelet. Klaus von Nichtssagend has a large

antistilllife photograph by David Gilbert (that is, a kind of junk

assemblage in a studio), and Glen Baldridge’s images made with nocturnal

photographs taken by a hunting camera.

A Toronto gallery, Cooper Cole, has works by Sara Cwynar, for which

she scanned old photography textbooks and manuals to make new images
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marked with smears of CMYK color (the standard four of colorprocess

photography). Rawson Projects has photographs from Lyndsy Welgoes’s

slyly titled Suggested Donation series, taken at the Metropolitan Museum

of Art (where the suggesteddonation policy was allowed to continue by a

court ruling).

The fair isn’t immune from artworld trends. One is ceramics.

Showroom has a nice little porcelain sculpture of a bear cleaning house,

made in the Amstel tradition by the Dutch artist Joke Schole. Asya

Geisberg has goofy ceramic trophies of a sort, by the Icelandic artist

Gudmundur Thoroddsen; Freight & Volume has an installation of humble

cleaning sponges cast in porcelain by Ezra Johnson. The Lower East Side

gallery Sargent’s Daughters is showing ceramics and paintings by Saira

McLaren. Ernesto Burgos’s sculptures at Kate Werble look ceramic but are

instead a clever concoction of cardboard, fiberglass and charcoal.

Poetry of a certain stripe is also popular — that is, from poets like

Frank O’Hara (also an art critic and assistant curator at the Museum of

Modern Art), who was eschewed by later conceptual poets. On Saturday

afternoon, a marathon reading by 30 poets, organized by Sam Gordon,

will take place. The alliance’s brochure includes this introduction,

referring to the O’Hara poem “Having a Coke With You”: “When Frank

O’Hara wrote ‘Having a Coke,’ poetry and painting walked hand in hand

through the streets of New York.” Now it takes place at an art fair in

Basketball City.

NADA NYC runs through Sunday at Basketball City, Pier 36, 299 South Street, at Montgomery
Street, Lower East Side; newartdealers.org.

A version of this review appears in print on May 9, 2014, on page C35 of the New York edition with
the headline: Gathering of FarFlung Friends, and Trends .

© 2014 The New York Times Company
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NADA New York Delivers

BY ANDREW RUSSETH 5/09 6:54PM

Unlike the other major art fairs in the game
this week, the New Art Dealers Alliance’s
New York fair is free. To everyone. All the
time. Even during the quote-unquote VIP
opening, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., there was
no one checking badges or cards, no
one looking up names on iPads. You
could stroll in and out as you pleased. And
you’ll be able to do so through Sunday. You

can pick up a taco from the Tacombi stand and go eat it somewhere in the neighborhood,
then come back in again and look at some art, maybe eat another taco and then walk to the
nearby Donut Plant and have a few donuts. No big deal.

This is NADA’s third fair in New York, its second at Basketball City, right along the East River on
the Lower East Side. It’s airy and spacious in there. You can tell that if NADA wanted to, they
could have squeezed in another 30 or 40 galleries, but instead they have kept it to
about 80. Pretty chill.

NADA New York’s exhibitor list is not quite as strong as the one for NADA Miami—a few top-
tier galleries are sitting it out this year—but there is still plenty to get excited about. San Juan,
Puerto Rico’s Roberto Paradise, for instance, has a little treasure trove of paintings by José Luis
Vargas, which he makes atop luscious, folksy paintings by Haitian artists that he buys in street
markets, adding little bubbles of text to underscore a work’s mystery, or to inject a little bit of
humor.

Know More Games, of Brooklyn’s Donut District, has a gargantuan canvas by Daniel Heidkamp
propped in its tiny booth (it doesn’t come close to fitting) that the artist painted from a photograph
of his young self swinging a baseball bat. It’s gleeful, hilarious and menacing. Its Donut
District sister next door, 247365, has a tall, surprising triptych by Jamian Juliano-Villani,
who’s copped the ghostly, camp album cover for laser harp maestro Bernard Szajner’s 1980
album Some Deaths Take Forever and made it even more ghostly and campy but also kind of
scary.

Those two spaces I just mentioned are in the projects section of the fair, where the
most interesting action is. Too many of the full-sized gallery booths, meanwhile, are
dominated by safe, conservative abstract paintings that look like other, more-famous abstract
paintings. Or worse, they’re another layer removed, aping safe, conservative abstract
paintings that aim to look like other, more-famous abstract paintings. It’s getting bleak out there!
I’m tempted to name names, but this stuff is going to be gone so fast—or, at least, I hope that’s
what will happen—that it seems better to focus on more of the positive.

Toronto’s Cooper Cole gallery has a very fine solo booth by Sara Cwynar, for those going
through withdrawal since her Foxy Production show closed last week. She scans black and white
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NADA New York Delivers

BY ANDREW RUSSETH 5/09 6:54PM

Unlike the other major art fairs in the game
this week, the New Art Dealers Alliance’s
New York fair is free. To everyone. All the
time. Even during the quote-unquote VIP
opening, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., there was
no one checking badges or cards, no
one looking up names on iPads. You
could stroll in and out as you pleased. And
you’ll be able to do so through Sunday. You

can pick up a taco from the Tacombi stand and go eat it somewhere in the neighborhood,
then come back in again and look at some art, maybe eat another taco and then walk to the
nearby Donut Plant and have a few donuts. No big deal.

This is NADA’s third fair in New York, its second at Basketball City, right along the East River on
the Lower East Side. It’s airy and spacious in there. You can tell that if NADA wanted to, they
could have squeezed in another 30 or 40 galleries, but instead they have kept it to
about 80. Pretty chill.
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Vargas, which he makes atop luscious, folksy paintings by Haitian artists that he buys in street
markets, adding little bubbles of text to underscore a work’s mystery, or to inject a little bit of
humor.

Know More Games, of Brooklyn’s Donut District, has a gargantuan canvas by Daniel Heidkamp
propped in its tiny booth (it doesn’t come close to fitting) that the artist painted from a photograph
of his young self swinging a baseball bat. It’s gleeful, hilarious and menacing. Its Donut
District sister next door, 247365, has a tall, surprising triptych by Jamian Juliano-Villani,
who’s copped the ghostly, camp album cover for laser harp maestro Bernard Szajner’s 1980
album Some Deaths Take Forever and made it even more ghostly and campy but also kind of
scary.

Those two spaces I just mentioned are in the projects section of the fair, where the
most interesting action is. Too many of the full-sized gallery booths, meanwhile, are
dominated by safe, conservative abstract paintings that look like other, more-famous abstract
paintings. Or worse, they’re another layer removed, aping safe, conservative abstract
paintings that aim to look like other, more-famous abstract paintings. It’s getting bleak out there!
I’m tempted to name names, but this stuff is going to be gone so fast—or, at least, I hope that’s
what will happen—that it seems better to focus on more of the positive.

Toronto’s Cooper Cole gallery has a very fine solo booth by Sara Cwynar, for those going
through withdrawal since her Foxy Production show closed last week. She scans black and white
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pages of a darkroom manual, moving her source material mid-scan to tease out all sorts of
elegant glitches (including color). And Essex Flowers has a tastefully overblown booth of
quicksilver drawings by the indefatigable Brian Belott, including a few of the gorgeous collages
that he makes with a laminating machine. (Have you seen the video he made with artist Annie
Pearlman that has him lighting his hair on fire? It’s almost too good.)

Clifton Benevento has brought a strong selection of work by gallery artists Martin Soto Climent,
Polly Apfelbaum, Gina Beavers, Paul Cowan, Zak Kitnick and D’Ette Nogle, who has on offer 31
works/projects from her For Client Selection (Conversation Pieces) series, delicately walking the
line between good taste and bad: “A webcam of the artist’s studio for one year,” “Your spare
room listed on airbnb,” “A pet.”

P! has a Heather Rowe-designed booth (and a Rowe sculpture) with primo 1960s
geometric abstractions by Elaine Lustig Cohen, one serving as the ceiling. Eli Ping Frances
Perkins has a luxuriously austere booth of shimmering ceramic works (melded with synthetic
snakeskin) by Rochelle Goldberg, a displayed they heroically pulled together only last night,
when another gallery dropped out at the very last minute and they were asked to step in.

My favorite booth right now belongs to Callicoon Fine Arts, which is showing not only
the radiant landscapes of Etel Adnan, not only tight, spry paintings by the polymaths James Hoff
and Sadie Benning, but also a long row of the heartbreakingly tender, loving and slyly
funny miniature storefronts and apartment buildings that Nicholas Buffon makes out of strips of
painted paper, all carefully glued together by hand. They’re humble tributes to the city that
birthed NADA and that clearly remains, against steep odds, a vital place for contemporary art.
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May 2014 ARTnews

reviews: new york

Leslie Wayne
Jack Shainman
Leslie Wayne united the mediums of
painting and sculpture in this elegant and
cerebral show of eleven painted “studio
rags.” Using heavy applications of vis-
cous oil paint, she molded, shaped, and
otherwise manipulated the medium until
it took on a particular guise. Each
“Paint/Rag” was hung in isolation from
the others on a blank wall, underscoring
its elevation from an everyday functional
object into a complex one with multiple
meanings and associations, as well as
into a thing of beauty. 

Perhaps the most compelling aspect of
these “Paint/Rags” is that they convinc-
ingly adopt the underlying properties of
a common cloth. The modest pieces
maintain the size and basic tactile prop-
erties of rags, while they take on their
various new capabilities. In works such
as Paint/Rag #34 (2014) and Paint/Rag
#31 (2013), Wayne elevates the con-
structions into sumptuous-looking fab-
rics. Her paint simulates the rich texture
and ornate patterns of scarves one might
find in an open-air market.  

In Paint/Rag #29 (2013), she used an
egg-white paint, and then accented it
with only a few bursts of blue and yellow

between the folds. Thus the painting
assumed a glossy veneer and took
on an architectural form and atti-
tude. In the right light, it looked as
though it were moving subtly—
coming alive in some way. But lying
at the core of this multifaceted con-
struction is nothing more than the
idea of an ordinary rag.  

Wayne inventively demonstrates
in these constructions the unex-
pected dual nature and dynamism
to be found in seemingly humble
articles, and by extension, everyday
activities. —Stephanie Strasnick

Brian O’Doherty
P! and Simone Subal
A pair of overlapping exhibitions
brought fresh attention to the en-
tertaining conceptual output of
Brian O’Doherty, an Irish artist,
writer, educator, and one-time edi-
tor of Art in America. Works from
1951 to a new, site-specific installation
were included in the exhibitions. O’Do-
herty has inhabited several fictional per-
sonae, including a British bon vivant and
a female art critic, though certainly his
best-known alter ego was Patrick Ireland.
The name was adopted as a political

protest in 1972, and the artist
vowed to use it proudly until
the last British soldier left Ire-
land. (He used the moniker
until 2008 when a mock fu-
neral for Ireland was held.)  

At P! a mixed-media tower
stood at the center of the small
gallery. Viewers were to peek
into the eye-level hexagonal
structure of the work, titled
Sight (Narcissus), 1966, and
witness several reflected re-
flections of reflections of a
classical bust of Narcissus. The
work, perhaps a sly reference
to Marcel Duchamp’s mysteri-
ous, erotic Étant donnés
(1946–66), was also viewable
only though a peephole.  

Duchamp and O’Doherty
were friends and collabora-
tors, sharing an interest in
chess, sex, and language.
O’Doherty was an early cham-
pion of video as a medium for
art. Playing on a monitor set
on the floor was the video

Structural Play: Vowel Grid (1970), in
which two men are acting out an appar-
ently absurd biomechanical theater piece
on a grid. They wear white outfits and
cones over their faces and shout instruc-
tions in an abstracted form of Ogham, an
ancient Celtic language denoted by
notches or hash marks on stone. All
human interaction in O’Doherty’s world
is subject to instructions and restric-
tions. The rules laid down in his art-
works are based on empirical
observations of humankind as well as on
an approach that mingles logic and per-
ception. A sound can become a painting,
and human sexual intercourse might be
reducible to a handmade spreadsheet. 

Simone Subal presented a new installa-
tion in acrylic, titled Rope Drawing #122:
Here/Now (2014). Geometric forms
painted on the gallery walls were
“framed” by rope tied at angles from the
ceiling to the floor. The fractal-like lines
of rope outlined the portal shapes, and
the work was best experienced with a
partner to walk through it while you
watched that person with one eye closed.
Beside the drawings, sculptures, and the
same video that was being looped at P!
gallery, there was O’Doherty’s 1966 “por-
trait” of Duchamp—a wood construction
with glass and motor and a round hole
through which could be viewed the
French master’s heartbeat. 

—Doug McClemont
Leslie Wayne, Paint/Rag #31, 2013, oil on panel, 

14" x 9" x 41⁄2". Jack Shainman.

Brian O’Doherty, A Geographical Notation on Equivalence 
and Multivalence of Meaning (Arse / Ass), 1965, 

typewriter and ink on paper, 11" x 81⁄2". Simone Subal.
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Apr 4, 2014

THE DAILY PIC: This is the trace of Marcel Duchamp’s heartbeat,
recorded 48 years ago today by a doctor named Brian O’Doherty,
better known by far as a critic and conceptual artist (often under the
pseudonym Patrick Ireland, assumed in honor of his homeland’s
struggles with England). The heartbeat is on display in a lovely little
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survey of some of O’Doherty’s output, shared between Simone Subal
gallery in New York and a nearby gallery called “P!”

Duchamp’s EKG is one element in what went on to become
O’Doherty’s 16-part “portrait” of the great Dada artist, which also
includes a kinetic light sculpture that seems to reproduce the
oscillograph trace of Duchamp’s heart actually beating. (That piece is
also at Subal’s). And the composite portrait is evidence of a
precariously balanced love-hate re lationship that O’Doherty had with
its subject – the relationship all ambitious artists have with their most
important forerunner.  

Duchamp once said that “after twenty years [artworks] are finished.
Their life is over. They survive all right, because they are part of art
history, and art history is not art. I don’t believe in preserving, I think as
I said that a work of art dies.” In his portrait, O’Doherty self-consciously
set out to prove Duchamp wrong, by making a piece that would keep
the Frenchman’s presence and legacy – and heartbeat – “alive”
wherever and whenever the portrait is shown. “I’ve made Duchamp
live 250 years; It’s very cruel, but he deserved it,” O’Doherty told me
after a talk that he gave at Subal’s.  But of course O’Doherty’s cruelty is
also a gesture of absolute homage, from O’Doherty to a genius – and a
friend – upon whom he wished endless life.

It has often been said that a fine portrait confers as much immortality on
its maker as on its sitter. But the question here is whether we are
contemplating a portrait of Duchamp or by him – drawn in fact with
each beat of his heart. We sometimes come across someone whom
we bill as an artist through and through, in every fiber of their body, and
maybe here we’re seeing Duchamp prove that he’s one. (Image –
margins cropped for clarity – is courtesy the artist, P! and Simone
Subal Gallery)

The Daily Pic also appears at blogs.artinfo.com/the-daily-pic. For a full
inventory of past Daily Pics visit blakegopnik.com/archive.

Posted at 3:00 PM 
[Permalink] 1,389 notes   #art  #marcel duchamp  #brian o'doherty  #simone subal 
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BRIAN O’DOHERTY Connecting the ...
by Kara L. Rooney

SIMONE SUBAL AND P! | MARCH 2 – APRIL 20, 2014

It is nearly impossible to summarize the various contributions Brian O’Doherty has made to the art
world over the past five decades. Artist, critic, and writer, the famed editor of Art in America (1971 –
74) and pioneer of the “conceptual double issue” 5+6 of the magazine-in-a-box Aspen, as well as the
author of several novels and critical essays, including the seminal text “Inside The White Cube: The
Ideology of the Gallery Space” (1976), O’Doherty—until 2008 also known by his artistic pseudonym,
Patrick Ireland— has continually slipped the trap of classification. A two-venue exhibition of
O’Doherty’s visual work, concurrently on view at Simone Subal and P! galleries on Manhattan’s
Lower East Side, largely examines the output of these prolific years, with drawings, sculptures, and
site-specific installations that span as far back as O’Doherty’s time as a medical student in 1951, to
the present. The mirrored, joint exhibitions offer an eclectic overview of the artist’s probing
intellectual and existentialist pursuits, subjects that range as widely as the semantic structure of
language to our comparative experience of space, the exploration of individual identity, art
historical tropes, and a personal (and formative) obsession with chess.

The capacity of language, as a means of approaching relational and individual meaning, has always
posed a quandary; what is articulated is rarely what is received, the problem of speech existing in
the interstitial gaps that frame our understanding of the self and of others. Along these lines,
O’Doherty has made the visual and semantic exploration of language’s communicative flaws his life’s
work. His Structural Plays, two-person acts in which performers engage in a type of conversational
call and response, illuminate the complexities of context and inflection characteristic of any spoken
exchange. “Structural Play: Violence” (1968), one of 10 such works by O’Doherty and exhibited here
in the graphic form of ink on paper, consists of 16 movements by two participants. Framed by two
60 × 60-inch grids placed approximately five feet apart, each actor, according to the drawing’s
instructions, is assigned the task of stating a simple phrase (the script comprised of one of the many
conversations overheard and recorded by O’Doherty
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world over the past five decades. Artist, critic, and writer, the famed editor of Art in America (1971 –
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O’Doherty’s visual work, concurrently on view at Simone Subal and P! galleries on Manhattan’s
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site-specific installations that span as far back as O’Doherty’s time as a medical student in 1951, to
the present. The mirrored, joint exhibitions offer an eclectic overview of the artist’s probing
intellectual and existentialist pursuits, subjects that range as widely as the semantic structure of
language to our comparative experience of space, the exploration of individual identity, art
historical tropes, and a personal (and formative) obsession with chess.

The capacity of language, as a means of approaching relational and individual meaning, has always
posed a quandary; what is articulated is rarely what is received, the problem of speech existing in
the interstitial gaps that frame our understanding of the self and of others. Along these lines,
O’Doherty has made the visual and semantic exploration of language’s communicative flaws his life’s
work. His Structural Plays, two-person acts in which performers engage in a type of conversational
call and response, illuminate the complexities of context and inflection characteristic of any spoken
exchange. “Structural Play: Violence” (1968), one of 10 such works by O’Doherty and exhibited here
in the graphic form of ink on paper, consists of 16 movements by two participants. Framed by two
60 × 60-inch grids placed approximately five feet apart, each actor, according to the drawing’s
instructions, is assigned the task of stating a simple phrase (the script comprised of one of the many
conversations overheard and recorded by O’Doherty
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Brian O’Doherty, “Structural Play: Violence,” 1968. Ink
on paper 29 × 23 .̋ Image courtesy of the artist, P!, and
Simone Subal Gallery.

during his daily encounters between 1967 and 1970).
Each movement placed emphasis on a different word in
the sentence: “Sentences are spoken briskly with
emphasis on capitalized word. The number of words in
the sentence determines the number of squares claimed.
Movements should be brisk. Both movers lead with right
foot,” and so on, the drawing stipulates. The speed of
the performers’ enactment, their intonation of the script
—“I’LL bust your fucking ass; I’ll BUST your fucking
ass”—and androgynously presented personas, signaled
by identical costumes in white stocking masks and red
codpieces, determine the Socratic cleverness of the work,
where the vernacular patterns that define daily
interaction and receipt are repeatedly called into
question. 

“Structural Play: Vowel Grid” (1970), for which both
spaces have screened videos of the original performance
on floorbound television monitors, also utilizes the
rapidity of performed movement, diction of the players, and organizing principle of the grid for its
visual and auditory punch. Here, however, as opposed to the aggressively charged verbiage that
defined “Violence,” the emphasis is placed on the vowel sounds that make up the Celtic Ogham
language, where the exclaimed phonic structures—the “broad” vowels A, O, U, and “slender” vowels,
E and I— act as a type of cultural reality formation, a notion supported by Wittgenstein’s theory of
utterance as an image of reality. Via the deliberate actions of the performers and their almost
sculptural cries, our connection to sound and speaker constantly shifts. Such powerful aural effects
reference the writings of linguists like Walter Ong, wherein exploring the function of sound in
primary oral cultures he states:

the phenomenology of sound enters deeply into human beings’ feel for existence, as processed by the spoken
word…the centering action of sound (the field of sound is not spread out before me but all around me) affects

man’s sense of the cosmos, and by extension, his situational place in the world.1

Staged within the ancient stone ringfort of Grianan of Aileach, thought to have been built by the Uí
Néill prior to the sixth century C.E., the “Vowel Grid” performance assumes specific socio-political,
historio-lingual, and aesthetic overtones for O’Doherty—those of Minimalism and Conceptualism,
envisioned via the artist’s use of the grid as both a practical and conceptual solution for disarming
the systematic structure of linear reading, and complex ties to his homeland’s turbulent history,
visible in the breathtaking views of the Irish countryside that make up the work’s dramatic
backdrop. For this viewer, however, the experience was much more alien, the juxtaposition of vivid
landscape and guttural calls conspiring to produce an approximation of awareness more akin to the
subconscious plane.
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Brian O’Doherty, “Rope Drawing #122: Here/Now,”
2014. Acrylic paint, rope 13 × 17 × 19 .̋ Image courtesy
of the artist, P!, and Simone Subal Gallery.

 The Structural Plays are children of the chessboard,”
O’Doherty writes in a letter to the former director of the
Orchard Gallery, Liam Kelly, “which is where my grids
come from. The idea of chess was fascinating.” The plays
and drawings thus serve as both vocal and visual scores,
producing meaning on multiple levels situated
simultaneously within the graphic structure of the grid
and verbal recounting of narrative without imposing a
hierarchy of forms. With these works, O’Doherty points
to and reinvents historical fact. He suggests that
relational understanding is just as much about context,
about one’s history and experience in the world that
instructs us how to interact and understand one
another, as it is about a set way of interacting within our linguistic environment. 

Other works in this vein include “AOU, The Broad Vowels” (2005), a 6 × 6-foot painting in liquitex
on canvas, that spells out the equivalent markings of the Oghum broad vowels, as well as “One Here
Now” (1970), in which the viewers reflection is mirrored by two narrow plinths of aluminum on
wood, conjoined at a 45 degree angle, with incised notches that spell out the work’s title in the
succinct lexicon of Oghum markings. This use of drawn text, particularly in the instance of the
Ogham script, whose written language is a matter of charted lines (A=one vertical slash or l, O=ll,
U=lll and so on), is thus comprised of warring dualities, apparent in the artist’s struggle to free the
word from the orderly structure imposed upon it by its written form, while at the same time
embracing its most human qualities in the mark’s relation to visuality.

Such experiential exploration extends to the notions of space as well, most poignantly in “Rope
Drawing #120: Here and Now” (2014), made specifically for the Simone Subal gallery. This
bifurcated immersive environment features four portals, two painted on opposite walls and two that
open freely into the space, their boundaries delimited by alternating white and orange rope. An
elongated rectangular black portal forms the locus of one wall, with a hot lavender pyramidal shape
surrounding its frame. Moss green triangular forms lock the purple hue into position equally on the
left and right sides, with a royal blue shape hovering above the plotted geometry as if to indicate sky.
From this arithmetic wall painting extend multiple pieces of rope, dividing the gallery into identical
portals from which one can enter or exit the installation. Depending on one’s position within the
piece, our optical comprehension of the space is destabilized: as soon as an individual breaks the
frame, the illusion of two-dimensional form is shattered. 

O’Doherty’s occupation with identity formation also appears throughout the exhibition. It is present
in the artist’s idiosyncratic portraits of Wittgenstein and Marcel Duchamp (the latter of which he
made 16 non-pictorial representations in sum), as well as his intimately delicate drawings in
graphite, one of himself as a young man in 1957, and two of an unnamed girl from 1951. “Past,
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Present, Future: Portrait of the artist Aet. 7” from 1967 confirms this musing curiosity, the
handwritten text a meditation on presence and its associated analysis: Looking at the shopfront,
which turned logic into paradox, reversed future and past … his triplicated body was perilously
sustained. The portraits humanize the exhibit, wherein the rigor of intellectual and
phenomenological endeavors give way to the infinite array of possibilities vital to the formation of
self and memory. 

Ultimately, O’Doherty makes what is invisible visible—he points with witty eloquence to the instability
of spatial presence, normative speech, and most importantly, our temporal sense of being in the
world. His objects and performances, charged with the erratic and sentient markers that define a life
lived, are his contribution, for in denying any sense of narrative closure O’Doherty reminds us, often
with an invocation of the trickster’s playfulness, that we alone are in command of our making and
ultimately, our becoming. 

NOTES

1. Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy (New York: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 1982/2002), p. 72.

MORE ARTICLES BY THE AUTHOR

Kara L. Rooney
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Installation view at Subal. (Courtesy Simone Subal

Gallery)

ON VIEW

‘Brian O’Doherty: Connecting
the…’ at P! and Simone
Subal Gallery
BY WILL HEINRICH  4/02 5:10AM

Go to P! on Broome Street. Pause in front of
the two typewritten pages of A Geographical
Notation on Equivalence and Multivalence of
Meaning (Arse/Ass), by the artist Brian
O’Doherty. (You may know him better by the
name Patrick Ireland, which he used from
1972 to 2008.) Chuckle at the possibilities for
hilariously blue transatlantic misunderstanding
implicit in the word “fanny.” Proceed to the
back, past six framed drawings of grids, lines,
text and instructions for performances to be
enacted on grids; a 3-by-3-foot white grid on

the floor next to a monitor in which two men march around a large multicolored grid; and Sight
(Narcissus), a 6-foot-tall viewing box that makes of consciousness something like the black box
of pain at the beginning of Dune. You will find two framed drawings, both titled Drawing of Girl
and showing exactly the same bodiless head in profile. But on the left, a second brief outline
hovers before her forehead like a tutelary genius, while cascading waves of graphite hair cover
her eyes; and on the right, whether thanks to intervention in flesh by this genius or to the body’s
own opposition to itself, she can see. Continue to Simone Subal on the Bowery, where the
narrow ropes of Rope Drawing #120: Here and Now carry the hard edges of two geometric wall
paintings up to the ceiling and down to several screws drilled right into the middle of the concrete
floor. Wittgenstein’s face in pencil, Marcel Duchamp’s EKG, another monitor and performance—
you will resolve it all or resolve to give up on resolution, with the help of a mirror and Ogham, the
ancient Irish tally-mark alphabet, which presses the edges and corners of monuments into
meaning by either crossing them or not. If you stick your face into the two tall, perpendicular,
aluminum-on-wood ingots of One Here Now, you will see yourself double, disappear or move
closer, while the needle-like white Ogham scratches—they spell out “one here now”—float on a
concurrent plane, either defining the whole or irrelevant to it, as you prefer.

(Through April 20, 2014)

FOLLOW WILL HEINRICH VIA RSS.

TAGS: ON VIEW

Sign up for our Newsletter

Send an anonymous tip
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Share Email
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Brian O’Doherty
P!
334 Broome Street
March 2–Apri l  20
Attempting to trace Brian O’Doherty’s artistic concerns through his
seven decade career is akin to falling down a rabbit hole. This
would undoubtedly please the artist, who delights in the type of
misdirection that aims at inspiring deeper thought. His output
includes mazelike grids (Vowel Grid, 1970) among other
labyrinthsinspired imagery like his rope drawings (notably Rope
Drawing #120: Here and Now, 2014) in which warrens of colored
segments are teased by ropes in three dimensions to create
masterful parallaxes.

These works, on view as part of a joint exhibition presented by P!
and Simone Subal, demonstrate the continuing currency of
O’Doherty’s thinking. AOU, The Broad Vowels, 2005, comes from
the period he worked under the pseudonym Patrick Ireland,
which he assumed between 1972 and 2008 in protest over the
political situation in Ireland. Here, O’Doherty employs trompe
l’oeil through color and line to illustrate how the eye can confuse,
mislead, and obfuscate. Also depicted are painted shapes of the
titular vowels, which come from Ogham, an ancient Celtic
language written as dashes and lines and never spoken aloud,
that emphasize his interest in delineating underlying visual
patterns to describe systems of existence, thought, and communication.

For O’Doherty, beyond trick lies reason. Just as the artist’s “Inside the White Cube” essays—originally published
in Artforum between 1976 and 1986—indicates how a gallery space is anything but neutral, these paired
exhibitions enable a reading of O’Doherty that discusses ways of seeing beyond surfaces. A Geographical
Notation on Equivalence and Multivalence of Meaning (Arse / Ass), 1965, describes the potential for glorious
misunderstanding when attempting to communicate about sex in Ireland versus the United States—the different
meanings of the words “tramp” and “bum” being a case in point. O’Doherty’s famous portrait of Marcel Duchamp
as an electrocardiogram, Portrait of Marcel Duchamp, Lead 1, Slow Heartbeat, 1966, is shown here, too. As with
Ogham, the heartbeat is unspoken—ultimately, however, what could be more fundamental to a person’s
existence.

— Gemma Tipton

Br ian O ’Doher ty , Portrait of Marcel
Duchamp,  1966, lead 1, slow heartbeat, wood,
glass, liquitex, motor, 17 x 17 x 8".

Brian O’Doherty
SIMONE SUBAL GALLERY
131 Bowery, 2nd floor
March 2–Apri l  20
Attempting to trace Brian O’Doherty’s artistic concerns through his
seven decade career is akin to falling down a rabbit hole. This
would undoubtedly please the artist, who delights in the type of
misdirection that aims at inspiring deeper thought. His output
includes mazelike grids (Vowel Grid, 1970) among other
labyrinthsinspired imagery like his rope drawings (notably Rope
Drawing #120: Here and Now, 2014) in which warrens of colored
segments are teased by ropes in three dimensions to create
masterful parallaxes.

These works, on view as part of a joint exhibition presented by P!
and Simone Subal, demonstrate the continuing currency of
O’Doherty’s thinking. AOU, The Broad Vowels, 2005, comes from
the period he worked under the pseudonym Patrick Ireland,
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The New York Times, March 28, 2014P!
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Prem Krishnamurthy
by Zachary Sachs

Prem Krishnamurthy discusses Chinatown storefronts,
the importance of friction, and "P" words.

Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix, Performance view with Thomas Brinkmann, 23
June 2013. All photos courtesy of Naho Kubota.

In September 2012, Prem Krishnamurthy, a founder of design firm Project
Projects, opened what he called, “a Mom-and-Pop-Kunsthalle,” at 334 Broome
Street, in Chinatown. Named P!, the gallery has rotated through a diverse
sequence of shows. It opened with Process 01: Joy, which included prints by
graphic designer Karel Martins, a social sculpture by Christine Hill, and
documentary photographs by Chauncey Hare. Possibility 02: Growth, and
Permutation 03 accelerated the evolution of exhibition structure, with constantly-
changing incarnations of each program enlisting a wide range of collaborators
including sonic sculptor Katarzyna Krakowiak, avant-garde clothing designers
Slow and Steady Wins the Race, and techno-conceptual musician Thomas
Brinkmann. Other recent exhibitions included French cooperative Société Réaliste
and The Ceiling Should be Green, a curatorial collaboration between
Krishnamurthy and Ali Wong, for which they invited a Feng Shui master to advise

Art : Interview March 4, 2014
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their choice of artists and installation.

I spoke to Krishnamurthy about the significance of iteration in his shows and the
gallery’s emphasis on the juxtaposition of disciplines.

Zachary Sachs What first attracted you to the storefront that P! occupies?

Prem Krishnamurthy The first thing was the location. It was right around the
corner from Project Projects. But another thing was that it was street-level. The
other spaces I'd been looking at, many of them were on the second or third floor.
And I think I didn't know it until I saw the place, but I found that it was very
important that it be public, on the street level. I liked the weirdness of the space.
It used to be an old exhaust systems contracting office, so it was divided up
between two offices with interior windows between them, which seemed really
strange to me, and I liked it. I saw the interior windows and immediately knew I
wanted to project film works on them. And I knew that they presented an
obstacle, it's not necessarily a great space for many people who want to run a
gallery or exhibition space, because there's only one door. And you can only
show work that fits through that door—but to me, it's a great constraint. The
elements that I introduced with the architects, Leong Leong, like the moving wall,
became an important part of the space, that constantly reconfigures it. It’s like a
game playing piece. You cannot take it out of the space, because it’s too large.

ZS And yet it transforms the relationships between things inside.

PK That's right. It's such a simple thing, but it's these details: the fact that it's not
rectilinear—it's a parallelogram. It creates these weird relationships. It was
important to me that the architecture of the space not be just a passive thing, but
somehow be activated.

ZS Does the architecture change with each exhibition, acting as an equal member,
alongside the art? Is it more part of the curatorial voice? Or is that not a
meaningful distinction?

PK Well, it is a meaningful distinction, but that's the kind of distinction that I'd
call into question. Whether a decision is a curatorial decision or an artistic
decision or a design decision or just a decision that is conditioned by the space:
all of those things coexist. There's no definitive way to tease out whose agency a
particular decision is; those things are enmeshed.

BombMagazine.org, March 4, 2014
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Installation view of Permutation 03.3: Re-Production showing work by
Peter Rostovsky.

ZS And how do you see the space's context, its being in Chinatown, as
participating in—or having an effect on—the shows?

PK The main thing is: if you have a gallery in Chelsea, there’s a relatively
homogenous group of people that go over there. You have the High Line, but if
you're in Chelsea on 22nd or 24th street between Tenth and Eleventh Avenue,
you're a person going to a gallery. That's a self-selecting public. The opportunity
of being in this particular spot is that it's a mixed public. Broome Street is a
major access point in Manhattan—I often try to use the storefront in an active
way. To make the storefront as much part of the space as anything inside of it.

ZS And so the image of the outside of the space is an aspect of every show.

PK Exactly. The signage is in Chinese and English, and there are shows that
incorporate things that relate to Chinese culture in particular ways. It's true that
the majority of people that end up coming here probably are from more or less
the same cultural space, but then there are also always people that just stop
outside. If people stop outside, even if they don't make it through the door, the
space still does something. And that's important to me.

ZS And even if you end up with much the same crowd, that crowd is still taken
out of the context of rows of white cubes.

BombMagazine.org, March 4, 2014
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PK Yes. And many people who walk in here don't know what to make of it. That’s
a positive thing. I'm interested in the space feeling very, very different from show
to show. And so when we did a show at the beginning of this six-month cycle on
copying, where Rich Brilliant Willing worked with us to make the space into a
reading room, you'd be amazed how many people said, "Oh, so you're a
bookstore now? You're a reading room?" And I said, "No, it's an exhibition." And
they were like, "What do you mean?" I want to create that confusion. When Slow
and Steady Wins the Race opened a weeklong pop up shop here, as part of a
show, same thing. "Are you a retail store? Are you selling bags or are you a
gallery?" And I replied, "Both/and." It's encouraging that people still don't know
what the hell we are.

ZS The emphasis on the juxtaposition of design and artwork and architecture,
each being its own element of each exhibition, might serve to de-familiarize each
of them from each other, right?

PK That's definitely the goal, but rather than having them be purely separate, we'd
collapse the distinctions between them somehow. At the opening of Permutation
03.4: Re-Mix, you could think we were a club, or something. Thomas Brinkmann
was playing these records on a sound system and people were dancing, for an
hour and a half or two, and there were a lot of people there purely because they
were techno fans, who heard that Thomas Brinkmann was in town, and they came
and they were excited. That kind of encounter is good. If we keep bringing
different audiences in, and they encounter other things they might not have seen
in their native context, then I think the space is doing what it wants to do.

ZS So part of what it "wants to do," in this sense would be—and correct me if I'm
wrong—to break down a distinction between art and design?

PK Well, I wouldn't say it's breaking down the distinction. Because ultimately I
would say those distinctions aren't there to be made but are conditional and
contextual. What's design and what's art has much to do with who's doing the
looking, and at what point we are in the life cycle of the object (now or in a
thousand years, for example), as any other factor. So I'm not necessarily
interested in the distinction between art and design (or architecture or music or
fashion or fiction writing, for that matter), but rather creating a new space of
viewership for it all. It’s more about putting these cultural objects into
conversation, and calling out the fact that sometimes they function in similar and

BombMagazine.org, March 4, 2014
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sometimes in dissimilar ways. Also, I'd like to create a context in which people
may work in a way that is non-native to them, to have people doing things in this
space that are—not, maybe, outside of their practice, but are perhaps
underrepresented in their practice. And that itself is speaking to the question of
disciplinary boundaries. Rather than being defined by a particular idea of what an
artist does or what a designer does or what a musician does, thinking about how
those things resonate with all the other ideas surrounding them. In a way, it's
natural that, given that I'm a graphic designer, there's going to be a lot of design,
but I don't think about it as being a space about graphic design. I think of those
things as being part of the same dialogue that I have with conceptual art, or
music, or architecture, and so it makes sense that those things would be brought
together.

ZS It sounds like your role as the organizer is to create a place where this can
happen. In one press release, I remember you say you seek, "to emphasize
rupture over tranquility, and interference over mere coexistence," which in turns
reminds me of an Experimental Jetset quote, something like, "design ought to
perforate the thing it communicates."

Installation view of The Ceiling Should be Green, 2013.

PK Hmm, yeah. I hadn't heard that particular quote, but the idea of perforation is,
in some ways, right—in that individual agencies are somehow made manifest,
and visible, creating a rupture or break. In most art systems, there is some sort
of suppression of certain kinds of agency. In many exhibitions, one talks about

BombMagazine.org, March 4, 2014
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artists, or curators, as discrete entities that do these very discrete things. But it's
clear, I think, to people who are working as artists or curators—or as designers
or anything really, involved with installation—that there's a lot of overlap and
ambiguity between those roles. But most of the time in the end it's cleaned up,
there's a way in which things are presented as being straightforward. It's listed,
who does what. Coming from a background of designing exhibitions, it seems
clear that in curating a show you sometimes function as a designer, but being an
artist can also mean you're organizing the work of other artists. Essentially giving
a sense of display to things. And with "perforation," if you like, the idea isn't to
make things disappear but to emphasize the friction. And since P! is a small
space, it would be impossible to achieve that neutrality, where there's nothing
else that interferes with a single work. Unless if you only showed one work. In
fact, the works are always overlapping: and I think that's generally the case
everywhere, but it often seems like there's a desire to push works apart, and give
each of them their sacred autonomy. And there are lots of reasons why that
happens in terms of the market. In here, it's both an impossibility and an
intentional desire to have the works speak to each other in intimate ways.

ZS It seems like lately there's been a return to designing exhibitions in opposition
to the white cube. Or as with Thomas Demand's La Carte d'Après Nature and the
recreation of the 1969 exhibition When Attitudes Become Form in Venice last
year, there's a lot more focus on the relationship between the space and the
object. Does that feel like it's an emerging impulse?
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Installation view of Possibility 02: Growth, featuring Provopoli by Aaron
Gemmill, 2012.

PK When I started doing this, I wasn't thinking of it as coming from any particular
place, except being a certain curatorial idea, and also a certain idea of how things
were going to speak to each other. But I think you're right that one could
definitely speak to related approaches in Venice this year. The idea that there are
these juxtapositions between works and contexts with totally different intentions,
and in being put into a space they start to create a third term. That's very much in
the air now. Of course that's what graphic designers have been doing for a long
time. If you're Richard Hollis designing Ways of Seeing, or any designer making a
book, you're thinking about how to put together these essentially disparate
forms: text and image, images of different contexts, and trying to create a thing
that places them meaningfully within a space. And so I'd say that the classic tenet
of graphic design is this sort of juxtaposition. Maybe it's just that it goes in and
out of vogue in a curatorial sense. There are moments when one thinks more
about the autonomy of the object or the autonomy of the artist, and there are
moments when one thinks more about the interrelationship of objects. For
example, when you're talking about re-installation of When Attitudes Become
Form in Venice, that's one of the things you see. You see that, when Harald
Szeemann put together the original show, the works are really on top of each
other. There are these spaces where you can barely even walk through them, and
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maybe you think, "Oh that wouldn't even pass ADA requirements at any museum
in the US." Of course in those cases it's more often than not that the neighboring
objects are "like" each other. . . But I think there's still a different sense than if
you're going to a show where the idea is that it is an entire space, or the work
should somehow be isolated and create its own sui generis context.

ZS In another place you say you see the gallery as being "visitor-focused." How
do you see that differing from, say, a traditional gallery?

PK There was a conversation that happened in Art Basel last year that outlined for
me a major difference between my approach and that of a more traditional gallery
model. There was a panel about mega-galleries, and a New York gallerist was
saying how, as with any small business, he has to think about his clients. And his
clients are artists and collectors. And he seemed to say that critical voices, like
writers or the press or whatever, weren't his audience. So I asked, how do you
feel about a broader public, or a different public? The response: That's not my
job, to speak to a broader public. Obviously, with this project I too am speaking
to a certain art and design discourse. But it's important to me that people walking
by, seeing this work in the store window, don't necessarily know it's an artwork,
but they look at it. Both in design, and in curating, it's a Brechtian estrangement,
instead of the medium being presented as totally transparent and disappearing.
It's going to affect what it's mediating one way or the other, there's no other way
that it could be.

ZS Something can't not be produced.

PK Right, it can either pretend that production doesn't exist, or it can
acknowledge that it does, and be straightforward about it. And I would hope to be
straightforward about the fact that things are being mediated one way or the
other.

ZS One line in description of the Permutation 03.x caught my eye: "multiples of a
religious or political icon extend their reach and efficacy, whereas a duplicated
file, painting, handbag, or cityscape violates legal and ethical strictures.
Questions of capital and power lie at the core: who owns the original versus who
is producing the copy." Is there a specific politics implicit in the curatorial
attitude, or merely the existence of politics within this context?

PK No, there's very explicitly a politics. Part of the space is also about asking
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questions about commerce and culture and how intertwined those things are. In
the case of this show, it's been evoked in a number of different ways. In the
previous show in the cycle [Permutation 03.3], Peter Rostovsky was showing
digital paintings that are distributed for free online. There was a pamphlet that we
produced with him, a new text, a dialogue about painting and politics, and the
question of how to create a mass-produced, democratic artwork, that's neither
kitsch nor something that's elite. This came out of Peter's involvement with the
Occupy movement and the contradictions it raises for artists. Such questions
about distribution, and democracy are pretty intrinsic to everything we do here.

Installation view of A rough guide to Hell by Société Réaliste, 2013.

The reason that I'm interested in looking into models outside of the white cube is
not just because I'm interested in breaking some norm; it's because the white
cube exists to create a certain kind of value. It exists to generate a certain kind of
object, to sanctify it. Display is an important and powerful thing but it's often not
acknowledged. Of course it works very differently in a commercial sphere. But in
any case I'm interested in making that thing apparent. It's a kind of self-reflexivity
about display and how it produces value as much as it is also about the things
being shown.

After all so much of normal gallery discourse is about access to knowledge. You
typically have a person who sits behind a desk somewhere, and they hold the
checklist and the press release. You walk in and there a lot of things on the wall,
and there's nothing that tells you what they are. If you want to know what they
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are, you go up and get a press release. I had a strange encounter the other day. I
was talking to a performing arts institution about a project, and they asked me if
there was admission to the shows here, and that made me realize there's a total
gulf there. We go to galleries, we're conversant in the norms. We know that if we
want information, we go and ask for the checklist. If we're dressed well enough,
we can ask for a price list. We know these modes and we navigate them fluidly.
But the truth is many people don't. My parents walk into a gallery, they have no
idea what you do there. Unless there's a wall label, they don't know who it's by,
they don't know they're allowed to ask somebody. In fact the whole point of the
person behind the desk seems to be to scare you into not wanting to ask.

ZS And does that gulf strike you as being another thing you're exploiting in the
way you hang shows?

PK In every case we try to tweak some parameter. The second show that we did
was about real estate and the scarcity of space, all of the information about the
different parts of the exhibition were given on those hanging real estate signs in
the front window. That had a description of each of the works and their price, if
they were for sale. The idea was, a real estate office operates on a different
principle: to make the information visible.

ZS Someone told me the other day that those signs in the windows of real estate
offices are often not of available properties, but rather of properties that people
want, which are not necessarily available. Not just the ones stamped "sold,"
either. Just to get people to walk in. In a sense the motivation in your display was
almost the same as to the formula you copied. Speaking of which, there was a
cycle of exhibitions entirely about copying.

PK Copying, yes. Really that came together from thinking about questions of
originality and influence, and feeling like those were questions looming very large
in my own design practice and curatorial practice. As well as from the gut
impulse, that I've always had, that designers and artists tend to think about
questions of influence in very different ways. There's a mode of citing things
that's acceptable in one discourse but not another. But then if you cross those
lines, you're allowed to steal wholesale. But it depends on whether you're doing it
within a disciplinary narrative or not.

There was this book by Marcus Boon, In Praise of Copying, that I was reading
when I was formulating the series. In his view, everything is a copy, in one way or
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another. Thus the name "Permutations.” The shows are all, in one sense,
permutations of each other. They repeat each other formally, works reappearing
and so on. One show has a new version of an Oliver Laric piece that was in a
prior iteration of the show. And there are spatial elements that recur. So instead
of thinking of something as being original, these things are really permutations of
previous versions, and they're circulating fluently, and the point isn't the original
idea but the specific substantiation of the thing: taking it in the own context of its
making.

ZS Right, and the very word "permutation" reminds me of the Ship of Theseus
paradox, where the boat is rebuilt plank by plank until no original planks are left.
Is it the same ship? is it a copy?

PK In graphic design, I'm always thinking: which things are referencing other
things? So, in a sense, this project is also meant as a corrective, because I tend to
think of things as being very linear. In The Shape of Time George Kubler makes
the point that instead of linear cycles of succession and influence, in fact
influence moves in various directions, forward and backward.

ZS In a discussion of regimes in art, Jacques Rancière argued that the notion that
abstract art was not something that emerged fully formed in the 19th century, but
was made possible by an existing a logic of abstraction that was repeated
throughout time, so in Veronese for example, there's an underlying sense of
abstraction even if the paintings are ostensibly figurative.

PK Yes, exactly, and, again, in Semir Alschausky's Veronese "copy" in
Permutation 3.4; that's  precisely his argument. His discourse comes out of an
opposition between socialist realism versus abstraction. The reason why he's
interested in Veronese in particular is about how abstraction emerged from color.

Similarly, Robin Kinross cites the origin of modern typography not as the 1920s
with Paul Renner or the Bauhaus, but rather in works like Joseph Moxon's 17th-
century printing manual. That was the moment when printing, rather than being a
"black art," guarded and guilded, started to become a skilled trade. It was the first
time someone articulated the principles of typography and how to print. It
became disseminate-able and open. That was, for him, the moment modern
typography begins.

And obviously that's just another reframing of terms, but I think he sees what we
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see as being 20th-century modern typography actually coming out of this much-
older movement, which has the same principles but only at a certain moment
becomes self-conscious.

ZS Do you see there being any specific predecessors, in terms of curators or
historical gallerists who have inspired your approach at P!?

PK The people I feel most inspired by are people like Judith Barry, who is an artist
but who moves between the realms of art, architecture, exhibition design,
writing, and more. Group Material was really important example for me. I
wouldn't say predecessor in a direct way, but I admire them for bringing things of
different contexts into a single space. In their case, much more in the mode of
making an artwork: which is not what I'm interested in. I guess I also see my
influences in this being less curatorial models and more wide-ranging, as design
but not just design. I like the idea of a World's Fair. You put all these things
together, and there they are.

ZS Okay, so, "Process," "Possibility," "Permutation"—what happens when you run
out of "P" words?

PK The dictionary's pretty big. . . And, well, you know, we might be done with
that thing.

Zachary Sachs is a New York-based writer, curator, and archivist. He contributes
to Domus, Artforum.com, and publishes the music zine Ply. Most recently he
organized "Primary Sources," a historical survey of the avant-garde at School of
Visual Arts from 1966–1985.

P! is located at 334 Broome Street in New York. "Brian O'Doherty: Connecting the
..." is on view there and at Simone Subal through April 20.

Tags: Installation (exhibition), Architecture, Curating
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Sensitive to Art & its Discontents

Rainbows to No Place: Société Réaliste
and the Ayn Rand Apocalypse
by David Markus on October 12, 2013

Installation view, “A rough guide to Hell” by Société Réaliste at P! (photo by Naho Kubota)

There is no way out of entanglement. The only responsible course is to deny oneself
the ideological misuse of one’s own existence, and for the rest to conduct oneself in
private as modestly, unobtrusively and unpretentiously as is required, no longer by
good upbringing, but by the shame of still having air to breathe, in hell.

—T.W. Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from Damaged Life
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The 1949 King Vidor film adaptation of Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead centers on a headstrong
New York architect named Howard Roark, who, at grave risk to his architectural practice, spends
his days proffering sleek modernist designs to a society mired in its taste for tawdry neoclassicism.
When, early on in the film, Roark encounters his impoverished, disillusioned and half-mad former
mentor, he is warned about the costs of impudence: “May god bless you Howard, you’re on your
way into hell.”

Roark never descends to the depths of perdition experienced by his mentor. Buoyed by his faith in
the platitudes of Randian individualism, he lifts himself out of the pits of financial ruin and into the
rarefied air of architectural greatness. There is nevertheless more wisdom to the old man’s words
than either can appreciate. The Fountainhead, whose script Rand penned on the condition that not
a word would be altered, is a turgid love song to the sociopathic limits of modernism’s mythos.
Rand’s New York is one in which in which domestic terrorism is the legal and heroic recourse
against public housing projects that diverge from their original design (Roark ends up dynamiting
his own building), and where the world’s tallest skyscraper serves no purpose other than to
posthumously restore its bankroller’s manhood with the salve of architectural genius. The
metropolis Howard Roark helps re-imagine is not a place to be collectively inhabited but a
monument to phallic petulance and Promethean conquest. It is a vision altogether infernal in its
own right. If only it were confined to the Randian universe.

When the headline of a New York Times article on what is slated to be the tallest residential
building in the country reads, “Another Tower for the New York Skyline,” it reflects an essential
truth about the city: like other “high-end products” New York has increasingly become something
that is more to be admired at a remove than enjoyed in person. Thanks to an unprecedented
collusion between starchitects, megalomaniacal developers  and the state legislature, which has
extended tax subsidies to those least in need of them, the world’s most famous skyline has
received a multibillion-dollar makeover during the past few years. New York’s homeless population
has just reached levels not seen since the Great Depression; meanwhile, a wave of non-
resident investment purchasers has made the daily occupancy rates at some of the city’s most
eye-catching and luxurious buildings resemble those of beach resorts in hurricane season.

In this context, it is a testament to the Franco-Hungarian art cooperative Société Réaliste’s
commitment to realism that it chooses to title its first New York exhibition, held at P! on the Lower
East Side, A rough guide to Hell. The centerpiece of this multidimensional installation (curated by
Niels Van Tomme and P! director Prem Krishnamurthy) is a timely meditation on the triumph of
what, following Walter Benjamin in “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” we might classify as “optical” architecture: in this case an architecture that not
only obtrudes upon the “tactile” experience of ordinary habitual use, but one that has been literally
disinhabited. Société Réaliste’s single-channel video work “The Fountainhead” (2010) offers a
silent version of Vidor’s 1949 film in which every human being has been digitally removed from the
picture. The protagonists of the 111-minute-long work are a series of office desks, modern
couches, swooping staircases, and, of course, penthouse views of New York’s beloved skyline.
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Société Réaliste, “The Fountainhead (2010), film still

This is by no means a loss to the film, which pairs Rand’s stultifyingly didactic melodrama with low
points in the careers of Gary Cooper and Patricia Neal. A soulless but cinematographically adept
piece of cinema, Vidor’s film was already an ironic affirmation of André Bazin’s assertion,
in “Theater and Cinema: Part Two,” that the actor, in cinema, is aesthetically secondary to “decor
and editing.” Société Réaliste has merely elevated to an absolute the modernist to highlight the
traits specific to a given medium.

In so doing it has allowed the work’s underlying ideology to achieve its crypto-nihilistic endpoint. Of
the man who once belonged to this vanished civilization, the urban dwellings of which lie before us
like a photo-spread in Architectural Digest, we may say, as Roark does in his climactic ode to the
mythical creative type: “His work was his only goal. His work, not those who used it; his creation,
not the benefits others derived from it.” Ultimately, “he served nothing and no-one.” We might add
that the colossal city he strove to establish was effectively “no place,” ou topos: the only utopia at
the end of the Randian rainbow. Indeed, deprived of people, the urban landscape depicted in The
Fountainhead begins to resemble a set on a Hollywood soundstage, which, as it turns out, it is.

Of course the fact that this ideal metropolis is nothing more than a fairytale — and a nightmarish
one at that — has not dissuaded the “unbridled individual” from vying for its real estate. In a work
titled “Laissez-faire City” (2013), Société Réaliste replicates an advertisement that ran in an issue
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of The Economist in 1995, a year of particularly magical thinking, given that it was also the year the
World Wide Web went mainstream. The self-described “impressive group of free market
individuals” behind the ad proposes the founding of a new metropolis set on 100 square miles of
land in Costa Rica. Self-governed, the city would be “based on the ideals and principles of Ayn
Rand,” whose Atlas Shrugged — the apparent inspiration for their plan — is cited as a work of
“prophetic genius.”

The selling price Société Réaliste has attached to this work is just over sixty-two thousand dollars:
the present-day cost of republishing the ad in The Economist. As a work of historical irony, its
impact hangs suspended between the willful forgetfulness that threatens to swallow the economic
crash of 2008 and a more widespread recognition that, for most American urbanites, the laissez
faire city is one — or rather two — in which we have already been living for too long. Staring at
this advertisement, which features an Art Deco rendering of Rand alongside a miniature city
skyline, it is difficult not to indulge in one’s own utopian fantasy: that someone buys the ad,
republishes it, and the “impressive” individuals likely to be attracted by such a proposal fly south in
droves.

On the awning outside P!’s Broome Street storefront, Société Réaliste has erected a permanent
installation. In black letters against a red background we read: “lasciate ogne stranezza voi
ch’intrate [abandon all strangeness ye who enter here].” The work borrows from words famously
engraved outside the gates of hell in Dante’s Inferno (in Dante, the line reads “abandon all
hope…”). In the catalogue for its 2012 exhibition “empire, state, building,” co-produced by Paris’s
Jeu de Paume and Budapest’s Ludwig Múzeum, Société Réaliste associates this phrase with the
false concern it detects in systems of governance that profess a cosmopolitanism belied by
restrictive and assimilative immigration policies. As former residents of Hungary, a nation once cut
off from the West, the members of Société Réaliste have the European Union in mind as their most
immediate model. Against the backdrop of New York City, however, the appropriation of Dante’s
phrase more readily appears as a mocking jab at the hospitality extended — with no
acknowledgement of its conditionality — to “the homeless, the tempest tossed” on the pedestal of
the Statue of Liberty.
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Exterior of P! with awning in media police typeface by Société Réaliste (photo by Naho Kubota)

The injunction to abandon strangeness might also provoke reflection on the work’s specific urban
context. Since the New Museum took up residency on a stretch of the Bowery formerly known as
Skid Row, the area has undergone rapid gentrification under the ever-ambiguous guise of urban
renewal. While cultural institutions sometimes provide space for reflection on socio-economic
issues, they also contribute to rising rent prices and the displacement that results therefrom. The
crop of new galleries that has sprung up in the area, P! among them, is undoubtedly implicated in
this process; and while it is a gesture of good faith — indeed, of hospitality — to the surrounding
neighborhood that P! lists its business information in Chinese on its storefront window, it also
makes one cognizant of the transformation undergone by this section of Chinatown into, for better
or worse, a relic of its former self.

The typeface that appears on P!’s awning was created by Société Réaliste and is presented as a
work unto itself. It is downloadable from P!’s website during the show’s run and also appears on
wall labels throughout the exhibition. Created by splicing together the logotypes of world
newspapers, it comprises a contradictory patchwork of modern and gothic scripts. It may be going
too far, however, to call it “strange.” Though it serves as a composite of widely varying cultures and
political persuasions, it also evokes the homogenization that is, after all, intrinsic to most
typography. Its range of letters is restricted to those of the Roman alphabet, and its individual
pieces, diverse as they seem, congeal into a legible assemblage. The font’s title, “media police,”
enforces the impression that this work continues Société Réaliste’s critique of the restrictiveness
inherent to many of the most exalted partners of “freedom”: the free press, economic liberalism
and its globalization, and the City of New York, whose mantel of diversity is maintained under the
watch of a vast police force notorious for targeting minorities.
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The neutralization of political-cultural discord recurs as a theme in “Circle of Errors” (2013). This
work, which covers a large swath of the exhibition’s wall space, comprises a series of fake
computer error messages — e.g. “Precise Mutation,” “Restricted Hospitality,” “Imagination is Fatal”
— printed in white “media police” against a background of varying shades of gray. Collectively,
these sometimes humorous, sometimes menacing phrases evoke the auto-censorship and velvet
handcuffs that bind us to systems of control and thwart our impulses to break from prevailing
discourses.

As a guide to the corridors of a living hell, Société Réaliste’s exhibition is rough to say the least.
Like an ant on a Möbius strip, one finds oneself cycling between alternating faces of torment:
sociopathic Randian utopianism and the restricted heterogeneity of liberal political enclosures. No
exit is provided, except through the gallery’s door.

The members of Société Réaliste are Cynics sensu stricto. In their writings they make repeated
mention of the philosophical vagabond Diogenes of Sinope, one of the founders of the cynical
tradition, who would seem to typify their rejection of any but the most radical forms of
cosmopolitanism. Famously, when asked by Alexander the Great if there was any favor the
conquering hero could do for him, the philosopher responded, “Stand out of my light.” Somewhere
on the Bowery, amid the few halfway houses that still remain, the shadow of a modern edifice
grows long.

A Rough Guide to Hell by Société Réaliste continues at P! (334 Broome Street, Lower East
Side, Manhattan) until October 27.
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Brings His Design Pedigree to the Doghouse

PLUS: The 2012 Portfolio of
AMERICAN INFLUENCE

PREM KRISHNAMURTHY 
Cofounder, P! Gallery 

Prem Krishnamurthy’s new gallery in New York’s 
Chinatown is named simply P!, as in the first initial 
of the graphic designer and curator’s first name and 
that of his alliteratively titled studio practice, Project 
Projects, begun in 2004. Krishnamurthy, 34, has done 
work for museums and art institutions, including 
the Cooper-Hewitt’s recent “Graphic Design: Now 
in Production” show, but P!, designed by architec-
ture studio Leong Leong, is Krishnamurthy’s first 
proprietorship. His debut show, which opened in 
September, featured rare works by graphic designer 
Karel Martens, conceptual artist Christine Hill, and 
photographer Chauncey Hare, three disparate art-
ists connected by Krishnamurthy’s particular vision.

What were some of your experiences with curating prior 
to opening P!? 

When I lived in Berlin—that was in the late ’90s, 
supercheap—I used to have events and exhibitions in my 
kitchen. In school [at Yale] I was working as editor of a lot 
of things, but Berlin was probably where I became most 
interested in curating spaces. And then I started Project 
Projects, and for the first several years we were just trying 
to get our footing as a graphic-design studio in New York, 
but I would always try to insert some sort of curatorial 
thing into other projects that were going on.

Is it true that the logo will be redesigned for each show? 

It might be ironic, but there’s a German phrase that means 
“The shoemaker has the worst shoes.” It’s not that it’s the 
worst … I wanted the design of this institution to go as far 
as I could envision pushing it. 

If the logo changes with each exhibition, does that mean a 
graphic designer will be part of every show?

No, not at all. They will be sometimes, but it’s not pro-
grammatic in that way. Anybody can make a logo. A logo 
can be many, many things. I think it will be much more 
interesting when people who are not typically doing that 
sort of work are asked. Also, between every show I want 
to change something architecturally about the space. It 
might be as small as painting the ceiling or the floor, but 
it might be as large as ripping out walls or changing out 
the windows. There’s this ongoing transformation that 
happens within the space. 

What else do you envision for the gallery?

If there’s an ambition to this space, it’s to bring together 
different [artists and designers] who wouldn’t otherwise 
come in contact with each other. And to have people who 
would otherwise think, “Oh, this is a gallery, this is not for 
me,” come in and have some sort of experience or reaction.

How does graphic design fit into the art/gallery world?

I’ve always felt there’s a lot of affinity between graphic 
designers and curators. Both are mediators on some level. 
The thing graphic designers have always known how to 
do is the means of production, how to distribute. I think a 
curator does a similar thing, just with space as opposed to 
other media, and with artists. Interview by Sue Apfelbaum

JOHN CARY 
Writer, Curator, TED Prize Advisor 

“Public-interest design is what keeps me up at night 
and gets me out of bed in the morning,” says John 
Cary, the many-hatted Brooklyn-based speaker, 
writer, curator, advisor to the TED Prize, and founder 
of the first annual Public Interest Design Week, to 
debut in March 2013. The six-day symposium at the 
University of Minnesota College of Design—where 
the 35-year-old Cary is also a research fellow—will 
pull in students and practitioners from around the 
world to build skills, share contacts, and encourage 
greater peer accountability.

A current show at San Francisco’s Autodesk Gallery, 
where he and his wife, Courtney Martin, are the gal-
lery’s first guest curators-in-residence, hints at what 
the event will seek to spark. “We look at products, 
places, and processes: systems and services either 
designed or redesigned for the public good,” Cary says. 
By presenting a social need, followed by the prod-
uct or approach used to successfully address it, the 
exhibit tells the stories behind standard-setting work 
as diverse as the low-cost Embrace infant warmer 
and the parklets of San Francisco that morph park-
ing spaces into public plazas. “People have been really 
afraid of, or told not to criticize, work being done for 
good,” Cary says. “That might have been appropriate 
at some point, but we need to move beyond that to 
hold it to higher standards.”—JULIA COOKE

11

10 Graphic designer and curator Prem Krishnamurthy in his 
recently opened Manhattan gallery space, P!. Portrait: Elsbeth 
Struijk van Bergen. (opposite) spreads from Garmento.

JEREMY LEWIS 
Editor, Garmento 

Jeremy Lewis, a 26-year-old trend reporter, concept 
developer, and fashion editor, decided two years ago to 
bring his interests together in magazine form. His semi-
annual , based in New York City, explores topics 
in fashion that he feels haven’t been given proper consid-

eration. Inspired by his former 
mentor, the late fashion designer 
Charles Kleibacker, the first issue, 
published in February, examines 
what it means to be an American 
designer; the second one, pub-
lished this fall, takes on futurism. 
Each issue approaches a theme 
from different angles, drawing 
from contemporary and vintage 
fashion, with broad-minded con-
tent presented with “a certain 
kind of minimalism,” he says.  

—LYDIA EPP SCHMIDT
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Cofounder, P! Gallery 

Prem Krishnamurthy’s new gallery in New York’s 
Chinatown is named simply P!, as in the first initial 
of the graphic designer and curator’s first name and 
that of his alliteratively titled studio practice, Project 
Projects, begun in 2004. Krishnamurthy, 34, has done 
work for museums and art institutions, including 
the Cooper-Hewitt’s recent “Graphic Design: Now 
in Production” show, but P!, designed by architec-
ture studio Leong Leong, is Krishnamurthy’s first 
proprietorship. His debut show, which opened in 
September, featured rare works by graphic designer 
Karel Martens, conceptual artist Christine Hill, and 
photographer Chauncey Hare, three disparate art-
ists connected by Krishnamurthy’s particular vision.

What were some of your experiences with curating prior 
to opening P!? 

When I lived in Berlin—that was in the late ’90s, 
supercheap—I used to have events and exhibitions in my 
kitchen. In school [at Yale] I was working as editor of a lot 
of things, but Berlin was probably where I became most 
interested in curating spaces. And then I started Project 
Projects, and for the first several years we were just trying 
to get our footing as a graphic-design studio in New York, 
but I would always try to insert some sort of curatorial 
thing into other projects that were going on.

Is it true that the logo will be redesigned for each show? 

It might be ironic, but there’s a German phrase that means 
“The shoemaker has the worst shoes.” It’s not that it’s the 
worst … I wanted the design of this institution to go as far 
as I could envision pushing it. 

If the logo changes with each exhibition, does that mean a 
graphic designer will be part of every show?

No, not at all. They will be sometimes, but it’s not pro-
grammatic in that way. Anybody can make a logo. A logo 
can be many, many things. I think it will be much more 
interesting when people who are not typically doing that 
sort of work are asked. Also, between every show I want 
to change something architecturally about the space. It 
might be as small as painting the ceiling or the floor, but 
it might be as large as ripping out walls or changing out 
the windows. There’s this ongoing transformation that 
happens within the space. 

What else do you envision for the gallery?

If there’s an ambition to this space, it’s to bring together 
different [artists and designers] who wouldn’t otherwise 
come in contact with each other. And to have people who 
would otherwise think, “Oh, this is a gallery, this is not for 
me,” come in and have some sort of experience or reaction.

How does graphic design fit into the art/gallery world?

I’ve always felt there’s a lot of affinity between graphic 
designers and curators. Both are mediators on some level. 
The thing graphic designers have always known how to 
do is the means of production, how to distribute. I think a 
curator does a similar thing, just with space as opposed to 
other media, and with artists. Interview by Sue Apfelbaum
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“Public-interest design is what keeps me up at night 
and gets me out of bed in the morning,” says John 
Cary, the many-hatted Brooklyn-based speaker, 
writer, curator, advisor to the TED Prize, and founder 
of the first annual Public Interest Design Week, to 
debut in March 2013. The six-day symposium at the 
University of Minnesota College of Design—where 
the 35-year-old Cary is also a research fellow—will 
pull in students and practitioners from around the 
world to build skills, share contacts, and encourage 
greater peer accountability.
 A current show at San Francisco’s Autodesk Gallery, 
where he and his wife, Courtney Martin, are the gal-
lery’s first guest curators-in-residence, hints at what 
the event will seek to spark. “We look at products, 
places, and processes: systems and services either 
designed or redesigned for the public good,” Cary says. 
By presenting a social need, followed by the prod-
uct or approach used to successfully address it, the 
exhibit tells the stories behind standard-setting work 
as diverse as the low-cost Embrace infant warmer 
and the parklets of San Francisco that morph park-
ing spaces into public plazas. “People have been really 
afraid of, or told not to criticize, work being done for 
good,” Cary says. “That might have been appropriate 
at some point, but we need to move beyond that to 
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Editor, Garmento 

Jeremy Lewis, a 26-year-old trend reporter, concept 
developer, and fashion editor, decided two years ago to 
bring his interests together in magazine form. His semi-
annual Garmento, based in New York City, explores topics 
in fashion that he feels haven’t been given proper consid-

eration. Inspired by his former 
mentor, the late fashion designer 
Charles Kleibacker, the first issue, 
published in February, examines 
what it means to be an American 
designer; the second one, pub-
lished this fall, takes on futurism. 
Each issue approaches a theme 
from different angles, drawing 
from contemporary and vintage 
fashion, with broad-minded con-
tent presented with “a certain 
kind of minimalism,” he says.  
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“Chauncey Hare/Christine Hill/ 
Karel Martens”
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“Controlled Experiments”
by Will Heinrich
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by Brandon Grom
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“Joy, Illustrated”
by Mark Lamster
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“Open Agenda | P! in Chinatown”
by Nancy MacDonell
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